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Great Pumpkin
delivers
spills and thrills

Richards, Williams
take it to the wire
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Women's cross country
wins 4th straight title
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Women's basketball receivesNCAA probation
Conference tournament) and television appearances.
ThecornrnitteealsorequiredUfPA
to develop and implement a rules
education and compliance program
for athletics department personnel
and to submit written reports conceming the program to the commit-

By ROB NEAGLE

Sports Editor

The National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) has placed the
UfPA women's basketball team on
one-year probation for recruiting
violations committed during the
spring of 1989.
tee.
All of the penalties are in effect
The NCAA Committee on Infrac- fromSept. l., 1990toAug.31, 1991.
tions, which made an investigation Head Coach Tim Hicks and his
into alleged violations and set pen- assistant coaches were the main foalties, also eliminated eightexpense- cusoftheallegations. Hicks admitted
paid visits to the campus by potential fault,butdeniesthatitwasintentional.
student-athletes, off-campus re- "Webrokeabsolutelynoruleswith
cruiting, post-season competition the intent oftrying to illegally recruit
(including the American South kids or trying to do things that were

blatant violations," he said. "What
we did is we misinterpreted some
rules and some were violated based
on lack of knowledge on my pan or
on the part of the parties involved.
'There was absolutely no intent to
operate the program outside of what
we considered was okay," he said.
Hicks said the rule violations were
minute.
"You can look at the things that
were done and see how minor they
all were," he said.
The penalties, outlined in an eightpage letter sent to UTPA President
Miguel Nev~rez, culminate 15
months of investigations and probes
by the NCAA.

According to the NCAA, a prospective student-athlete informed
them that possible recruiting violations may be taking place here on
July 13, 1989.
After an initial probe by the school
and the conference, they reponed to
the NCAA that the information was
not credible.
However, the NCAA received
more information and collected
enough evidence to merit anothe;
investigation. On May 24, the
committee sent an official letter of
inquiry to UfPA and Hicks.
Several members of the administtation conducted an investigation
into Hicks' recruiting practices, in-

eluding Athletic Director Sam
Odstrcil and NCAA Faculty Representative Dr. Jerry Pulley. The
committee making the investigation
responded to the allegations on Aug.
20.
In the response, both agreed to all
but two of the 13 alleged violations.
The NCAA accepted the school's
:findings. The penalties set forth were
the same ones UTPA recommended
in the Aug. 20 letter.
"Basically, it was the same thing
we recommended," Odstrcil said.
"Mos~ of it is pretty much in line."
"I want to make sure UT Pan Arn
hasacleanhouse,"hesaid. "Ifwe're
going to win, we're going to win

clean."
"I think (UfPA) did what they felt
was in the best interest ofthe university first, which is obviously understandable," Hicks said. "I can find
no fault with that."
Hicks said he accepts the rulings
and hopes to get the entire ordeal
behind him and get back to business.
"It's my hope that (the probation)
won't have any type of lasting effect," he said. "When the year's
over, the whole thing will be over
and we'll go about the business of
trying to run a competitive major
college women's basketball program."
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ByEVA MAZA

Reporter
Accordingtoaneducationalmagazine article, UTPA students pay the
highest tuition and fees in the UT
System.
However, Bruce Erickson, director of UTPA
public information, said the repon incorrectly
reflects tuition

.
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lab access

$162 when reporting UfPA figures.
The repon was based on 30 undergraduate semester hours for state
residents. It shows UTPA students
paying $1080 tuition and fees, while
other UT schools were reported as
paying at least $(i() less than UTPA.
However. UfPA figures show that
tuition and fees for
30 semester hours
total $918 and not
$1080.
Erickson, who
provided the in$270
formation for the

By JOE VASQUEZ
Staff Writer

hOllll)

and fee figures . Tuition (15
here.
An October
3rd repon from
The Chronicle
of Higher Education states that
UfPA students
will pay the
highest tuition and fees in the UT
system in 1990-91.
The College Board, which compiled the report of tuition and fees of
more than 3,<XXl colleges and universities, showed a discrepancy of
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The way they manipulate the figures may be where
the error was made," said Erickson.
Dorothy Sigfreud, supeIVisor of
the College Board, contends that the
figures reported in the magazine were
those given by Erickson and denies
that the mistake was theirs.
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/Monica Martinez

The UIPA Dance Ensemble put together dance steps for Ann Shea, choreagrapher for the Chatanooga Ballet
Company in Tennessee. Dancers are from left to right: Norma Lopez of McAllen, Mari Gonzales of McAllen
and Yvonne Batker of Edinb

The construction of a building to
house computer labs would solve
many problems students encounter
with computer access, said Steve
Copold, director of technology resources.
The academic services building,
scheduled for completion by September 1992, will facilitate 600
computer stations and "will double
our resources," he said.
The labs will be designed for a
variety of uses, from classroom instruction to group interaction rooms,
Copold said.
Smaller labs will be reserved for
students needing to communicate
with other students regarding computer operations, Copold said.
This will alleviate student complaints of loud conversation in the
labs, he said.
The concentration of computers in
a central lab will allow for more
classroom space in the buildings currently housing labs, Copold said.
'There is a need to concentrate lab
facilities in one building as opposed
to the present eight building situation," he said.
Compounding that is the increased
costs of having the labs spread out,
he said.

See Computer Page 8

Soviet relates economic, political turmoil
By LETICIA CAVAZOS
Staff Writer

A journalist for the Soviet Communist Party's main newspaper said
his nation's economy is in turmoil.
''The ·soviet economy is in a
shamble," said Vitaly Gan, Washington Bureau Chief for Pravda, in a
presentation in the Ballroom Tuesday night.
"Inflation is 100 percent, and it is
easier to find things in the black
....T,. P.. A-- /Sophie D. Pella market where they cost ten times as
much as it is to find them in the
Country musician Dan Seals performs before 150 people at the (United) States stores."
UC Circle Tuesday. The performance was sponsored jointly by
Gandescribedthepresenteconornic
the IK Little Sisters and the Baha'i Faith.
and social turmoil as "shock therapy".
L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____, Perestroika has turned out to be a
\

"learn-as-you-go" process.
'Toe most dangerous thing going
on in the USSR right now is that the
prestige of the central government is
undennined on a daily basis by the
individual soviet republics. They are
unrealistic to assume that they can
smvive economically on their own,"
Gan said.
Gan attributed the nation's change
in ideology to President Mikhail
Gorbachev, who he describes as the
best hope for the Soviet Union.
"We get more ideology from our
foreign policy," he said. "We're
starting to behave like a nonnal nation, and we want to be integrated in
a world economy.
"For example, our two great na-

lions, we ain't got no reason to
squabble around," he said. 'They
have to be partners, and working in
Washington, I don't know a single
person who wants to see a disintegrated Soviet Union."
Gan said there would be the possibility of a dictatorship government
should the current structure collapse.
"Ifour country is disintegrated, itis
very dangerous because afteranan:hy
comes the dictatorship," he said.
"Who needs a dictatorship in Russia?"
Gan also mentioned the state ofthe
Soviet Union's leading newspaper.
'Toe paper, like the country itself,
is in a deep crisis," he said.
Pravda, a six page publication, has

decreased in circulation from 11
million copies a day to seven million
copies, Gan said.
Beginning Jan. 1, Pravda will become self-sufficient and will be sold
to a private publisher, Gan said.
Theeditor-in-chiefplanstopublish
atiJ, Sunday supplements, an international edition and establish a TV
studio to produce revenues, Gan said.
Many international bureaus will be
closed to minimire expenses.
In a discussion with journalism
students Tuesday afternoon, Gan said
the elements of the cold war still
exist.

See Soviet Page 8
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Television viewed as most damaging 'drug'
y now, most students, faculty and staff have received
•
the new drug policy, which
contains a section on the
health risks involved with the use of
drugs and alcohol. If this policy hasn't
found its way into the garbage can, or if
after you only read all the bad stuff
drugs can do to you (it's always fun to
read that kind of stuff), notice that the
policy doesn't include the most damaging substance of all - television.
Let's face it, a half-hour of the Brady
Bunch destroys just as many brain cells
as a marijuana joint. Between the goodytwo-shoes lessons and Jan Brady's poor
taste in pants, the show numbs you right
into i ~erris Bueller or a Hull High
episooe. And once you 're under ofone
of those shows, well the Arsenio Hall

B
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show should put you into a catatonic
state of mind.
People don't seem to want to live in
reality anymore. Was it easier to watch
Arsenio ask Evander Holyfield what
he was thinking while he was pounding
on another human being for $8 million
than discuss economics, the Gulf Crisis, or the fisc.al budget?
Considering the way people succumb
to the tube trip, perhaps television
should be classified as some sort of
drug. Typically, the excuse forvegging
out in front ofthe TV is "there's nothing
to do around the house." Some take it
a step further and get together with
friends to share the experience.
"Ahh," someone might grunt, "It
wasn't so good this time."
"Yeah," someone else responds, "last

The Other Side
Andres Esquivel
night's show was better. Man, but, y'know,
I really wish we could get some Simpsons
stuff down here."
"Oh, my cousin sends me tapes down
from Austin," brags some videot. "He cuts
out all the commercials-it's really cool."
hat's the next step, of coursepure, unadulterated television
(Think of the street value). The
VCR is comparable to a coke
spoon because nothing keeps you tubed out
longer or better than de-commercialized
television. Imagine missing your favorite

T
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soap opera for about a week, but during the
weekend, you make up by freebasing four
straight hours of General Hospital. Mentally crippling, huh?
It's interesting how society looks down
on drug use, but we aren't willing to stop
and observe how damaging other fonns of
entertainment are.
The new drug policy, when properly
translated, clearly tells the reader how our
society deals with drug offenders.
Section one is on standards of conduct
about drugs. Translation: don't do this
because we don't like it
Section two covers the health risks involved, but translated: look at this bad
stuff, it can really mess you up.
Next is university penalties, which states:
if you did this anyway, bend over, stare at
the tack on the wall and count out loud.

The fourth section is the state and federal penalties, translated: since you did
this anyway, bend over.
nd finally, there is counseling and rehab clinics, which
translates: don't do this because we don't like it.
It does seem a bit far-fetched to put
television under such a harsh regulation,
but look at it this way: How many
episodes of the Brady Bunch can you
remember? Think of all the brain cells
which have no other purpose in your life
other than to remind you ofAlice's dopey
lookin' boyfriend, Sam. A mind is a
terrible thing to waste.

A

Andres Esquivel is a Freshman
Psychology major

The Great Texas Governor's Race

Campaign race lacks issues,
merits no endorsement

W

ith the coming of the Texas gubernatorial election Tuesday, many
newspapers will be throwing their support behind a candidate.
The Pan American, however, cannot support, or even condone, the
candidacy of neither Ann Richards nor Clayton Williams.
The two have superbly depicted Texas as a state living in the 19th century,
with wanton muckraking and mudslinging that throws the issues into the back
seat
While Williams was busy flinging accusations of drug use and lying at
Richards, the Democratic candidate was busy fiddling with the can opener to
open a can of worms about Claytie's bank management and magnifying
Williams' sleight of tongue when it came to sexual faux pas.
All the while, both were ignoring issues pertinent to Texas citizens. Rather
than emphasizing the good he or she could do for Texas, the candidates tried to
depict worst-case scenarios of what would happen if the other were elected
governor. It was as if each was saying, "I'm not sure what I'll do, but it's
definitely better than what that idiot is gonna do."
Both are trying to scare Texans for votes, presenting himself or herself af. the
lesser of two evils.
It is easy to find fault in others plans and to criticize their plans-in essence,
identifying their problem.
But Texas needs a governor that can offc::- :J-Jsitive solutions to problems-a
governor that changes the flat tire rather than blaming the nail that caused the
flat.
Campaign managers for both candidates should throw in the towel, allowing
Williams and Richards to wipe the mud and the shame off their faces.

PANFIW GARCIA

U.S.: Cold war not over

I

t seems the U.S. government is acknowledging the end of the cold
war with the Soviet Union only as a gesture.
Vitaly Gan, a Soviet journalist, said in a speech Tuesday that U.S.
government officials are wary of giving him information for a story and seem ·
to build barriers to hinder the Pravda Washington bureau chief in his news
gathering.
Conversely, U.S. journalists and the public have been very receptive toward
him, Gan said.
It is sad that while the U.S. has accepted and even welcomed Soviet journalists as humans and not some androids set on causing the diabolical downfall of
the American Society, the U.S. Government still views Russian citizens as a
red threat
Gan is not involved in coven activities for the Soviet Communist Party-he
is merely trying to gather news stories for his employer.
The government needs to realize that a person's nationality alone does not
govern his deeds. Gan said he is not allowed to ask questions at White House
news conferences, as if information from a question he asked would be
detrimental to the Bush Administration.
The government should be careful in sending masked messages that U.S.
officials still believe there is a cold war. Few Soviets in the U.S. are bent on
pushing for the downfall of the U.S. government
PANFIW GARCIA
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It's Inevitable - Relax and Enjoy it

Courtesy key to traffic etiquette
t's amazing, yet true. People in the
Valley are very inconsistent when
it comes to the use of crosswalks.
The same people who careen
through a crosswalk filled with nuns and
orphans (or college students), nearly running over everyone in their paths, bitch
and gripe when someone does the same to
them.
Whatever happened to the Golden Rule,
let alone common courtesy and traffic
laws?
Is it really so difficult to take the needs
and rights of others into consideration?
The problems with the way people react to
crosswalks cannot be explained away as
accidents or ignorance of the law.
Most people who show a lack of crosswalk etiquette know they are "doing it
wrong." The problem stems from their
apathy. They just don't care.
It's difficult to countthenumberoftimes
pedestrians have nearly been struck by

I

Senate action clarified

I fully share Dean F. J. Brewerton's
desire to put the Lee/Ellard affair behind
us, but his self-serving interpretation of
this issue in the October 25 The Pan
American requires a response.
I certainly understand the dean's desire
_____
TH_e_u_Niv_eRS_rrv_OF_T___
P,._N_Awe_R1C_AN_ _ _ _ _E_o1N_a_uAG_,_T_EXAS_1_a_53_9_ _ _ _ _-t to avoid discussing the punishment phase
1
of the affair. He recommended that two
Gllben D. Manlnez
James Van Tolar
Panfllo Garcia
faculty members be terminated. Two
Editor
Copy Editor
Managing Editor
independent faculty committees, one apby the Faculty Senate, the other
pointed
Production: Leticia Cavazos, Nilda Ramos,
Entertainment Editor: Phillip Lozano
by
PresidentMiguelNevarez,detennined
Joe Zambrano
Sports Editor: Rob Neagle
that nothing in the conduct of the two
Advertising Manager: Joseph P. Mangin
Sports Writer: David Hunter
faculty members merited termination. The
Writers: Monica Martinez, Joe Vasquez, Jr.
UT System Board of Regents apparently
Ad Design Technician: Robin Bullard
David Armstrong
agreed
and directed that a letter of repriReporters: Victor Aguilar, Sophie D. Pel'ia, Circulation Manager: Matthew Handke
mand
be
placed in one faculty member's
Malling Manager: Rene Rubio
Eva Maza, Lisa Flores
file.
The
other faculty member received
Adviser: Joyce Prock
Photographers: Tony Mercado, Monica
virtually
no
sanction at all. Any discusSecretary: Juanita Sanchez
Martinez, Mark Montemayor
sion of the punishment phase would raise
the embarrassing question of how a dean
The Pan American Is a publication of The University of Texas-Pan American Student Publications. The Pan
could so grossly misjudge the nature of
American is published I/Nery Thursday except during examination periods, vacations and holidays. It is under the
Department of Student Affairs, Judy Vinson, dean of students: and Joyce Prock, adviser. Views presented here are
the alleged unethical conduct.
those of the writers and do not necessarily reflect those of the university administration.
The dean laments the fact that members
Student Publications, Emilia Hall 100; Ott1ce 381-2541, FAX 381·2150
of the SOBA faculty committee who recommended disciplinary action against
their two colleagues "have been publicly
maligned for their stance on (behavior
that docs not manifest the highest standards of scholarship and ethics) by the
The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns.
Faculty Senate."
They must be signed and include the writer's hometown, classification at UT-PA and be
This is simply incorrect. The Faculty
typed. An address and phone number should be included for verification. Letters should
Senate censured the members of the
be fewer than 250 words and guest columns no more than 600 words. Letters and guest
SOBA faculty committee, and the dean,
columns will be edited for length, libel, grammar and punctuation, but writer's meaning or
for failing to treat their fellow faculty
opinion will not be changed. Guest columns will be run as space permits. Letters can be
members in a fair and collegial manner.
brought to Emilia Schunior Ramirez Hall, Room 100 or mailed to The Pan American at
The dean contends that " in no regard did
1201 University Drive, EH 100, Edinburg, TX 78539.
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Squelch
Corner
Sophie D. Pena
oncoming traffic while in the supposed
sanctuary of the crosswalk. It's not as if
they leap into the path of a motorized
vehicle as it is only yards away, either.
rying to let the motorists know
they're actually waitipg to
cross, not just standing there,
doesn't seem to work either.
Try putting one foot down off the curb, as
such signal, and you '11 be the likely target
of someone in a hurry.
On the obverse, many pedestrians don't
know the proper way to cross a street
They cross in the middle of the block, not
the intersection. This happens quite often,
even when traffic is particularly heavy.

T

either the$OBA investigating committee
or the UTPA administration fail to treat
our colleagues in a fair and collegial
fashion." However, the two independent
faculty committees, neither of which had
a vested interest in the outcome of the
affair, concluded just the opposite.
The SOBA faculty committee did not
allow the two faculty members to ask
questions of the committee, and it turned
down a written request for more time to
respond to the charges. The dean recommended tennination of two faculty members without meeting with them to give
them an opportunity to respond to the
charges. To suggest this is treating colleagues in a "fair and collegial fashion"
breaks new ground in the area of collegiality, and offers a definition of fairness
more likely to be found in Orwell than in
Webster.

J.L. Polinard
Political Science Professor

Parking solution given

I know of a solution to the parl<lng problem here on campus. More people should
ride the bus. I should know because I ride
the bus. It costs me $3.50 per day round
trip from La Feria. Ifl drove it would cost
me $10.00 per day.
Valley Transit Bus Co. gives students a
break by charging half-fare Valley wide
with a minimum fare of$1.25. Considering gas prices this is a pretty good deal.
The bus goes by hourly right in front of the
campus, so no student can't say it's not

Now, we all know that it is illegal to run
through a crosswalk full of pedestrians.
But liability is a bit more fuzzy in cases
where a jay-walker is struck.
Not that they should be struck. They
should simply (try to) use the crosswalks, unless, ofcourse, there's no traffic.
lmost everyone on this
campus drives a car, and
most of those who drive
must cross a road to get
from the parking lots to a building.
Since we experience both situations,
we should try to remember the things
others do that annoy us, and not do them
ourselves. Both aspects of this problem
could be easily solved if everyone cooperated.

A

Sophie D. Pena is a junior
English major

available. Some say it is too slow. A
person can sleep, study, or talk to others.
Besides by saving money there will be
more parking space on campus.

Jim M. Podrasky
Math Major

'Remember KilrQy?'
Wake up! Get informed! I pray that
these words fall very loudly on the ears
of everyone who were moved, perhaps
to tears and anger, when the Kilroy incident shook the Valley and beyond about
a year and a half ago. I especially hope
that Phillip Lozano hears this message
loud an~ clear. Remember Kilroy? He,
along with 14 others, were brutally "sacrificed" and tortured to death, all in the
name of the evil one.
WAKE UP, Mr. Entertainment Editor!
I urge you to stop promoting, whether
purposelyornot, bands like Blind Justice
wh<? you quote one of it's ~embers ~
stating, "On Halloween rught. ..we're
going to sacrifice a Barbie Doll." That's
a very blunt satanic statement. And it
might sound cute to sacrifice a Barbie
Doll on stage, but we must realize that
the same devil is hailed, whether some
lunatic sacrifices a Barbie Doll or a UT
student. Do not be as blind or dumb as
some members of Blind Justice seem to
be. Get informed!
Rick Hernandez,
Senior
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Gulf
spurs
debate
By JOE VASQUEZ
Staff Writer
One UTPA professor said the
Middle East conflict is leading the
U.S. into an economic depression,
but another professor countered,
saying that the crisis will only slow
economic growth.
"What it (Middle East crisis) is
going to do is to deepen and
lengthen the recession in the U.S.,"
said Dr. Sam Freeman, professor
of political science. In effect, a
Great Depression is forthcoming,
he said.
''The future does look good for
the U.S.," said Dr. Brean Nasif,
professor of business.
Growthin the U.S. will be limited
to one percent as opposed to two or
three percent, he said.
Freeman said insolvency of financial institutions, declining real
wages, the misallocation of economic resources and the decline of
foreign investment in the U.S. are
contributing the economic decline.
"I don't think we should be that
cynical about the world around us,"
Nacif said. "I do not buy into the
negative arguments."
Opposing Nasif's optimistic
view, Freeman said, "his belief...
that we can have a world where we
can have the kind of sharing and
the decent life that he talks about;
that that is possible within the
context of a capitalistic world order, my ideology says that is impossible."
Nasif said the world economic
community has felt the impact of
the Gulf crisis.
Westi;rn,Eµ.ro_pe ~s. cllarged with
the economic rehabilitation -0f
Eastern Europe and since the oil
crisis "has hit Eastern Europe really
hard" world economic dominance
by Western Europe will not occur
for another 10 to 15 years, Nasif
said.
"We were looking atEurope, U.S.
and Japan as the economic leaders
of the world," said Nasif, "but
Europe is going to be very hard hit
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Sex, lies and voting machines
tl

By LISA FLORES
Reporter

With election day less than a
week away, one of the roughest, toughest, get down and dirty
barroom brawl campaigns in
Texas' history winds to a close.
The Texas gubernatorial race,
pitting Republican Clayton
Williams against Democrat
Ann Richards, has become increasingly heated and shows
signs of combusting as the detennination day nears.
The personality-oriented race
is far from over, with neither
candidate grasping hold of a
substantial lead.
It has been a campaign which
seems to have done each candidate more hann than good.
Important issues and solid
platfonns have been masked
behind thick veils of backbiting, name-calling and finger
pointing.
There have been plenty of
blows below the belt, but on
Nov. 6, the voters of Texas will
step in and break it up.
Not surprisingly, the ruckus
has only led to increased voter
apathy. Pollster Richard
Murray cautioned in a Houston

Ann Richards

ClaytonWilliams
Chronicle article that the campaign
mudfest has alienated some voters
andleftmanywithadislikeofboth
candidates.
''Turnout is going to be low. The

bloom's off Claytie and Ann,"
Murray said in the article.
Ann Richards seems to be pulling ahead in the race which should
go down to the wire.

William's platform

THE PAN AMElll<:Nf' Tony Mercado

According to a recent reader poll
conducted by the Dallas Times
Herald, 68 percent, or 4,393 of
those polled by telephone, voted
for Richards, while 32 percent, or

2,069, opted for Williams,.
The Sound-Off Poll was not
scientific, but it serves as an infonnal way of gauging the outcome of the election.

Richards' platform

He is a farmer, rancher, college instructor and entrepreneur. He has built and
manages 26 different companies headed by Claydesta Enterprises.

She was a teacher and county commissioner. She earned over $2 billion dollars for
Texas taxpayers during the past eight years through management and investments.

•Believes abortion should be pennitted in cases of rape, incest, and to protect the life
of the mother.
•Has created a 25-point battle plan on drugs which includes stiffer penalties for
pushers, military-style boot camps for young first-time offenders and more aggressive i:Ounseling and rehabilitation programs for users. Also plans to implement
increased anti-drug education beginning in kindergarten.
•Has a 22-point education plan which includes replacing the career ladder with a
comprehensive system to increase salaries and provide incentives for teachers. Will
waive first two years tuition at any state college or university for students who
maintain a B average, stay off drugs, but can't afford college.
•Is opposed to a state income tax and supports a state lottery to generate additional
funds. Wants to eliminate waste and reduce bureaucracy without additional taxes.

•Is pro-choice. She feels women should have access to safe medical care. She has
opposed previous legislation to restrict women's reproductive choice.
•Wants parole denied to violent criminals and assault weapons banned.
•Intends to initiate a "Buy Texas, Build Texas, Sell Tex.a&~' 2 program to attra~t ,
industry and train workers for future jobs.
'"'
·
:
•Wants to appoint a board of insurance to regulate price fixing by insurance agencies.
•Supports a state lottery to aid funding of state services.
•Proposes that elected officials be required to release personal income tax returns to
prevent conflicts of interest. Also wants to prohibit loans and gifts from lobbyists.
•Plans to stop the dumping of toxic waste in Texas. Wants to prosecute repeated
violators of pollution laws in jail, and pay for o.il spill clean-ups using money collected
from fines on polluters.

::;::~~;:~:1;;~:~:SGA committee works to reduce costs
US, will also experience slower

See Gu If Page 8
The Ultimate
Tuxedo Rental

A Student Government Associa- the current $5per class, said Carlos The UT System Board of Regents.
tion committee will recommend Berlanga, SGA vice president.
The fee was implemented as a
reducing the cost of dropping a
deterrentforunnecessarydropsby
Berlanga said the add/drop reccourse to $5 per drop slip, insteadof ommendation will be presented to
students, not as a fee to cover costs

PAYNE MITSUBISHI NEW CARS
1990 Mitsubishi Precis
WEDDING8

v3Door

PROM8

=.stij

PARTIES
80CLU.8
Lew Rat••
P•r-■aliaed

::~e$5,990

Attention

I 383-201 I A-•■-.__J:, Edlnlnlrs
M2S

..... It-Mart

e. . $1

SUPERVISOR

The position is IC'lponsible for: dispatching, dock
operations, intcifacing with sales force and ul'I""
level management, and various administrauve
duties. Opportunities for advancement to full.
time.
The ideal candidate will be energctic,hardworlcing
and goal-orientc:<I. Pursuinl! a BA in Business
Management. Maikcting, Finance, Distribution
or Transp~uution is "'91WC4-. Good communicauons skills are esscnual. Shift hours: 5 PM-10
PM.

Attn: TM
2205 N. 77th Sunshine Strip
Harlingen, TX 78550
EO/AAE

1991 Mitsubishi
MacroCab Pickup

South Dallas
BLACK AND WHITE NIGHT
ALTERNATIVE MUSIC NIGHT

,..,...

•

• Now 18 to 20 year olds Welcome
On Tuesdays Only!
Slit. # PUtlot

'$1,000 down, 60 prms. of $249.90@13.9% APR With approved credtt.

SIii# ECtl 14

I

PAYNE MITSUBISHI USED CARS
1990 MITSUBISHI GALANT 4 Door, 4 to Choose fro1t1- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $10,990
1990 MITSUBISHI MIRAGE 4 Door, 2 to Choose from - - - - - - - - - - - - $8,990
1989 FORD BRONCO II Auto., A/C, V-6, Clean _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $10,490
1987 HONDA CIVIC 5 Speed Manual, A/C, AM/FM Cass - - - - - - - - - - - ~,990
1986 MITSUBISHI MIGHTY MAX PU- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $3,990
1988 NISSAN SENTRA 2 Door, 5 Speed, A/C, AM/FM Cass _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _ _ $5,990
1987 OLDS CUTLASS CALAIS 4 Door, Auto., A/C, AM/FM Cass _ _ _ - - - - - $6,990

JE!lrvB:?

We offer an excellent canpcnsation, benefits,
company-paid vacation, pension program, pcrformanceevaluations every six months, and stock
bcnus program. Qualified candid~tcs should send
their =ume including salary history, in confidence, to;

ROADWAY PACKAGE
SYSTEM, INC.

,.=

---~!!ii
' ':!.lliii

1991 Mitsubishi
Eclipse 3 Dr.

IPlllll,PIIJ.

Roadway Package System,Inc. has a challenging
entry level opportunity in opentions.

q

~

• S1,000down, 60 mts. of $127.57@13.9% APR with

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

PART-TIME
POSITION
-COLLEGE STUDENTS-

1990 Mitsubishi
nighty Max Pickup

to the university of amending a the system, the dean of students,
student's schedule, Berlanga said. and the UTPA president, Berlanga
"It's a deterrent that's not work- said.
lng,"hesaid. "Many students have
Senators appointed to the comto drop classes and therefore have
mittee are: Willie Martinez, seno choice but to pay whatever is nior; Tony Morales, senior; Delfino
charged."
Cortez, senior; George Lopez, seThe amendment will be submit- nior; and Jessica Ann Guerrero,
ted to the regents, the chancellor of freshman.

MITSUBISHf

GIibert Longoria
Reno Alfaro
Morris Garza
Frank Vasquez
Betty Garcia, Mgr.

Mitsubishi Hotline

969-2828
Upper Valley

RIO GRANDE VALLEY

383-4915

ON THE EXPRESSWAY• WESLACO

Lower Valley

MITSUBISHl l)-:1

423-7328

The word is getting aroW1d. Q

NO COVER ALL NIGHT!

.SOC: E.1.R DI'. INKS AND DRAFT EEER

8:00 - 10:00 p.m.

CELEBRATING SOMETHING?

10:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
$1.50 BAR DRINKS
We will decorate

& give you a
Bottle of Champagne
For FREE
• NO COVER AND SPECIAi DRINKS DO NOT APPLY TO 18
PROPER I.D. REQUIRED AT ALL TIMES.
500 HACKBERRY · McALLEN, TEXAS
682-4133

·,-o 20 VEAR OLDS.
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2,600 CELEBRATE
GREAT PUMPKIN
About 2,600 people celebrated Halloween early at the annual Carnival of the Great Pumpkin here Saturday, enjoying music by KBFM 104
and a small concert by the Chris Rivera Band.
Food, ranging from MASH potatoes to cakes to fajitas, and plenty of
drinks were available at the 30 food and game booths which circled the
University Center parking lot.
The activity booths included a cake walk booth, a neon strip booth,
the all -famous dunking booth and a booth where eggs were tossed at
Saddam Hussein's image. The International Students Association won
the $100 first place prize; ROTC, $75, second place; and the Art
League, $50, third place.
Best costume prize went to Pamela Garcia, who dressed as a
cockroach, $50; Barbara Villarreal and Pablo Irias, Miss Piggy and
Kermit the Frog, $25, second; Tammy Rackley, a bearded man with a
cain, $15, third. In the pumpkin carving contest, DPMA won first and
received a pot ofcandy and a trophy. Trophies also went to Art League
for second place and National Students Speech Language Hearing
Association, third.
The total atendance includes 600 people who participated in The
Rocky Horror Picture Show Friday.

Art student Joe
Hernandez (above)
gives little Mario
Grisner a face that
would melt the coldest hearts.
For a slight fee,
practicaly anything
could be painted on
your face.

Senior Senator
George Lopez (right)
serves up some
cake and other
goodies at the SGA
booth during last
week's Carnival.
....:

Ishtar Whitney looks dead as a doornail at the ROTC booth
where they sold MASH burgers and Potatoes. One person
asked whether he could get her entrails pan fried with sweet
and sour sauce .
..-:

Delta Zeta active Pricilla Garza gets dunked, among other things, at
the Delta Zeta dunking booth.

Photos
by
David Gonzalez

Eddie Lozano of the Chris Rivera band jams and slams on the drums during their Great Pumpkin
concert last week.
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Cannichael, a town rebel who left
15 years before to seek fame and
fortune.
Where once Roxy was as much an
outcast as Dinky, the town now
holds her in high esteem as acelebrity. The action takes place in the
week before her return, during
which the town is holding festivities in her honor.
Also starring is Jeff Daniels, as
Denton Webb, who fathered
Roxy's child before she left town
Thomas Wilson Brown stars as
Gerald Howells, who is attracted
to Dinky, but is embarrassed by her
apparent disregard for her appearance.
Ryder plays her role brilliantly.
Dinky must deal with adults and
peers who see her as strange and
socially abnormal. Even her adoptive parents lack effort in understanding her, and are considering
yet another school for her.

By SOPHIE D. PENA

Reporter
Home,
Roxy
"Welcome
Carmichael," directed by Jim
Abrahams; screenplay by Karen
Leigh Hopkins; starring Winona
Ryder, Jeff Daniels, Thomas Wilson Brown; rated PG-13; Paramount Pictures.

Often in life, the perceptions of
others hold a profound effect on
how the self is judged.
"Welcome Home,
Roxy
Cannichael" is a poignant comedy-drama about hopes, dreams,
and the rocky road to self-exploration. This phenomenon is seen
through the eyes ofDinky Bossetti
(Winona Ryder), as a teenager
struggling through an identity crisis.
The catalyst for this self-explorationistheimpendingreturnofRoxy

e1990 Paramount Pictures Corporation

Winona Ryder stars as Dinky Bossetti in the film "Welcome Home, Roxy
Carmichael," currently playing in Valley theaters.

PAGE

Because she has been moved
around so much, she is always an
outsider to the other students in her
school.
But with the imminent return of
Roxy Cannichael, herself once a
misunderstood teenager, Dinky
begins to think about her past,
present, and future.
After meeting Denton Webb,
Dinky discovers that Roxy's baby
was taken to a hospital. As Dinky
learns more about Roxy, she becomes convinced that Roxy is her
mother. Inherobsession, she thinks
that Roxy is returning to town to
get her baby.
Of the many parallels between
Roxy's and Dinky's lives, one is
the similarity between Demon's
love ofRoxy and Gerald's feelings
toward Dinky.
Brown is able to make Gerald a
sympathetic character, despite his
obvious preoccupation with the

5

way others see Dinky. He must put
aside his worries in order to be with
the one he loves.
Daniels plays the role of a man
caught up in the excitement of
Roxy's return despite being married and having a family. He must
sever his ties to Roxy completely,
or lose his family.
The examination of bonds between characters is handled in a
poignant manner. The viewer is
able to relate to the expectations of
the characters in relation to Roxy.
As viewers, wetooarecaughtupin
the 'worship' of the town's own
pop icon.
Although the climax is as much a
jolt to the viewer as to Dinky, the
ending shows realistic changes of
attitude that make the movie feel
authentic; on the whole it rings
true. The emotional tension results
in a gratifying experience for the
audience.

Student poets recognized Cellist Ponder performs with Symphony
Poems by three students garnered
awards from the American College and University Poetry Competition.
The poems will be published in
POET Magazine, which sponsored the contest.
Marsha Barrier's "He Said The
Moon" received an honorable
mention in the competition, as
did H. Lyle Skaggs Jr., for his
poem "Arthropod's Tale." They
will receive $10 awards.

:; rGMAJJ, l:,ounJ and helpless, fa.ces
l the crcJ.e/ mashrmind (?)of the
~

Cellist Benjamin Ponder moves
to center stage on Thursday, Nov
8, as the guest soloist for the premier perfonnance of "Concertino
for Cello and Chamber Orchestra"
by Gina Enriquez of Mexico City.
The concertino is part of the debut
concert of the Valley Sinfonette
under the direction of Dr. Carl
Seale. The perfonnance begins at 8
p.m. at the Edinburg Auditorium,
415 West McIntyre. Seating is
general admission.

Raul M. Chapa received a Special Merit award for his poem
"Azazel."
The winning poems appeared in
Gallery '90, a campus literary
magazine sponsored by Dr.
Patricia De La Fuente of the English department. The magazine
was sent to various state and national competitions.
Only one other Texas university
won awards, of which 33 were
given.

DEROS'conspiro.cy!

y~! ~ a.lw"'ys

Ponder was cellist of the Coipus
Christi State University Quartet in
Residence and co-principal of the
Corpus Christi Symphony since
1985. He joined the Valley Symphony Orchestra in 1989, and is a
member of the McAllen ISD string
faculty and teaches at McAllen
High School, Rowe Ninth Grade,

Copland, the Sinfonette will perfonn "Overture in C Major'' by
George Phillip Telemann,
"Sinfonia in D Major" by
Domenico Cimarosa, the first set
of four pieces from "Huit Pieces
Breves" by CUar Franck, and
"Elegie" by Emmanuel Chabier.
Tickets for the concert may be

..--:,'°~.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.;;.;;.;;.;;.;;.;;.;;.;;.;;.;;i~--,
:-I

and Lincoln and Brown junior
highs.
r-;..,..
In addition to the "Concertino"
and "Quiet City" by Aaron

,

~
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were ~jerk!

purchased at the University Theatre Box office in the CAS Building.
Ticket prices are $10 for adults
and senior citizens, and $5 for children under 18. Advance tickets for
senior citizens are $9. For additional information call the Symphony Association at 630-5355.

knew yo1/J
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Live Music Weekly
This Friday through Sunday
McAllen
Weslaco
Edinburg
501 E. Bus.83

Live

James & White Eagle
Band

Bands

La Raza

Fri. & Sat.

Sunday

NO COVER

itself?!

•

S

9 Pool Tables * Dart Boards * Continuous Music * Cold Beer

Sat. & Sun.

·:.,-.-.,-. .., T"d. C e.

t

(your country & rock-n-roll headquarters)

1516 W. University

81,(tflie

•

A

NO COVER
before 9 p.m.

2216Nolana

Live
Bands
Sat. & Sun.
NO COVER

Call 381-0624
+a·•....· --L

Sincerely Yours
1619 South C/osner
Edinburg

381-5661
Hallmark Cards
Brldal Registry

Gift Items
Helium Balloons

pregnant'?

R2i1lfil
Hairstyling

~

~

Confused?

Qmfil

t

F~'3

Need someone
to talk to?

23at&n ~fiop

~all 383-9Ql 2
foe ARRQID1WID1

52Q I;, !.ID ill!![Sitlt'.
Edinburg, Texas

CALL PROJECT RACHEL
787-0033
Ask for Milli

Walk-ins also Welcome

SAM SALDIVAR
INSURANCE AGENCY
INC.

SUNDAY

SAM SALDIVAR
PRESIDENT

SERVICE.

INSUIAN CI

2108 SOUTH HWV. 281
EDINBURG, TEXAS 78539
BUS.: (512) 383,1242
383·4312
HOME.: (512) 383·4328

"'

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES
HOME OFFICES: BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS

"LIU A GOOD NEICBBOR, STATE FARM IS THERE"

Reproductive
Services

Get your favorite Subway subs on Sunday too . .
Tasty meats piled on fresh baked bread, topped with
free fixin's. Come to Subway for our Sunday best.

r- ---- --------

...In Association with Adoption Affiliates
... Providing Choices In Reproductive Health Care
• Pregnancy Testing
• Problem Pregnancy Counseling
• Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
• Morning After Treatment
• Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
• Speakers for Educational Programs
Adoption Services

: flNY
$1.00
OFF
fOOTLONCi SUB
I
I
I

I
I
I

Treasure HIiis
Suite #35
2220 Haine Drive
Harlingen, Tx 78550

*With any purchase of a mvdlom soft drink
Offer good on Sundays only

•

102 s. second st.
(across from Pop-A-Top on 107)
OH coapon pu castomer per visit

L-- - - ~-~_an~-~-----

I
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Fidencio Guerra Jr.
will restore justice In courts.
As people's trust in the judicial
system in this country continues to
deteriorate as a result of bad jury
decisions, poorly-operated couns,
crooked attorneys and judges of questionable character and habits, finding
somebody to restore one's faith in our
courts is not an easy task.
In the race for the 370th District Court bench, Hidalgo
County voters should look to Fidencio M. Guerra Jr. as the
only judge for that court.
Fidencio is an attorney of impeccable character and
sincerity. He has the expei:ience of prac~cing tri_al l?w since
1974, of prosecuting cnnnnals as ~ assistant ~stnct_ attorney in Hidalgo County, and service as a Judge m the
municipal court system in the City of McAllen.
As the son of one of Hidalgo County's most effective
former state district judges (Fidencio Guerra Sr.), Fidencio
Jr. has been instilled all his life with the wisdom of an
experienced judge and the need for quality justice in the
courts.
His family's roots into law a~d his own succe~sful (?Xperiences withm the legal profession have shaped Fidencio M.
Guerra Jr. for the juoicial bench.
As a state distnct judge, I:idencio will. offer t~e 37qth
court bench a judge who will render fair an~ impartial
decisions free of influence from attorneys looking to trade
financial support for "the right justice." J:Ie will op~rate ~is
court as a court for the people and nev~r _v1<?lat~ t_he mtew.,.ty
and privacy of those who sen·e on his Junes with pohttcal
propoganda.
Respect, integrity, experience, and a willingness to stand
up for quality justice are what Fi~encio offers to the court.
Voters, especially those who have ever felt shafted by our
courts should vote for Fidencio M . Guerra Jr. on Nov. 6.
He'll r~store your confidence in the system!
REPRINT FROM : NEWSPAPER EDITORIAL OF :
• Thursday, October 18, 1990 • EDINBURG DAILY REVIEW•

DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE

For Information Call:
428-6242 - 428-6243

~~~L~ic~e~n~s~e~d~b~y~t~h~e~T~e~x~~~D~e~p~a~rt~m~e~n~t~o~f~H~e~al~th~~~

GENERAL ELECTION NOV. 6TH
PoUlJcal Advertllmual Paid f• by Pidcnc:lo M. Ouc:m, Jr. Dr. Om Ouan,, Mike Bnuta, Ci>Traa&rm. ICM hem, M ~ Teu1
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Cross country wolllen place 1st, men take 2nd
Guillen captures individual
title as Broncs take 2nd
By DAVID HUNTER
Sports Writer
Rene Guillen ran away with
individual championship Monday
at the American South Championships, leading the men's team
to a close second place finish
behind Louisiana Tech. Tech
was able to edge UTPA, 43-54.
''The men's team race was very
close-11 points isn't a lot, in
cross country," Head Coach Reid
Harter said. "If one of our men
passes one more runner in the last
100 yards, we could win."
The men will have their next
meet at the District VI championships Nov. 10 in Denton against
some of the best runners in the
country.
Guillenranthefivemilecourse
in 24:49 to outrun last year's
champion Ian Mullen of Lamar
by 17 seconds.
"Ididn'treallyexpectthatmuch
competition," Guillen said. "I
expected Mullen to give a better
race but he didn't."
Guillen's nearest teammates
were Tomas Ramos (8th) and
Hector Rodriguez (9th). All three
receivedAll-ASChonorsforfinishing in the top ten. Rodriguez,
whoisjustafreshman, washappy
with the perfonnance and looked
at it as something that would get
even better next year.
"I think the team will get better

--

withtime,"Rodriguezsaid. ''The
first five of the team is new with
the third, fourth and fifth runners
all freshmen."
Ramos ajuniorcollegetransfer
felt that the jump to Division I
athletics was a big step.
"Right now I feel that I'm just
doing my best," Ramos said. "In
the last two meets I have broken
my best time. I feel a real challenge coming from junior college
to this level.
The qualifying
standards to get to nationals are a
lot harder."
In the four meets Guillen has
run for UTPA, he has been the
top Bronc every time. Three out
of four times he has captured the
meet title. Now he has his eyes
set on a possible district title.
"God willing, it is very realistic
for me to win a men's title at the
district meet," Guillen said. "If
that's not possible I will have to
try and get one of the top three
places so I can go to nationals."
At the upcoming meet Guillen
will face his toughest competition yet but he is still confident
that he will be able to show
something.
''There will be some sub-four
minute milers in there but since
it's a six mile course it is not just
a matter of speed. I run well over
four or five miles but six miles is
my event, my best event. I'm not
saying that it will not be easy, but
everybody has a chance."

a unique boutique...
this weekend when UTPA plays
host to all seven American South
Conference teams in the third and

By ROB NEAGLE
Sports Editor

Where Trend Begins •••
Clothing for the Innovative Woman
Middle Eastern and Moroccan Clothing
and Accessories
Original Clothes by Valley Designer, PLAZ.

The Lady Bronc volleyball team final miniseries of the year.
will try to play the role of spoiler
The Lady Broncs stand 0-8 in

Et PATO

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO

1206 E. Harrison • Harlingen, TX • (512) 428-9065
• McAllen,TX
• (512)630-9461
1111 W.Pecan

VALLEY•WIDE

NOVEMBER SPECIAL
CHICKEN TACO PLATE

Hairmasters
15% Discount for PAU
Students and Faculty
Walk-Ins Welcome

Yvonne
Diane

Marty
Annabele

383-9133

Edinburg, Texas

2002 W. University

•.......•.•.........

·-············ . . ..

HWHITE FLOUR
HP.ATOS
..
•··-------TRY'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

3 chicken & cheese
soft corn tacos
Spanish Rice
Ranchero Beans

only $2.79

FIDENCIOM.
GUERRA,JR.
370TH DISTRICT COURT

JUDGE
"Your Choice"

l?~'?DUACIFIOADClNStr1d
Lifelong Resident of Hidalgo County
B.A. Degree • Pan American University
Law Degree - St. Mary's University
Asst. District Attorney - Hidalgo County • 6 Years
Practicing Trial Lawyer - 1974 to Present (McAllen) - 15 Years
Substitute Municipal Court Judge - McAllen 1980-1982
Outstanding Young Men of America Award . 1980

lttftCOMMUNlT¥4NVOUVEMENT :}~q
McAllen Kiwanis Club
McAllen Chamber of Commerce
Commissioner - McAllen Housing Authority

k:*.i''AFFlllATtONS>ft :I
President - Hidalgo County Bar Association 1982-83
President - Catholic Lawyers Guild 1983·84
Member of the State Bar of Texas
Member of the American Bar Association

"Democratic Candidate"
Political Advertisement Paid for by FIDENCIO M. GUERRA, JR.
Dr. Dan Guerra • Mike Braun: Co-Treasurers, 804 Pecan Blvd., McAllen, TX 78501

THE PAN AMERICAW Mark Montemayor

Lady Bronc sophomore Carla Williams returns a serve against
a Texas-San Antonio player during a game this weekend. The
Lady Broncs lost the match three games to one. This weekend
they hostthe. final conference miniseries.

conference, withlittleornochance
of making the field of four teams
that will compete in the conference
championshiptoumamentNov.1617 at Arkansas State.
However, Head Coach Becky De
Los Santos and the team may have
some surprises ready for the visiting schools.
"Realistically, we're not going
anywhere," she admitted. ''The
kids pretty much accepted that.
That hasn't changed their desire to
play."
The Lady Broncs will have some
newly found confidence entering
the tournament, having won two of
four games at a series last weekend
with Prairie View A&M and Texas-

See Volleyball Page 7

INCIALIIIIIG IN NANDUDI FLOUI TOlfflLLAS

.... .,, on NOMIMAM IICINS ALL FOOD
MADI fllSII DAILY ON PRUIISIS

■ow OPE■ DAILY AT 7:00 A.M.•SU■DAT 9:00 A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALLI
ELECT

~ .,

McALLEN (Pecan)........................................682•3l 76
McALLEN (Bus. 83)......................................687-8269
McALLEN (No IOth) ....................................682•15'16
IDINBU■G ••••: ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••383-07~5
■ROWNSVILLE ............................................541.024 I
MISSION •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••::;1:!:
W■SLACO ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
HARLINGEN •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••....................28•6224

Don't be overwhelmed .. .
We have study guides for .. .
•ACT• SAT• GED•
• GRE• TASP • GMAT •

SCHAUM'S OUTLINE

.. PREGNANCY
TESTING CENTER

Accounting, Engineering & more

CLIFFS NOTES

1604 ED CAREY DR., SUITE 2, HARLINGEN
3M W. EXP. 83, SUITE C, McALLEN

SOUTH TEXAS
BOOK & SUPPLY
*FREE PREGNANCY TESTS*
*CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING*
* ABORTION INFORMATION*
*POST ABORTION COUNSELING*
*ADOPTION REFERRALS SERVICE*

1516 W. University
(behind Pizza Hut)
Edinburg
380-0345
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Chambers overcomes problems
Newcomer Jerome Chambers
has overcome a badly hurt ankle
and a nagging overweight problem
to become a crucial part of the
Broncs' rebuilding and young
basketball machine this year.
"He has worked extremely hard,"
Head Coach Kevin Wall said.
"He's now at a good weight for
him, 215 or 220. Jerome is a great
talent. He has a chance to step in
here and be a real impact in our
program and in our league (The
American South Conference)."
Naturally, it will take some adjustment for the 6-5 Chambers to
jump in class after playing a year at
State Fair Junior College in Missouri, whereheaveraged 15points
and nine rebounds.
"I came to South Texas because
I like the atmosphere, the change,
theweather,"Chamberssaid. ''The
team is young. We've got a lot of
freshmen(six). Theyarequickand
are hard workers.-"
At 6-5 and nearly 220 pounds,

country. All kinds of universities
were after him. We didn't think
realistically we had a chance to go
for him."
"Last spring Jerome hurt his
ankle real bad," he said. "Because
he's a big guy anyway, during the
time off he put on some weight.
With the ankle and the weight he
didn't have as good a year as
predicted."

Jerome Chambers
Chambers is built like an NFL
middle linebacker. He will add
bulk to the Broncs' front line.
"Wewerereallyfortunatetohave
signed Jerome," Wall said. "He
had a tremendous freshman year in
junior college and was labeled as
one of the top lOOJCrecruits in the

"Coach Billy Barton at State Fair
is a longtime personal friend and
coaching friend," Wall said. "He's
been there 21 years. It is always
good to sign a player from their
fine program."
A second-team All-State perfonner in St. Louis, Chambers
lettered four years in basketball
and two years in baseball. He
played pitcher and catcher, batting
.489 as a sophomore in high school.
UTPA is hoping that Chambers
will bat 1.000 on the Bronc basketball team.
THE PAN AMEAICNO'

Mark Montemayor

Canadian senior Tania Webster charges after a ball during a recent practice session.
Webster and the rest of the Lady Broncs compete in their final tournament of the fall
semester Nov. 16-17 at the UTSA Invitational.

Volleyball
San Antonio.
The Lady Broncs lost a fourgame match to UTSA, then beat
PY twice before losing to UTSA
in the final game.
Carla Williams led the Lady
Broncs with 68 kills and 46 digs
in 16 games.
"I think mentally the attitude
has changed a little bit," De Los
Santos said. "We were kind of
down there for a while on a losing
streak after starting out the season

pretty optimistic."
"I don't think we' re going to roll
over," she added. "Not by any
means."
Arkansas State is clearly the favored team. They are 8-0 in ASC
play and 27-5 overall. They are
one of the top 50 teams in the
nation according to a recent computerized poll.
Lamar is also tough, 7-1 in ASC
and 24-11 overall, followed by New

Orleans (5-3, 25-10), SW Louisiana (3-5, 28-9), Louisiana Tech (35, 15-11 ), Central Florida (2-6, 1113) and UTPA (0-8, 6-24).
The Lady Broncs play twice tomorrow, at 1 p.m. with Lamar and
7 p.m. with New Orleans.
On Saturday, UTPAtangleswith
Central Florida at 5 p.m.
The Lady Broncs' final game of
the season will probably be Sunday
against SW Louisiana at 1 p.m.

/

Starts Today!
Assorted Trade Books ............. 1/2 price

Special Selection of T-Shirts ••••••••••• $1.00
Special Selection of Sweats •••••••••••• $2.00
Miscellaneous Items•••••••••••••••• 1/2 price

University Bookstore
4th & University Drive
Store Hours
7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. Monday -Thursday
7:30 a.m. - 1 p.m. Friday
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Computers
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"Presently, we're $20,000 in the
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________
Copold said.
Thursday from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Contact Dr. Wayne Hooker at
and Friday from 8 a.m. to noon. A 381-3495 forfurtherinforrnation.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Emergency tuition loans for
the spring semester must be applied for before Nov. 30.
For more information, call the
loancollectionofficeat381-2723.
Tuition payments for students
on the three-payment plan were
due yesterday in the Student Services Building, Room 115.
A $5 late fee will be added for
students paying before Nov. 5. A
$25 reinstatement fee will be
added if payment is not made by
N ov. 6 .
Priority registration students
who wish to pay spring semester

picture ID is required.
Dr. Elena Bastida, professor of
sociology, will speak on women's
rights at a Philosophy Club meeting today at noon in Liberal Arts
Build ing, Room l l 1.
Future nurses are invited to
attend a free program via satellite
titled "Sexual Abuse: Assessment
andintervention"Wednesdayfrom
noon to 2 p.m.
To regiSter, call 381 - 3495· The
interactive video will be presented
by The University ofTexas-Houston School of Nursing.
''Legal Issues in Nursing"will

MEETINGS
The Criminal Justice Club
will hold meetings Tuesdays at
noon in Liberal Arts Building,
Room 105. Interested students
are encouraged to attend.
The United Methodist Campus Ministry will have a holy
communion worship service today at noon in the Campus Ministry Center at 1615 w. Kuhn.

PERFORMANCE

"It would be difficult to buy more
machines right now because there is
a question of where to put them," he
said.
"It's like skiing in front of an avalanche," Copold said, refening to
studentdemarxtforcomputeraccess
and the need for more space.
Currently, technology resources is
budgeted from student computer lab
fees, Copold said.
Thi s semester, approximately

$120,000 was collected, although
the sum doesn't go toward Copold's
budget.
" We're not actually getting all the
fee moneybackbecauseofapayback
agreement with business affairs," he
said.
" Whenthepresentlabsystem were
first set up, $250,000 came from
other departments," he said.
Technology resources pays back
the departments $50,000 each year.
Thus far, $100,000 has been paid
back through the business affairs

office.
Oncethedepartmentloansarepaid,
all computer lab fees will be able to
be used for capital improvements,
including the purchase of computers, Copold said.
Recently, technology resources
purchased of a laserwriter arxt six
Macintosh computers, he said.
Copold said computer lab fees
would probably not increse because
the expected increase in enrollment
will increase the budget for technology resources.

fast becoming a second-rate economic power.
. "The foolhardy actions of Presid ent Bush are only going to compound and make the (world) situation a great deal worse," Freeman
said.
The Iraqi invasionofKuwaitwas
notthecauseofincreasedoilprices,
Freeman said.

"There is no oil shortage and their
has been no oil shortage as a consequence of the cutoff of the flow of
oil from Iraq and Kuwait," he said.

Gulf Continued from P...a_.g_e_3_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
growth, he said.
" Wh
,
ft .th
th
at we re 1e w1 , among e
three economic powers, is that the
US is still going to lead," said Nasif.

tuition in installments need to be presented via satellite MonFaculty Artist John Raimo
apply by Nov. 15.
days from noon to 1:30 p.m. IN
will perform a piano recital SunFreeman characterized U.S. inStudents may apply in the Caf- NovemberbytheHoustonSchool
day at 3 p.m. in the Fine Arts volvementintheMiddleEastas"a
._e_te_n_·a_O_ve_rfl_o_w_M_o_n_d_ay_thro
__u_g_h_o_f_N_u_rs_m_·...::.g_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _A_u_d_it_o_ri_u_m....:.·_ _ _ _ _ ___J desperate effort on the part of the
US to maintain its empire in the
From Page 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - face of the realization that we are
"We (Soviet journalists)
feel closer you get to government struc- under Richard Nixon's administra- 17:'7:'7 :':'7~= = ~77~~========,.......,,,""""-"""""'"""""--

Soviet

still

"Worldwide oil production is essentially at the same level.
"Oil prices have skyrocketed
solelyinresponsetothepossibility
of war which has been prompted
by President Bush's invasion of

:=~~hadH~~~=an~ li~iiiiiiii~1i:I~~~~~ ~~::~~~!~~~ are re-

being discriminated against,"he said. ture, the harder it is to have access to
He added it was difficult to obtain government officials"
restrictions fornews gathering under
infonnationinfonnationbecause"the Gan said it was easier to worlc
Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan.

The Pan American
is accepting applications
for editor spring '91
Students who wish to apply must submit:
•application
•offficial transcript
•three letters of recommendation sent directly to Joyce Prock, publications adviser
•a statement of philosophy or policies for opeeration of the publication

TYPING SERVICE: Research pa- CRUISE SlflP JOBS .Hiring
pers reports, etc. Grammar correc- Men-Women. Summer/Year
tion; Proofreading & Editing. Over Round. Photographers, Tour

IO years experience. Call585-2838. Guides, Recreation Personnel.
Excellent pay plus FREE travel.
TYPING/LANGUAGE HELP: Caribbean, Hawaii, Bahamas,
Retired English teacher. Near Cam- South Pacific, Mexico. Call now!
Call refundable 1-206-736-0775,
pus. Glenn 383-2066.
Ext CIOOO.
Writing services, Essays, Research
papers, Resumes, Composition, For Rent: $170.00permonth. One
Mechanics, Grammar call after 6 Bedroom trailer home completely
p.m. 380-1563. Rushjobs.
furnished. Few blocks from University of Texas Pan American.
Need help with research papers? For inquiries please call Gatecity
Essays? English Lit? Qualified tutor Trailer Park. Monday thru Friday
- B.S., M.A. 630-3492.
8:30-5:30 p.m. at 383-6541.
WANTED: UTPA SERIOUS
One bedroom, one bath. UnfurMALE STUDENT TO SHARE A nishedApartmentnearUT/PA. No
QUIET HOME WITH PROFESpets. $250.00. 383-0389.
SIONAL & 14-YEAR-OLD CAT.

Pick up an application at Emilia Ramirez Hall, Room 100.

Deadline is Noon Nov. 12
For more information, call 381-2541.
A licants are not re uired to be communication ma·ors but must have a minimum 2.0 GPA.

Diebetics welcome. Deposit required. Must be non-smoker, nondrinker, non-doper. Must share bath.
Eight (8) blocks from university. Bill
383-7104.

porting 200 percent profits, he said.
Both Freeman and Nasif said negotiation is the best way to solve
the Middle East crisis.
Areas of negotiation include the
Romalia oil field, a deep water port

for Iraq, and a homeland for the
PaleSlinians.
The Romalia oil field lies under
both Iraqi and Kuwaiti territories.
An agreement between the two
nations states that both would share
the monies received from the sales
of oil drilled from the oil field.

ALMA'S
His -n- Hers
Styling Salon

Addressers wanted immediately!

No experience necessary. Excellent pay! Work at home. Call toll
free: 1-800-395-3283.

4221/2 E. University
Edinburg
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Trying to stretch dollars when you're
computer shopping doesn't mean you're 'Willing
to make sacrifices.
That's why you should consider the new,
Apple introduces the Macintosh Classic.
affordable Macintosh®Classic®computer.
It has everything you need-including a monito½ keyboard, mouse,
2megabytes of RAM, and a 40-megabyte hard disk. Just plug everything in and
the Macintosh Classic is ready to run, because the system software is already
installed'. And, thanks to the Macintosh computer's legendary ease of use, you'll
be up and running in no time.
Llke every Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of available applications
that all work in the same,consistent way-so once you've learned one program,
you're well on your wayto learning themall. And this is one cheap roommate
that doesn't have trouble sharing.The Apple®SuperDriveni-standard
equipment with every Macintosh-reads from and writes to Macintosh,

MS-DOS, 0S;2, and Apple II floppy disks, which means
you can share information with someone who uses a
different type ofcomputer.
See the Macintosh Classic for yoursel£ It'll change your mind
about cheap roommates.

For further information please
visit Technology Resources at
·

LRC-116

• Macintosh Clas~ computers purchased before January 1991 include system software on floppy disks; so'tware Is not lf'lStalled
C.1990 Apple Computer, Inc Apple, the Apple logo. and Macintosh a•e registered trademarks of Apple Compuler, Inc SuperOnve and ..The
pcwer to bt your beSf are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc Classic is a reg15tered trademark licensed to Apple Computer. Inc MS DOS

1s a registered trademark of MtCrosoft Corporat,on. 0S12 1s a r9Q1s1ered trademalil of International Busness Machines C0<porat1on

The power to be your besC

383-9035
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Free flu shots available to students
By MONICA MARTINEZ
Staff Writer
With the flu season entering full swing,
Student Health Services is offering precautionary measures for students to swat the flu
bug, said Dora castillo, director of SHS.
Approximately (JO students have been
administered the Fluwne Influenza Virus
Vaccine shot, Castillo said.
About 90 doses are still available and are
free to UIPA students with validated ID and
for a minimal fee to faculty and staff members at SHS, Emilia Schunior Ramirez Hall,
Room 103.
Chances of side effects from the shot are
slight, Castillo said.
The only side effect is soreness of the ann
6 to 12 hours after being given the shot and
can last one or two days, she said. 1be
vaccine takes 10 to 12 days to take effect
Not everyone will have side effects.
"Only one third of the students who take
the shot will experience the side effect,"
Castillo said. However, she urged people

with chronic diseases, such as diabetes, to
consider being injected.
"Anyone who has a chronic illness,
someone who has had the flu, the elderly,
and anyone in the health profession should
take the shot," she said.
Because of the possible side effect, some
students opted not to receive the shot
"I decided not to (be injected) because I
readaboutthesideeffects,"saidLettyGana,
a Pharr senior.
According to SHS, 1,585 cases of respiratory illnesses, which are sometimes very
similar to the flu virus, were reponed last
year and 120 patients were diagnosed as
having contagious flu.
Two cases of flu have been reported this
semester, Castillo said.
One student infected with the flu virus said
he wishes he had taken the flu shot
"I feel real sick and I have DPMA (Data
Processing Managment Association) conference to go to and I have to be well," Mario
Davila, McAllen senior, commented.

Gigi
Gonzalez,
Alamo fresh-

man, receives a flu
shot from
Cristi Diamond, registered nurse,
of the Stu-

dent Health
Services.

Free shots
are available
now that flu

season has
begun.
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Budget deficit to hinder Richards'
Early registration ends Tuesday education plans, professors say

6J66 matriculate already

As of Wednesday 6,166 studentshaveregisteredforthespring
semester, or 50 percent of the enrolled students, said Elizabeth
Maxwell, SIS coordinator for the
Registrar's office.
1be Brownsville campus has
registered (JO') people, or 50 percent of the eligible students.
Spring registrationcontinues this
week for freshmen.
Tuition payments are due between Nov. 21 and Dec. 12 at the mailed in.
office of Payments and Collec- Students who do not register or
tions (SS 115), but they may be donotpaybeforeDec.12mustgo

By PANFILO GARCIA
Copy Editor
Ann Richards will seriously address higher education issues in
Texas, although not many advances
in funding will be accomplished,
several political science professors
agree.
'The probl~m is that we're facing

an enonnous budget deficit," said
Dr. Jerry Polinard. "It makes it unthrough arena registration in Janulikely that we'll have any major
ary and pay a $5 late registration
funding."
fee.
Dr. Elliott Rock agrees there will
not be alarge amountofnew funding
foreducation but speculates that"she
will propose more managerial solutions."
Dr. Samuel Freeman said the governor will not be able to accomplish
"If SGA is going to start donating money then we're much for higher education.
By DIANA YBANEZ
"I don't really think anyone is gogoing to have other organizations coming in asking for
Reporter
ing
to be able to do much for educa1be Student Government Association Senate voted to money," said Cortez. "So where will SGA set their tion," he said.
donate 10 aluminum can receptacles to be placed limits?"
UTEC, a non-profit organization, is currently asking
throughout campus.
otherorganizations
on campus to donate either $100 or
1bemoneyraised from selling the recyclable cans will
receptacles,
said
Romero.
be used for the beautification of U1PA, said Pete
Romero, president of the University of Texas Environ- "Hopefully donating 10 receptacles will help encourage otherorganizations to donate to UTEC," said Carlos By EVA MAZA
mental Council.
Reporter
''New benches and trees will be added to beautify the Berlanga, SGA vice president
Since UIPA is one ofthe few universities that doesn't
campus," he said.
Rehabilitation services for physiRomero asked the senate at last Thursday's meeting recycle or have receptacles, UTEC is promoting a cally impaired UTPA students are
recycling effort on campus, Romero said
for a $100 donation to buy receptacles.
currently offered in the Student Ser1be senate opted to donate receptacles rather than "We would like to put at least one (aluminum can) vice building.
money after Senior Senator Delfino Cortez questioned receptacle in every building," said Romero.
Nancy Murray, a Texas Rehabiliwhether a monetary donation would place the senate in If the recycling ofaluminum cans is successful, UTEC tation Commission worker, provides
a conflict about donating money to campus organiza- will attempt to recycle coffee cups, cardboard and counseling and therapeutic services
computer paper in the future, Romero said.
tions.

SGAdonatesreceptacles to UTEC

FreemansaidRichaids will do less
hann to education than Williams
would have, had he won the election

r -· ,

"Williams is not good for education," Freeman said. "We dodged a
bullet"
The negative aspect of the gubernatorial campaign clouded the issues, includinghighereducation, said
Dr. Glynn Morgan.
Polinard said the most that can be
hoped for higher education funding
is a lack of cuts.
"I'm optimistic that she'll be able
to work withtre legislature,"Polinard
said.
'The entire campaign was so negative that we didn't hear what either
was going to do (abouthighereducation)," Morgan said. "Now maybe
she can be positive."
Richards toutedherexperienceas a
public school teacher throughout the

ANN RICHARDS

Governor-Elect
campaign but did not seriously address education issues and that he is
unsure exactly how effective
Richards will be in regard to higher
education, Morgan said.
"We'll just have to wait and see,"
Morgan said.

Commission offers services

Blood drive upcoming;
ltlrge tum-out expected
By MARC MORIN
Reporter

process are sterilized and used only
once, sre said.
UBS is a non-profit organization
that relies exclusively on volunteers,
said Ruby Flores-Gutierrez, UBS
Community Relations Representative.
UI'PA has sponsored UBS blood
drives for 12 years.said DoraCastillo,
director of Student Health Services.
Last year's three-day blood drive
netted 158pints,averagingmorethan
50 pints per day, Castillo said. She
said more students will probably
donate this year because ofUI'PA's
increased enrollment
However, Aores-Gutierrez said

United Blood Services will conduct
a blood drive Tuesday through
Thursday, November 15 from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. in the Learning Resources
Center lobby.
Prospective donors must:
-eat before they donate;
•not be on medication;
•weigh at least 110 pounds.
Donors will be asked to fill out a
questionaire and will be given a brief
medical examination.
Toeentireprocessslx>uldtakeabout
30 to 40 minutes, said FloresGutierrez.
Allinstnunents used in the donation See Blood page 3

for handicappeo students Tuesdays
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in SSB, Room
627.
Murray said she contacts handicapped students anddetennines as to
what type of help is needed for each
student based on physical evaluations.
The TRC provides students with

=================================~
-j

T,. P.. A.Ne.. /Joel Martinez

UTPA student Dan Snell of Mission escaped Injury after his Ford Mustang collided
with a Valley Christian School bus on Tuesday. The accident, near the Intersection
of FM 494 and Texas 107, sent three students and the bus driver to the hospital.

equipment, if needed, she said.
Students may also get financial, •: • .
academic and personal assistance, ·
Murray said.
Murray said she used to provide _
services to physically impaired stu- : /
dents at the University Center, but ·.
she encountered some problems.
"I didn't have the privacy I do now
to work with the students," said

for the LAC Tutorial Program, says
the move to the Student Services
Building is beneficial because it allows these students easy access to
important campus offices, such as
admissions and financial aid.
1bere were problems for counseling sessions to be held in the University Center because the building was
not equipped with electric doors,
Ramos said.
"Currently, the biggest problems
for the physically impaired is the
donns, although a lot of worlc has
been done in that area for improvements," says Ramos.
There has been a 59 percent increase ofhandicapped students during the past two years. Last year
there were approximately 500
handicapped students.
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Primitive sexual taboos harmful to society

I

n Dallas, Texas, recently, fig
leaves were seen in the City
Hall. A series of small statuettes depicting anatomicallycorrect females were censored by nervous offcials.
Doser to home, a controversy over a
male artist's depiction of the female
anatomy carried over to a following
exhibit Certain people complained that
paintings of female torsos were sexist,
even though they were done by a woman.
In Pharr, Texas, police have raided
establishments selling "pornographic"
merchandise, despite the fact that no
clear criteria exist to define pornography.
Across the country, recordings and
photographs depicting "sexually offensive" and "homo-erotic" material have
been censored and brought to trial on the

grounds that they were "obscene," despite the fact that no clear definition of
obscenity exists.
Why so much ado over purely subjective matters? How can the First Amendment be rendered useless so easily? How
can anything be censored as obscene or
pornographic when no two people can
decide what these things mean?
Why do we let them get away with it?
Sex is the answer to all the above.
We live in a society that has been
bludgeoned into believing that sex
equates to sin, damnation and death.
Anything that deals with sexual matters,
or, heaven forbid, "deviant" sexual behavior is a targetforthose who make the
rules for "correct behavior," i.e. teachers, clergymen, politicians, the media
etc.

Conversation
Piece
Phillip Lozano
Of, course, the AIDS crisis has provided
an excellent opportunity to damn sex indiscriminately. Instead of following former
Surgeon General C. Everett Koop's pleas
for education and compassion with dealing
with the situation, former President Ronald
Reagan remained virtually silent, as if just
mentioning a sexually-related topic would
bring about the downfall of the Republic.
When he finally did mention AIDS, he
r.ounseled more silence. When it comes to
sex, "Just Say No." As a result, we have
people who still believe that you can catch
the virus from a toilet seat or by shaking

1111111_,
U.S. golden iIDage tainted;
Lies and untruths abound
ontrary to popular belief, all is not well in the U.S. as suggested by our
former actor-president. There are untruths which are accepted as
absolute truths in American history.
From our nation's birth and through the traumatic periods, there are
examples of misinformation and boldfaced lies which contradict America's
golden self-image. It is no wonder why the U.S. is hated in so many parts of the
world.
From the very beginning of American history, students are led to believe that the
Founding Fathers were interested in the ideals of liberty, freedom, justice, and
truth. Although this looks good on paper and in textbooks, it paints an inaccurate
picture of the patriots' motivating factors.
According to "Democracy For the Few" by Michael Parenti, the Fathers were
most interested in the preservation of their own wealth and how to sustain it in a
legitimate form of government.
John Jay and Alexander Hamilton have been quoted as saying that the wealthy
and property owners should govern the nation. Adam Smith, the father of
capitalism, said, "Till there be property there can be no government, the very end
of which is to secure wealth, and to defend the rich from the poor."
It would seem the Big Lie Theory is alive and well in the United States. If you
lie and you tell it often enough, people will believe it. Just as Hitler lied often to
the German people, the United States does so to its people with its propaganda.

C

21. What was the
Trail of Tears, and
how did it
get its name?

GILBERT D. MARTINEZ

Correction
On the Carnival page layout of the Nov. 1 issue of The Pan American, a
photo caption identified a booth as sponsored by the Student Government
Association. However, the booth was sponsored by the Criminal Justice
Club.
The Pan American regrets any inconvience this error may have caused.
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;."!:J':.thecomparisonisdramaticandevenextreme,butthevalidityofthepoint These misconceptions continue throughout America's history. For example, in
the Hidalgo County Courthouse, a copy of "Our Flag Speaks" by Dr. William E.
Bergstrand is taped to a wall. It states, "I am the flag of the United States of
America... I was conceived in dreams of liberty.. .! am hated with a bitter
pathological hatred by all who would enslave the human spirit."
If this is true, why did the U.S. support the overthrow of popularly elected
governments of Iran, Guatemala, the Dominican Republic, Brazil, Chile and
Uruguay? According to Parenti, the United States faced democratic governments
that wanted to serve their own people rather than American businesses.
Throughout the world, America has involved itself with supposedly "unAmerican" actions, such as death squads, torture, terrorism, and murders of
dissidents who did not support capitalism, according to Parenti.
During World War II, thousands of Japanese-Americans were corralled in
camps, mirroring the Nazi concentration camps in principle, in the name of
"national security." Consequently, most lost all posessions. Barely any mention
of it is made in most school courses. Only recently did the U.S. government pay
compensation to these families fortheir"relocation," as stated by the Oct. 22 issue
of Time magazine.
Americans need to be informed about the terrible misconceptions that pervade
freely. Only with absolute truth can people recognize false propaganda that is
circulated almost daily, like the "Our Flag Speaks."
As Parenti points out, criticism of the U.S. does not necessarily mean condemnation of the country. Such criticism must be taken as a constructive building block
to improving America. Indeed, it is a tribute to American freedom that a book like
"Democracy for the Few" can exist. However, America is not the beacon of
freedom and truth as it portrays itself.

dren, they ignore the health threat of
sexual ignorance. Perhaps they do not
realize that education de-mystifies sex,
making the attraction of the forbidden
less strong.
f we are to grow as a culture, we
must abandon such primitive
sexual taboos as the exposure of
the human body in art and culture. After all, the human body is the
most beautiful of God's creations.
If we are to survive as a species, we
must get over the education taboo. AIDS
is, after all, the most horrible of ravages,
and, no matter what fundamentalists say,
no loving god would inflict such as a
punishment.
We must re-examine our sexual attitudes and discard those hang-ups which
are harmful to ourselves.

hands.
President Bush has continued to ignore
the AIDS crisis, despite the desperate cries
of the afflicted. The idea seems to be that
if you have the disease, you have done
something evil (sexual) to deserve it.
Does that include Ryan White (the teenage blood transfusion victim), Ricky Wilson (guitarist of the peace-and-love pop
band The B-52's), and Rock Hudson (gay
movie star and friend of the Reagans)?
Fear of sex has fostered paranoia concerning literature, fine art, films, television, music and popular culture in general.
Well-meaning (and not so well-meaning)
guardians of society resist expansive sex
education in public schools, fearing that
such information will encourage "immoral
behavior." While they see themselves as
protecting the moral virtue of their chil-
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Cerebellum check?
I am writing this letter in retaliation of
the ignorant remarks made by "Mr.
Psycho" himself, Omar Toren. He wants
to know what the HELL is going on with
the so-called administrative pounding of
th~ students.
For your information, Mr. Mis-informed
Sigmund Freud Toren, I want to personally invite your psychoanalytical rear end
to visit our New and Improved Student
Government Association, nicknamed 'The
Regulators." We were left to tackle the
bad image that was left behind by last
years pitiful and lazy John Dupree' s SGA.
Early work began in the summer of 1990
with extension of the Learning Resource
Center hours and then it is proceeding like
wild fire into the fall semester of 1990
with the controversial Add and Drops Issue, a successful extension of the parking
limit on SS Lot"A", the regulators marched
into Chief Greg Salazar's office by our
Vice President Carlos Berlanga, nicknamed "Billy the Kid" and his valiant
SGA Senator "Regulators", in order to
address UTPA's disgraceful unimproved
parking lot fiasco, and last but not least
SGA suggested a survey which when
implemented clearly showed that the Curricular Resource Center for Education
Majors needs to be opened at least one day
every weekend in the up coming Spring
semester.
The ','Regulators" were not the ones who
suggested the car pool solutions to the
unimproved parking lot issue. Let's set
the record straight! It was Dupree's lazy
lame heads who made the suggestion.
Now to defend our comrade, Judy
Vinson, dean of students. I want all the
students to know that she has been backing up the new SGA "Regulators", 100
percent. Judith Vinson and Elvie Davis,
Assistant Dean of Students, are fantastic
because they showed their "Wild West
Gunslinging Strength" by displaying their
fantastic ability to liste'.1 and fight for the
students.
I have come to the conclusion that it is
you Omar Toren, who needs to get a virus

·
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check on your cerebellum; therefore put
your words to work by getting involved in
order to solve problems instead of just
blabbing away. We would like all the
students of UTPA to ban together with
"Billy the Kid and his Regulators."
George A. Lopez
Senior Senator, SGA

Cooperation needed
A few weeks ago The Pan American
Newspaper reported that a few cars were
towed away from the unimproved parking
lot. A few cars had been boxed in, and the
owner of at least one of these cars complained. A tow truck was called to tow
away a car that was parked "supposedly in
an inappropriate manner." Presently, there
are no signs at the parking lot that inform
students how to park correctly. In fact,
there is a sign that reads "Park at your own
risk." This sign should be respected. According to Chief Salazar there are no parking regulations for the unimproved parking lot. Therefore, no one knows who
parks correctly or incorrectly. Yet, cars
were towed away and students are having
to pay $60 for getting their cars released.
The bottom line is that SGA believes that
students should get reimbursed for having
their cars unjustly towed away. Signs
should be placed at the unimproved parking lot that inform students how to park
correctly. Until this is done, no more cars
should be towed away. We ask for the
cooperation of students and University
Police for a quick solution.
SGA Public Relations Committee

'Get a grip on it, Rick'
"Gasp! Sob! Help! Oh, save me! I'm
being held prisoner at R.A. 's in Edinburg
by a "lunatic" rock and roll band! Sob!
Sob! They kidnapped me from- Sob!Barbie's Doll House! They took Ken and
sacrificed him to Satan in a horrible drug
ritual! Sob! Sob! Gasp! Oh, won't anyone
save me? Gasp! Where's...Little Ricky!?
Get a grip on it, Rick. We found your
letter, "Remember Kilroy?" (Nov. I), to

-
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be excruciatingly tasteless, completely
unfounded in fact and personally insulting. Are you implying that the life and
soul ·o f a UDiversity of Texas student has
only as much value as a barbie doll? Are
you saying that the members of Blind
Justice are too "blind or dumb" to know
the difference? Or are you taking advantage of the anniversary of a truly horrible
and abhorrent act to propagate yourown
morbid, inane philosophy of distrust and
hate?
Well, Little Ricky (undergraduate), for
your information Blind Justice has never
at any time perfonned "lunatic sacrifices
of a Barbie Doll" or in any other way
promoted Satan or pathological cult rituals. We're just a rock and roll band. In ·
response to a question about theatrics,
during a personal interview, one of our
membersrepliedjokingly, "Yeah, we're
going to sacrifice a barbie doll." That's
the extent of our satanic involvement.
"Get informed!"
For you to warp an off-color sarcastic
remark completely out of context and
deform it into a violent hallucination of
barbaric Barbie slaughter, then compare
it to the despicable actions ofan ignorant,
maniacal fringe, reflects a deep psychosis--"a fundamental mental derangement
(as paranoia) characterized by defective
or lost contact with reality." (Webster's
New Collegiate) Boy, you need help.
Stony Grantham
Blind Justice band member

The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns. They must be signed and include the
writer's hometown, classification at UT-PA
and be typed. An address and phone number
should be included for verification. Letters
should be fewer than 250 words and guest
columns no more than 600 words. Letters
~nd guest columns will be edited for length,
hbel, ~ammar and punctuation, but writer's
meanmg or cpinion will not be changed.
Guest columns will be run as space permits.
Lette.rs can be brought to Emilia Schunior
Ramrrez Hall, Room 100 or mailed to The
Pan American at 1201 University Drive, EH
100, Edinburg, TX 78539.

November 8, 1990

Editor's note--Persons wishing to place announcements in
the final fall semester edition of
The Pan American for events
occurring during the semester
break or early January need to
submit information no later
than Nov.16. The last issue of
The Pan American is Nov. 29.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Bronc-o-lympics will take
place next Friday in the science
circle from 1 to 2:30 p.m.
Deadline for organizations to
enter the annual event is Tuesday
afternoon.
For more infonnation, contact
Albert Garnica at 381-2266.
United Methodist Campus
Ministry will sponsor a blood
drive Tuesday from 10:30a.m. to
2:30 p.m. in the Campus Ministry Center, "Food and the French
Revolution" will be the topic of a
lecture by Dr. Jean Pierre Cauvin
at 2 p.m. this Wednesday in the
Liberal Arts Building,Room 101.
Priority registration students
wishing to pay spring semester
tuition in installments need to
apply by Nov. 15.

THE PAN AMERICAN

Students may apply in the Cafeteria Overflow Monday through
Thursday from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. and
Friday from 8 a.m. to noon. A
picture ID is required.
"Legal Issues in Nursing" will
be presented via satellite Mondays
from noon to 1:30 p.m. in November by the Houston School of
Nursing.
"Infonned Consent" will be presented Monday.
For more infonnation, call Dr.
Wayne Hooker at 381-3495.
Emergency tuition loans for the
spring semester must be applied
for by Nov. 30.
For more infonnation, call the
loan collection office at 381-2723.
Everett Alvarez, a former prisonerofwar, willspeakintheMedia
TheaterFriday,Nov.16from 7 to
9 p.m. Alvarez is a retired Navy
Officer and was awarded the Purple
Heart.
A resume workshop on developing and improving resumes will
be held Tuesday at noon in the
Business Building, Room 223.
Larry A. Hobbs, personnel manager and university instructor, will
discuss how to develop resumes
and give personal advice about in-

,Bravo! to UTPA's women and men's cross
country teams. The women took first place in the
4th Annual American South Conference Cross
Country Championship Monday in l3eaumont
The following women finished in the top 10:
DIMITRI PIERCE (3rd place), freshman from
Livingston; SYLVIA RODRIQUEZ (-'th place),
junior from Crystal City; and DEBORAH
DEVINE (10th place), senior from McAllen. The
women's track team has won the championship
four years in a row.
Toe men's track team placed second, with the
following runners in the top 10: RENE GUILLEN
(1st place), junior from Brownsville; TOMAS
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MEETINGS
The Criminal Justice Club
will hold meetings Tuesdays at
noon in Liberal Arts Building,
Room 105. Students are encouraged to attend.
Juventud Hlspana will meet
Fridays at 12:45 p.m. in the CAS
building, Room 186. Por more
information. call Americo
Martinez at 381-3441. New
members are welcome.

;

PERFORMANCES
The UTPAjazz band,directed
by Dr. Wallace Tucker, will
perfonn at 8 p.m. Tuesday in the
Fine Arts Auditorium.

.
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RAMOS (8th place), junior from San Antonio; and
HECTOR RODRIQUEZ (9th place), freshman
from McAllen.
All me above runners were named to the AllConference team.
jBravo! to REID HARTER, women's cross
country coach, who was named Coach of The Year
for the sport by the American South Conference.
jBravo! to Dr. GARY MOUNCE, associate professor ofpolitical science, who had an article, ''Popular Culture and Politics: The Pelea de Gallo (Cockfight) in South Texas," in South Texas Studies,
published by Victoria College in September.

'
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Two women dart across the street at the break In the covered walkway near the
CAS Building Wednesday. Rain, which started mid-morning brought relief from
the normal 90-plus temperatures in the area.

Blood-- - - From Page 1 - - - - - - -

in the Valley, is the sole supplier of
Approximately 2,000 pints per blood in the Valley. Flores-Gutierrez
- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . studentsshouldbeawareoftheneed
for donated blood.
month are needed for area hospitals, said.
"Blood is the gift of life/' Castillo
"Students think someone else will she said.
do it and not many will," Flores- UBS, which has only two centers said. "There ism substitute."

McALLEN SPORTS

OPEN RACQUETBALLTOURN~MENT
SINGLES & DOUBLES
NOVEMBER 9-11

Allen 111lnral
by ietty 1fnt.
t

••
+a-..L

~AC>.L

Need someone
to talk to?

381-5661
Hallmark Cards
Bridal Registry
Gift Items
Helium Balloons

$19.99

$179.99

CALL PROJECT RACHEL
787-0033

1990 Mitsubishi Precis
3 Door

I

Mighty Max Pickup

~ 1991 Mitsubishi
Eclipse 3 Dr.

-

. .

■$1 ,000 down, 80 pmlll. of $152.32
@>13.9% APR wtlh approved credt.

S11WJPR8007

Marty Hogan
Shadow

Confused?

1619 South Closner

1320 N. CLOSNER
EDINBURG, TEXAS
(512) 383-8611

SAVE
THIS WEEK ON KENNEX
Pro Kennex
Blaster Racquet

pregnant'?

Sincerely Yours
Edinburg

CALL 687-5500 TO REGISTER

I

1991 Mitsubishi
MacroCab Pickup

$1
■$1 ,000 down, 60 prm. of $249.

SM IECt114

SMP\15052

,....

'if'1~•

@13.9% APR wlh 8f)plOWd credl.

Stk. I Pllt10I

PAYNE MITSUBISHI USED CARS
Pro Kennex
Racquet Bags

-

dividuals' resumes.
A High Technology and Minority Job Fair will beheld Nov.
30 to Dec. 1 in San Antonio.
Preference will be given to students registered with the Placement, Testing, and Cooperative
Education Office.
Applications are available in
the Student Services Building,
Room 147.

However, Flores-Gutierrez said Gutierrez cautioned.

l ·

.

STARTING
AT

$17.99

FREE PRO KENNEX T-SHIRTS
WITH ANY PRO KENNEX PURCHASE OVER $40.
. THIS WEEK ONLY

1990 MITSUBISHI GALANT 4 Door, 3 to Choose fro,u_ - - - - - - - - - - - $10,990
1990 MITSUBISHI MIRAGE 4 Door - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $8,990
1988 MAZDA 626 Nice &Clean_ - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - $8,990
1987 HONDA CIVIC 5 Speed Manual, A/C, AM/FM Cass - - - - - - - - - - - $4,990
1986CHEVIROCZ-28 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $6,990
1987PLYMOUTHCAVARELLE Clean - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $4,990
1986 FORD BRONCO II 4X4 XLT - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $6,990

JS!C~j

McALLEN SPORTS
107 S. 17th• Downtown McAllen
Nowthcross Shopping Center• 4119 N. 10th
630-1770

Mitsubishi Hotline

969~2828<

MITSUBISHf

GIibert Longoria
Reno Alfaro
Morris Garza
Frank Vasquez
Betty Garcia, Mgr.

Upper Valley

RIO GRANDEVALLEY

383-4915

ON THE EXPRESSWAY• WESLACO

Lower Valley

~!!l!~!!~~!~

I

423-7328
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University Theatre performs 'The Nerd'
By SOPHIE D. PENA
Reporter

A houseguest is the bane of his
hosts in "The Nerd," a University
Theatre production opening
Wednesday, with student performances on Monday and Tuesday.
The play, called a screwball comedy by Director Jack Stanley, was
written by Larry Shue, who also
wrote "The Foreigner," a University Theatre hit a few seasons back.
Starring in ''The Nerd" is Todd
Krainin in the title role of Rick
Steadman; JeffMarquis, a University Theatre veteran, plays Willem
Cubbert, the heroic architect.
"Willem is an architect who went
over to Viet Nam as a draftsman
• who draws pictures of officers'
clubs," Stanley said. "He got shot
and passed out, and woke up in a
Navy hospital in Japan."
Apparently, he had been rescued
by another soldier, but never saw
him again. Years later, them ystery
Photo by James Hawley man unexpectedly calls Cubbcrt,
Clockwise from top left: Cynthia Ransom, Jeff Marquis, Melinda Marroquin, and Todd Kra inin, appearing in wanting to visit him.
the University Theatre's production of "The Nerd." Student nights will be Monday a nd Tuesday at 8 p.m. Wishing to repay the man who

: rGM;fN is qf/;:rckecl. i,y the t11Hen /Jf/?O
l fos,itJ ~s -rite Presiolenf/

J:"G .MAN toi.4~he5 "'

Diane Salter as Caria W algrey, his
wife; and Rebecca Uribe as Thor,
Walgrey's son.
Shue was a talented comedic
writer, Stanley said. "It's done
within the realm of reality, but still
he pushes the envelope about as
much as you can...into comedy,"
Stanley said of Shue 's method of
composing stage plays.
''The theater is a v.ery collaborative art as far as I'm concerned,"
Stanley said. He said the actors
have an equal pan in trying to decide the style of the play.
Working with actors is a joy,
Stanley said, except that they're
having a hard time being able to act
out the show without falling over
laughing.
''The Nerd" will be shown free for
students and faculty on Monday
and Tuesday nights at 8 p.m. Two
persons will be admitted free with
each valid UTPA I.D.
''The Nerd" plays Wednesday
through Saturday at 8 p.m. and
Sunday, November 18 at 2 p.m. in
the University Theater in the CAS
building.

Commercial art student
presents exhibition

sh»:J fr e.
fAe

saved his life, Cubben invites
Steadman to stay in his apartment
As it turns out, the man who saved
his life is impossible to live with.
"Not only is he the kind of person
who wouldn't want to save your
life, you'd like to kill him," Stanley
said. "It puts Willem between a
rock and a hard place; here's the
guy who saved his life, but if he
were to pick out anyone he'd like
to choke, it would be...Steadman."
On the night Steadman shows up,
a birthday party is planned at
Cubbert's apartment for Wamok
Walgrey, who has contracted
Cubbert to build a hotel fo r
Walgrey.
The party runs smoothly until
Steadman enters the scene.
"Everything goes downhill when
thenerdshowsup,"laughsStanley,
"and it's non-stop insanity until
the very end."
Also starring are Melinda
Marroquin as Tansy McGinnis,
Willem's girlfriend; Cynthia Ransom as Alex Hammond, a local
drama critic; Bryan Warren as
Warnok Walgrey, a hotel tycoon;
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Gilbert Lozano, a senior an major, is currently displaying his BFA
exhibit in FAB 135.
The exhibit features works of an
Lozano has executed while working towards his Bachelor of Fine
Arts degree here at UTPA.
One of the requirements for studio an majors is an exhibit showcasing examples of work, prefer-

Among the various pieces are
paste-up and color separation templates of advertisements.
Other drawings on display are
biological studies of plants and

insects. These are done in various
mediums.
One work, entitled Blackbee, is
drawn in ink. Other works, including various folliage, are done
ably in an area of focus.
on black or white scratchboard.
The focus ofLozano's exhibition Also on display are two
embossings. Both are done on white
is commercial an.
paper. Oneistheimageofawoman,
the other is the image of the initials

G.L.

TRENDY JUNIORS!

11apr11ss-

on a • cauty
Boutique

Holiday Special Package
$69

STREET LIFE

FITIGUES
and more...

•
•

Studenta R/C $4.

TAN EXPRESS, INC,

••03 W. Univenity,Suite ·

State ~ the Art Equipment

WE BE BOP

•

ReplarR/CS••

Nov- Dec31

Trunk Show
Fashion Show -- 4:00 p.m.
Door Prize!

Saturday, November 17

THE COURTYARD

JI', Edinburs

S401 North Tenth, Suite 103
McAllen, TX 78504

380-ZZ39

TELEPHONE (512) 631-1191

Open Mon..S.t. 8 G O a.m. h

Other works include drawings of
commercial products, logos, and
advertisements for stores.
One example is a drawing of a can
ofCampbell's Soup, which is reminiscent of Andy Warhol's work.
Another interesting item is
Lozano's personal logo.
Gilbert Lozano' s BFA exhibit will
be open for viewing Thursday and
Fridayinroom 135oftheFineArts
Building.
For more information, please call
the Art Department at 381-3480.

•Gep.m.

WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.
If you're stuck with a student loan that's
not in default, the Army might pay it off.

If you qualify, we'll reduce your debt

ALMA'S
His -n- Hers
Styling Salon
422 1/2 E. University

Edinburg

383-9035

by 1h for each year you serve as a
soldier, so after just 3 years you'll
have a clean slate.
You'll also have training in a
choice of skills and enough
self-assurance to last you
the rest of your life.
Get all the details from
your Army Recruiter.

682-6141

What's
in control?
What governs your life?
Chance? Or cou!d there be a
law of changeless good that
underlies it all?
lt.'s a question worth exploring
at the Christian Sc;ience
Reading Room.
You're invited to use this
community resource any time.

La Plaza Mall
512/682-8311

McAllen, Texas
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

911 N. Main St.
McAllen, Tx.
open Mon. - Fri.
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Information
686-4241
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Volleyball loses final games
By ROB NEAGLE

Sports Editor
- - - -- - - - - - The Lady Broncs finished th eir
1990 volleyball season on a sour
note last weekend, losing all three
matches to finish the season 0- 12
intheAmericanSouthConference
and 6-28 on the season.
The Lady Broncs were whipped
by Lamar 15-1, l5-8, 15-9; New
Orleans 15-2, 15-3, 15-13; Central
Florida 15-7, 15-17, l5-5 , 15-13
and SW Louisiana 15-3, 15-12,

15-5overtheweekend. Infact,the
Lady Broncs won only one set during the entire conference season,
that during the Central Florida
game.
Defending ASC champion Arkansas State lost to Lamar 15-8,
15-13, 15-7 during the miniseries,
putting the teams in a first place tie
at 11-1. The two teams will be
joined by New Orleans (7-5) and
SW Louisiana (6-6) in the ASC
Championship tournament Nov.
16-17 in Jonesboro, Ark.

Schulenberg sophomore Tanja
Thomas was again the lone standout
for the Lady Broncs, amassing 44
kills, 159 attacks and 17 digs in 13
games.
There are only two seniors leaving the team this year. TheyarePort
Isabel setter Norma Herrera and
Weslaco defensive specialist Marla
Cuellar.
Top returners for next year include Thomas, junior Sandra Ky le,
sophomore Carla Williams and
freshman Lana Wright.

Broncs unveil new offense
in exhibition game Saturday
"Everybody will probably play," ready.
he said. "We'll probably play 10
"I don't think we're ready," he
_s_:po_rt._s_E_d_i_to_r______ (of the guys) a lot."
said. "It· s still a little early. We've
The Bronc basketball team will
Wall had a choice of players to had 19 practices now and they've
been doing a good job. There's a
give the public its first glimpse of start at the five positions.
their new run-and-shoot offense
"Right now we're probably go- lot more we have to practice on
Saturday when they host the New ing to alternate the point guards before the 24th (the date of the
Zealand Select basketball team in Paco (Siller, 6-0 soph.) and Art official first game against
an exhibition game.
(Ormond, 6-2 sr.). Gabe (Valdez, Grambling State)."
The 10-player New Zealand SeTipoff time is 7:30 p.m. at the 6-2 sr.) will probably start at the
UTPA Fieldhouse. UTPA stu- other guard spot and Jerome lect team will be making UTP A
dents are admitted free with a (Chambers, 6-5 jr.) at the small their first stop on a seven city tour
validated I.D.
forward. David Johnson (6-6 jr.) of Texas. They play Sam Houston
Head Coach Kevin Wall has and Derek Wright (6-8 jr.) will be State (Nov. 12), Rice (Nov. 13),
promised a new and livelier type at the other forward. Chris (Jones, Baylor (Nov. 15), Texas A&M
(Nov.16th), TexasChristian(Nov.
ofoffenseandwillgiveeverybody 6-9 soph.) will be in the middle.
a chance to play.
Wall admitted the team was not 17) and UT-Arlington (Nov. 19).

By ROB NEAGLE

T,. p.., A-...

/Tony Mercado

Two Central Florida players deflect an attempted spike by lady Bronc Tanja Thomas
during a game this weekend. The Lady Broncs lost the game 7-15, 17-15, 5-15 and 13-15.
The Lady Broncs finished the season 0-12 In conference and 6-28 on the season.

Baseball scri0101ages Mexican teant
The boys of summer will make
make a fall appearance for UTPA.
The team will meet the Mexican
Olympic team here Monday and
Tuesday night at 7 p.m.
At this point in the year the team
is full of new faces and returnees

•CALENDARS•CALENDARS•CALENDARS• ililliliiiiiiililiilliiilliiii!ijjjij
TYPING SERVICE: Research
papers reports, etc. Grammar
correction; Proofreading & Editing. Over 10 years experience.
Call 585-2838.

and every player will have to work
for his spot.
"Every spot is open," Head
CoachAIOlgetreesaid. "Itdoesn't
matter if you played last year the
position is still open. Right now I
don't want to single anybody out."
The team will tackle the Mexican team with recruits from as far
away as Oregon. Around40players
are trying for spots on the team.
Ogletree feels there are many

strong points on the team.
"Pitching is a lot better than last
year," Ogletree said. "We have
better hitting and defense. Those
are the three things that you need
to have."
The team travels to Monterrey
next week for four games against
teams such as Venezuela, The
Dominican Republic and Cuba
who defeated the American National team in the1988 Olympics.

TYPING/LANGUAGEHELP:
Retired English teacher. Near
Campus. Glenn 383-2066.
Writing services, Essays, Research papers, Resumes, Composition, Mechanics, Grammar
call after 6p.m. 380-1563. Rush
jobs.

Need help with research papers?
Essays? English Lit? Qualified
tutor - B.S., M.A. 630-3492.

The Ultimate
Tuxedo Rental
'KHp/"f Th V1l1y's kt lHkilf MM

,,..,, ,,_ t.str

WEDDING8

SOUTH TEXAS BOOK & SUPPLY
1516 W. UNIVERSITY (behind Pizza Hut)
EDINBURG, TEXAS 78539 380-0345

Pll0M8

PARTJE8

SOCIAU

South Dallas

SERVICE.

is accepting applications
for editor spring '91.
Students who wish to apply must submit:
• an application
• Official transcript
• a statement of philosophy or plan for
operation of the newspaper
• three letters of recommendation sent directly
to Joyce Prock, publications adviser

P•r-nallzed Attentlen

1 Aero■- .... lt•Mart
.,..,..,.
1~.;ar-131 282!1: 11.281, Edinbur•

SUNDAY

The Pan American

Applications can be picked up at Emilia Ramirez Hall, Room 100

Deadline is noon Nov. 12
For more information, call 381-2541. Applicants are not required
to be communicantions majors, but must have a minimum 2.0

BLACK AND WHITE NIGHT

&t PATO

ALTERNATIVE MUSIC NIGHT

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO

• Now 18 to 20 year olds Welcome
On Tuesdays Only!

VALLIY•WIDI

NOVEMBER SPECIAL
CHICKEN TACO PLATE

G~t your favorite Subway subs on Sunday too..
Tasty meats piled on fresh baked bread, topped with
free fixin's. Come to Subway for our Sunday best.

NO COVER ALL NIGHT!

r------ - - - - - - -

: ANY
$1.00
OFF
fOOTLONG SOB
I
I
I

I

I
I

L

*With any purchase of a mvdlum soft drink
Offer good on Sandays only

~ · - ~!1~•f.§~:
i,'iih." , ,/

i.

102 S. Second St.
(across from Pop-fl-Top on 107)
One coupon per

customer _per visit

Offer expire 11/30/90

--- -----
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.50C ll.1R DI'. INKS AND DRA.FT VEER
8:00-10:00 p.m.
CELEBRATING

SOMETHING?

...........
HWHITE FLOUR

3 chicken & cheese
soft corn tacos
Spanish Rice
Ranchero Beans

HP.ATOS
··--------

onl $2.79

.................•..
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TRV'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

10:00 p.m. -11:00 p.m.
$1.50 BAR DRINKS

IIIICIALIIINI IN NANDMADI fLOUII TOIITILLAI
11H. 1'1 OWII NOIWIIADI RICINI ALL fND
MADI fRIIN DAIL f ON NUIIIU

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M.■SUNDAY 9:00 A.IL
We will decorate
& give you a
Bonle of Champagne

For FREE
• NO COVER AND SPECIAi DRINKS DO NOT APPLY TO 18 ·j'o 20 YEAR OLDS .
PROPER I.D. REQUIRED AT ALL TIMES.
500 HACKBERRY • McALLEN, TEXAS
682-4133

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
McALLIN (Peca11)........................................682•3 I 'f6

Mc.ALLIN ( ■ us. 83)......................................687-8269
McALLIN (No. 10th) ....................................682·1S76
IDIN■URG ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 383■0725
B■ OWNSYILLI ................................. ; .......... 541.0241
MISSION ..................................................... 585-4545
WISLACO •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••69-1 414 ~
NARLINGIN •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••28■6224
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Cross country teams compete
in District VI meet Saturday
By DAVID HUNTER

Sports Writer

Intramurals reach halfway mark
With the beginning of Novem- team, The Mustangs, is preparing

Tennis is also in the middle of its will be played between top teams,

ber, the intramural season passes for the annual Turkey Bowl with matches, which is expected to fin- the Old Timers, The Chapanecos,
the mid-point of the semester and -TSTI which will take place Nov. ish next Friday.
some of the events go into full 15 at 8 p.m. The team is also in the
swing
process of raising funds for the trip
Volleyball is also in full swing.
to the national flag football tourna- The coed division is headed for the
The championship flag football ment in New Orleans.
semifinal matches where games

(your country & rock-n-roll headquarters)
9 Pool Tables * Dart Boards * Continuous Music * Cold Beer

·=· =·=·=· =· =· =· =· =·=· =·=· =·=· =· =· =· =· =· =·=·=· =· =·=·=·=· =· =· =· =· =· =·=

Live Music Weekly

This Friday through Sunday
McAllen
Weslaco
Edinburg
1516 W. University

501 E. Bus.83

2216Nolana

Blind

Texas Country Band

Holy

Justice

La Raza

Sat. & Sun.
NO COVER

Fri. & Sat.

Sunday
NO COVER.
before 9 p.m.

Call 381-0624

Smoke
Sat & Sun.
NO COVER

and the A's.
Three-on-three basketball entries
are due tomorrow, with a mandatory clinic for all capttain at 12:30
p.m. Play will begin Monday.

Reproductive
Services

Treasure HIiis
Sulte#35
2220 Haine Drive
Harlingen, Tx 78550

1

The cross country team will be
headed into what will probably be
their last meet of the year when
they run in the NCAA District VI
Championships in Denton on Nov
10.
Junior Rene Guillen will have a
chance to run in the NCAA 's Nov.
19 in Knoxville, TN. if he is able
to be one of the top three runners
not on a winning team already
headed for the meet.
"I think he'll do well," Head
Coach Reid Harter said. "Whether
or not he will be good enough to
go to nationals is to say. There are
a lot of good runners out there and
everybody wants to go to nationals but he seems confident."
The six mile course may seem
like home to Guillen who is better
over the longer distances but it
will be hard for him to follow in
the footsteps of someone like
Ruben Reina who won the title
last year. Favorites like Johan
Bach and Eric Henry of Arkansas

will give him a hard time.
In the team competition the men
will have a tough time against
front runners Arkansas and Texas
who are two of best teams in the
nation.
The best finish for the UTPA
men was in 1979 when the team
placed fifth.
In the women's division the
team will be pitted against teams
like Baylor and Texas. Lisa Stone
and Natalie Nalepa of Baylor will
both be front runners in the meet
"It will be a real test for them
because the competition is real
tough," Harter said.
"It's been a great year," Harter
said. "Anything that they do now
is just gravy."

into money
oursell,aredoi
money working In a
home operated business.
This book reveals 999 of
the best money-making

ideas around. Amazing

recorded message revea
details.
Call:512-585-4808 ext.

...In Association with Adoption Affiliates
... Providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care

COMING SOON TO EDINBURG

• Pregnancy Testing
• Prnblem Pregnancy Counseling
• Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
• Morning After Treatment
• Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
• Speakers for Educational Programs
• Adoption Services

CURRENT AND OLDER

ALLEN'S

SPORTS CARDS AND COMICS
PROFESSIONAL TEAM

PENNANTS AND BUMPER STICKERS
STAMPS AND ACCESSORIES
APPLIQUED SWEAT CLOTHES + T-SHIRTS AND ILil.S.
COLLECTIBLE TEAM PENNANTS-BUTIONS-EINS

For Information Call:
428-6242 - 428-6243

1414 W. University Avenue, Edinburg - Highway 107
Across for U.T. Pan American
UNIVERSITY CENTER SHOPPING
Telephone: 381-4841

Licensed by the Texas Department of Health

15 - Day Notice
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Trying to stretch dollars when you're
computer shopping doesn't mean you're willing
to make sacrifices.
That's why you should consider the new,
Apple introduces the Macintosh Classic.
affordable Macintosh®Classic® computer.
It has everything you need-including a monitor; keyboard, mouse,
2 megabytes of RAM, and a 40-megabyte hard disk. Just plug everything in and
the Macintosh Classic is readyto run, because the systemsoftware is already
installed'. And, thanks to the Macintosh computer's legendary ease of use, you'll
be up and running in no time.
Llke every Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of available applications
that all work in the same, consistent way- so once you've learned one program,
you're well on your way to learning them all. And this is one cheap roommate
that doesn't have trouble sharing. The Apple® SuperDriven1- standard
equipment with every Macintosh-reads from and writes to Macintosh,
• Maontosh Ctassic computers purchased before January 1991 1nciude system software on floppy disks; software is not msta!led
e 1990 Appo Computer. Inc. Apple. the Applo logo and Macmtosh an, rogtStered tredemarks of Apple Compuler, Inc SuperOnve and "The
power to bt your be1r are trademlll'Q Of Apple Computer, Inc. Classic ,s I registered trademark lk:ensed to Appie COmputer, Inc MS·OOS
ia a registered trademirk ol Microsoft Corpor1tt0n. OS/2 1s a regtStered trademarlit of International BustneSs MachITTeS Corp0fatl00

MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple Il floppy disks, which means
you can share information with someone who uses a
different type of computer.
See the Macintosh Classic for yourself. It'll change your mind
about cheap roommates.

I

For further information please
visit Technology Resources at
LRC-116

The power to be your besC

No1ice
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Valley native's
exhibit features
colorful landscapes

LRC closed
Nov. 22 and 23
for Thanksgiving

Men's basketball team wins
opener

TH VEAR
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Recycling campaign
begins at UTPA
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Tuition payments
start Wednesday;
loans available

qua 1es: or na on s,, ;'·- ,
- ·-.· -:::::t\:_

Tuition for students who have
already registered for the spring
semester can be paid beginning
Wednesday through Dec. 12.
Tuition payments can be made at
the Office ofPaying and Collections
inRoom 115 ofthe Student Services
Building or they can be mailed.
If thepaymentismailed,itmustbe
received by the Dec. 12 date.
Mailing the payment can be risky
because there is no way to know
whether payment was received unless itis sent by registered orcertified
mail.
"I would prefer that students pay in
personso theyhave areceiptinhand,''
Gilbert Perez, student loan officer
said. "It could save problems later."
The registration of students woo
fail to pay tuition by Dec. 12, for any
reason, will be voided; and they will
have to register again at arena registration in January.
Emergency loans are available for
tutition payments, Perez said.
Loan applications must be made
by Nov. 30 at the loan collection
office in Room 214 of the Administration Building.
Any studentregistered for six hours
or more can get an emergeny loan.
Students who have an outstanding
past-due recoid, such as traffic fines
or library fines must first clear the

: : .: : : :.: . . !ngt

1:h~tJ99~e~.liie they:;ere}pa_t()t9f
:,:,: pabi~ .. He(qu.l!le°').Just didn,'t look like he
was under physical stress."
Runner Rene Guillen accelerated like a
Harter said he feels Guillen,wiU do well ai
Saturn moon rocket at the Distrit!fVI trieJt :•- ih~ natfonaimeett :
---•:_: : - -·--·
in Denton Saturday, becomingihe thfrd _"(think t11·; tprob~bly one thing that could
man in 23 years of Bron~ track ~istory :to r,alJyhelpj~)he_p~ce<will ~e .r eal fastl~ s~(4:
qualify for Division I NCAA Cr~ss Co#n~i HaHet -i~He'll be challeng~d from the v~ry
try Championships.
·•·•· --· : _.-.-.- start/' - - . •-•- . ,._ .•- - - • .
·.·.
.:.:
Guillen ran his fastesftime ev~r; placing -·-·-"At the district inJ~t I was worried the
second among SO!De of the best runners iif \\;ould 'tley~lop into>a kickers race and Jti
the country.
---•-· might ge(left out/said Harter. "But at the
1Guillen travels to the nationals fn Knox~ nathin,1s t)le pace win be really fast, which is
ville, Tenn., Monday.
- : )! : : :JI <pfobal,>ly IQing to be an adJantage for hit!):
He ran the 10,000 meter(6'.2 mile)cotitscF Th:e only disidfantage could be that he hasn't
in 30:39, just three seconds behind winh~r- ru~ at that pace all year/' _
Eric Henry of t\rkan~µillensaidmajiypeopl~t
By DAVID HUNTER

Sports Writer

.-:-:.

-.--:::-:/ ··

race

:.M::!~! "...

:!~e 1::nt;g
Csrdiovascular1y, he
!:;cees~~nfributed to- his
from 18 universities, in
is a freak...a heart and
)\ ''I would mainly likeJ;
times rivaling the fastlung freak.."
lhank my parents, my
est ever run
the
coach Reid Harter who has
course.
Track Coach Reid Harter .~~en helping us work har<I,
''I .rari the cours~ /: •: -· . r::::_ -- - .:,: :;_ - _::;:\. ,•.:: - ) :: •:••· . my teammates and abov'e
-.·.·
•·-·
much faster than I had hoped,l' Guillen alf God," Guillen said.
said.
•·-·
:/:} >
: )
Fc,f many)ithletes, the changeJn terrain
He shaved :more than minute off his pet"" macielhe
a
hardeFbut a hilly course
son al best.
did.n 't bother Guillen.
,. . 'c.'J thought I ~ould catch him (Henry)~t }iThe hills didn't bother me that much/'
Guillen said. "Around the thir4.or four;.!~ G.iilltn said} "We went to Rio Grande City
mile I was running well and he and the three times (to train) and fclimbed about 20
other runners were hurting a little bit_/ I hills .a t a fast pace. The hills are tough but
could ten by their tacesl but l didn't ta)(e everybody is running them so the.-e is no
advantage of it at that point."
--· disadvantage."
The second-place finish was a big thrill
Guillen gained the attention or the coaches
from the two championship teams, Texas,
for Head Coach Reid Harter. - - - •- - __
"l recruited Guillen out of high school which placed second, and Arkansas.
but I could never get him to visit," Harter "He's given an outstanding performance.
said. "He transferred down here onJ'li~o'!~ .!Jc is .a good;r~nner f~r any school," said Stan
in the fall of 1989 from liTSA.
Huntsman, track coach for UT Austin. "If he
''I would say that he is one of the more runs the way he did at lhe distr~ct meet he will
talented people U1at I have coached," said
an All-American on Monday."
Harter. "I would say thafcardiovasculafly<: Th~ Arkarisas coach agrees.,
he is a freak. He is a heart and Jiirig freak~ \•/''I think that he (Guillen) ran a splendid
I saw him in the.race and he didn'tlooklike race," said John McDonnell, track coach at
he was
stress untH the
htind.red Arkaiisas/ '~11~ gave Eric Henry all he could
meters~
. . . _- - handle. We were looking for him to be up
''The other guys had ugly faces, and thejr there.. because we have been- watching his
shoulders were back and theywere gritp,~1 progr!,s alfy~ar. _

on

race litile

fines.

A$15 processingfeeand5 percent
interest will be charged to the
account.Loan applications can be
picked up in the Administration
Building in Room 214.
Emergency loans must be paid
back by March 20. The records of
students whose loans are not paid by
March 20 will be locked and the 5
percent interest will continue to accumulate until the account is paid

be

lasf

under

FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE
Dec. 6
7:45 - 9:30 a.m.
9:45 - 11:30 a.m.
5 • 6:45 p.m.

•English 1301 Day classes
•English 1301 Day classes
All evening English 1301 classes

Dec. 7
8:30 - 10:15 a.m.
10:45 a.m. - 12:30 p.rn.
1 -2:45 p.m.

Math 1300 classes
Math 1334 classes
All Math 1340 classes

Dec. 10
7:45 - 9:30 a.m.
9:45 - 11 :30 am.
12:45 -2:30 p.m.
2:45 - 4:30 p.m.

MWF-1 classes
MWF-5 classes
TR-2 classes
TR-5 classes

(7:45 - 8:35 a.m.)
(11 :45 a.m. - 12:35 p.m.)
(9: 10 - 10:25 a.m.)
(2:35 - 3:50 p.m.)

Dec.11
7:45 - 9:30 am.
9:45 - 11 :30 am.
12:45 -2:30 p.m.
2:45 - 4:30 p.m.

TR-1 classes
MWF-2 classes
MW-6 classes
TR-6 classes

(7:45 - 9m am.)
(8:45 - 9:35 a.m.)
(12:45 - 2 p.m.)
(4 - 5:15 p.m.)

Dec. 12
7:45 - 9:30 a.m.
9:45 - 11 :30 a.m.
12:45 -2:30 p.m.
2;45 - 4:30 p.m.

TR-3 classes
MW-7 classes
MWF-4 classes
MW-8 classes

(10:35 - 11:50 a.m.)
(2:10 - 3:25 p.m.)
(10:45- 11:35 a.m.)
(3:35 - 4:50 p.m.)

Dec. 13
7:45 · 9:30 a.m.
9:45 - 11 :30 am.
12:45 -2:30 p.m.

off.

MWF-3 classes
MW-9 classes
TR-4 classes

(9:45 • 10:35 a.m.)
(5 - 6:15 p.m.)
(1:10 -2:25 p.m.)

Evening classes: Finalexarnswillbegiven atregular class

THE

PAN AuERICAN

/Tony Mercado

Los Fresnos junior "ene Guillen, practices for the upcoming NCAA championships Monday In Knoxville, Tn. Guillen
placed second at last Saturday's Region VI championship
In Denton.

They also will not be able to register for summer or fall until the
emergency loan is paid, Perez said.
Loans can be paid in the Student
Services Building Payments and
Collections Room 115.

First Vietnam POW
to discuss experience
The first American pilot shot down over North Vietnam and longest held
POW will lecture today at the LRC Media Theater at 7 p.m.
U.S. Navy commander Everett Alvarez, Jr. was shot down over the Gulf
of Tonkin in 1964 and was held prisoner for over eight and a half years.
According to infonnationfrom Speakers Unlimited Inc., Alvarez worked
asprogrammanagementattheNavalAirSystems Command in Washington,
D.C., until his retirement from the Navy in 1980.
He then received two presidential appointments during the Reagan
Administration, first serving as Deputy Director of the Peace Corps for one
and a ha1f years and then as the Deputy Administrator of the Veterans
Administration for four years.
In 1986, Alvarez joined the Hospital Corporation of America as VicePresident for Government Services and remained there until founding his
own management company, CONWAL Incorporated, in 1987.
He wrote a book accounting his experiences as a POW, "Chained Eagle".
Alvarez will be discussing his experiences as a POW and a naval
commander.

Bids go out to pave lot
Plans to pave the unimproved parlcing lot have been finalized and
construction will begin as soon as a bid is accepted, Police Oiief Greg
Salazar said at a Student Government Association (SGA) Senate meeting
Thursday. Paving for the lot is estimated to cost $300,CXX>, he said.
"Around 260 parking spaces will be added in the unimproved parking
lot," said Dan Davis, grounds supervisor.
By 1992 the unimproved parking lot is estimated to have at least 1,000
parking spaces, he added.
Under the UT system regulations students will need a parking pellilit for
the unimproved parking lot for spring '91. Some senators said it was unfair
to pay for a parking pennit when the parking lot is actually a field.

time beginning Dec. 6 and ending
See SGA Page 8

THE PAN AIEIICM'MAM lloNralAYOII

Flutist Deborah Jasso, sophomore music major from
Weslaco, practices with the Jazz En~mble. The group
presented its fall concert Tuesday night.

_
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alley primed for explosive growth in various areas

I

've finally settled down, if you
consider working two jobs and
attending school full-time settling down. All this is necessary, though, because I have big plans.
You should too.
Now is an opportune time for living in
the Valley. This region is being primed
for explosive social, economic, and political growth.
Many people I know say they are going to move to the "Big City." Angie
believes she can get her clothes-designing business started there and Nancy
thinks she '11 be happier there because
she won't be living in this tired-ole-rundown, forever reversin'- back-watermojo-place-hell-hole.
There is a bright side, however.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau,
the population of Hidalgo County will
exceed the population of Austin by the
year 2020. But, Hidalgo County is not
alone, Cameron County will grow at the
same rate, not even counting the "forgotten population" of northern _Mexico

which is presently over one and a half
million people and is expected to boom.
The Valley will not always get the best
movies last. In fact, depending on the
people developing themselves today, we
may even have premiere screenings from
future Valley movie makers.
Decisions about the directions of future Valley growth, need to be made
now. UTPA students are tailored. to
make these decisions.
In many of the stories I've written this
semester, I have included quotes hoping to fire your imaginations: "because
the Valley is a stage, and it's where
many worlds come together," "We sit
between two fantastic worlds, Mexico
and the United States," and "Liberty
came to Texas long before the
Alamo...Weshouldn'tforgetthatpartof
history that g1ve the early Spanish settlers, and what is now the Valley, a taste
of liberty and freedom."
These are important messages because
they give us continuity with history and
present us.with a future.

Pass Me the Buck
Joe Vasquez
It's time now for big dreams.
For instance, which one of us will be the
first one to open a Theatre Hispana, presenting not only English drama but also Spanish
drama.
esaca Walk, rivaling San
Antonio's River Walk, could
easily be constructed. But a
Resaca Walk would offer
more than the Alamo City's polluted attraction. The wide open spaces above
Brownsville's or San Benito's resacas lined
with palm trees and other native plants
would definitely make it a smart business
venture.
There are various factors coming together
in our lifetimes which we should use to our
advantage: the computer age, UTPA growth
in curriculum, free trade with Mexico, and
the breakdown of that traditional suppres-

R
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.Recycling effort begins;
·unified movement needed

sive canon-WASP America.
Womanhood, race, or ethnicity aren't
the barriers they once were. In fact, I've
worked under many women (feverishly at
times). And as I look around in class, I see
mostly women. This would have been
impossible just decades ago.
There are other barriers which we must
overcome. A psychology professor I had
last semester angrily stated that she was
sick of an attitude prevalant among local
students. She yelled that she is tired of
many hispanics believing they can't succeed at anything. These internal barriers
which we have created still need to be
addressed. Let me provide an example.
When I first met my freshman counselor,
I told her I wanted to be a writer. She
discouraged me, saying the opportunities
for a hispanic writer were too limited for
any type of success. She directed me away
from writing. Perhaps, if I had had more
self-esteem then I could have asserted
myself.
The irony is, not only that I'm writing,
but also at a recent leadership conference·

I attended a few weeks ago, the counselor was the main speaker on "Assertion." I could have killed her.
She had added an extra push in my
downward spiral into Dante's hell. I had
betrayed my true desire to write for five
years because I believed that the little
Mexican from Primera was incapable of
a worthy printable thought.
ow, I am back on track. ·
I've even drawn similarities with Dante. He was
writing when Florence
was beginning to enter into its age of
economic, political, and cultural greatness. Can you imagine what would happen ifl started writing in the vernacular?
But Dante is more than that, and so am I.
In the future, I hope to bring to you the
richness of our Valley. I'm ready to
accept the responsiblity of achieving my
goals and encouraging yours. So, por
mientras, pass me the buck.

N

Joe Vasquez is a junior
Span{sh major

Before computer registration

'w

hen the UT Environmental Council bows their heads for
Thanksgiving, they would be well advised to give extra
gratitude to Wal-Mart for their substantial contribution, and
the Student Government Association for their help with the
fledgling recycling effort.
Despite low attendance at the meetings and less than enthusiastic response by
campus organizations, Pete Romero, president of UTEC, is thankful for these
giant steps that have been achieved for the recycling program.
, Before this semester, UTPA had no concentrated recycling campaign.
Thanks to UTEC, a unified effort could be in full swing as soon as next
semester.
However, this program should not, and need not be, the work of one organi::-ia.u.on;.;:tlTEChas~e~ressed an interest in getting all campus organizations
.~Fn~ofved, biti'even's(iA
somewhat reluctant in lending a helping hand.
At this point, campus organizations need to join, not compete with UTEC.
The recycling movement involves the whole campus, so all campus groups
should step up and do their part to help beautify the campus, and ultimately, the
· earth.
Perhaps with each passing year, we, as inhabitants of earth, can bow our
heads and offer thanks for a world-wide involvement with the recycling effort.
It cannot be overemphasized that we cannot change the world until we change
ourselves. We cannot even hope for a world-wide campaign until we start and
maintain one here.
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GILBERT D. MARTINEZ

Runner outdistances skeptics
When Rene Guillen announced that he thought he already had the American
South Conference cross country championship "under his belt," many skeptics
laughed. Although UTPA's women team has won that title four years in a row,
they never fared well against regional teams outside of the conference. The
men have fared the same.
The skeptics stopped laughing and watched in shocked disbelief as Guillen
captured the conference championship easily.
}n fact, as a source within the Lamar University athletic department who saw
Guillen capture the title in Beaumont said, "He hardly broke a sweat."
The same skeptics were even more shocked when Guillen placed a close
second at last weekend's regional championship, earning him a ticket to the
~CAA National Championship Monday in Knoxville, TN.
Again, Guillen seemed to do this with relative ease.
Hopefully, Guillen will do a favor for UTPA: Give it a much-needed shot in
the ann that will put our Edinburg school on the national map and make it
q,mpetitive on a national level, not just a local level.
ROB NEAGLE
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Distortion causes greatest harm

M

r. Phillip Lozano proposed a very interesting
argument in his article
"Primitive Sexual Taboos Harmful to Society." He states that
"we live in a society that has been bludgeoned into believing that sex equates to
s~n, damnation, and death." One problem
with his argument is that he seems to
classify any or all sexual behavior as
equally legitimate alternatives of self expression.
Sex does not equate to sin nor does it lead
to damnation and death, that is, if you
follow the rules God outlined for sexual
behavior. Sex is a beautiful gift from God
and a wonderful expression ofthe oneness
is analogous to the oneness that God and
Jesus share with all believers through the
Holy Spirit.
Sexual behavior outside of the rules that
God outlined does equate to sin, but it still
does not automatically lead to damnation
and death. The message of the consequences of sin is so readily taught, but that
is not all of the story. The death of Jesus
on the cross paid the debt of all sin. We
never have to hold on to guilt because we
are forgiven when we accept Jesus as our

··- -•1• s::e:~psMr.
""""==========================="""'
The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns.
They must be signed and include the writer's hometown, classification at UT-PA and be
typed. An address and phone number should be included for verification. Letters should
be fewer than 250 words and guest columns no more than 600 words.

Wzanoand l canagreeon

one point and that is the need for better sex
education; however, we are far apart on
how this should be implemented. The so

Guest Column
Bill Quigley

issue he presented. Freedom is a gift
from God and was recognized as such by
the framers of our Constitution. Freedom is not an end unto itself because it
comes with responsibility. We have the
freedom to make choices, but some of
these choices have consequences. Today the meaning of freedom has come to
include the escape from consequences.
The feeling is that we should have the
freedom to make any choice without
suffering any consequences.
his is demonstrated in our
society by those who try to
make us believe pornography is "art" and cry "censorship" any time someone tries to clean
up some of this garbage. They argue that
pornography is hannless and anyone
should have the "right" to view this type
of material. I wonder if any of the
victims of Ted Bundy would agree that
pornography is harmless. Let's ask the
victims of sexual abuse and rape if they
think it is "art".
No, the problem is not primitive sexual
taboos, but rather a distortion of issues
such as the meaning ofsex, freedom, and
traditional values. This causes the greatest harm to society.

called "Safe Sex" education program has
become the great new solutio_n.
The
problem is that it does not work. In the
progressive schools that have quickly
jumped on this program as the cure-all to
the sexual ignorance of the nation's young
people have created bigger problems than
the ones they tried to cure.
Teenage pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases are increasing at a greater
rate at schools that already teach the "Safe
Sex" program than ~t the schools that have
delayed implementing the program. The
only decrease the program can claim is the
number oflive births by teenagers. Now
you may find it peculiar that teenage pregnancy is increasing while live births are
decreasing. This is easily explained since
the advocates of the new sex education
programs are also advocates of abortion.
The net effect of their program is an increase in abortion victims, both babies and
young mothers. The argument that we
need to educate to protect is very lame in
light of the real outcome of these programs.
The last problem with Mr. Lozano's arBill Quigley is an
ticle I will address is the First Amendment Assistant Professor ofMilitary Science
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Letters--------Encounter with the ABC
Recently, coming out of the Pravda representative
conference, my friend and I were stopped by the
federal Alcoholic Beverage Commission (ABC.)
My friend stopped, bought asix-packofbeer and we
rode around town in his car. Itook twozips from a
bottle when the officer stopped us.
The crime (misdemeanor), minor in possession of
alcohol (I'm 19); and ofcourse my friend, supplierof
the intoxicating substance.
Like hardened criminals, we were handcuffed,
though they never read us our Miranda rights or were
told we could have a phone call. I guess they don't
read rights for petty misdemeanors.
While in the ABC detention vehicle, we were told of
our options; $67.50 fine, and $40.00 processing fee
or3 days in jail for me; my "compadre"had a heavier
sentence, $107 .50 fine and $40.00 processing fee or
the 3 days in jail. It took two hours for processing
(computer work, mug shots, fingerprinting, and
dunking donuts); I was out in three hours.
Now don't get me wrong, I'm not about to justify
my arrest, but when I was sitting around chatting
with my "roommates" several things crossed my
mind.
The paradox of a silly and already obnoxious law;
I'm not old enough to drink, but old enough to be
punished, or for that matter, die for my country.
Another thing, this is only a money making business;
what kind oflaw or enforcing body does not reinstate
"good" values that would prevent me from breaking
this law again; instead of selling out for a miserable
one hundred bucks?
In front of mewhile I was sittingin the cell, a petty
cocaine dealer will beoutnextmomingwith$750.00;
also in front ofme, a DWI ( driving while intoxicated)
outthenextmomingwitha $1,500fine, shouldhave
sold coke (much cheaper).

To top it off, as I leave the county detention
center, one of the deputies tells me: "Now that
they (ABC) seen your face, be careful, just drink
inside your house -no hay pedo.-"
Great! The guy is telling how to break the law
safely; nic~ guy, though. I'll accept the advice.
-By the way, they never gave me my pen back.
Name withheld by request

Professionalism lacking
The other day, I was standing in line at the
admissions office. There was a young man in line
in front of me. As he stepped up to the counter, I
ovetheard him ask about his MTEL scores.
The MTEL is taken by foreign students as a test of
their knowledge of the English language. Foreign
students need to pass this test in order to attend the
university.
As the young man gave his name to the lady,
another sitting at her desk asked him if his name
was"_ _ _ "
He responded "yes," and then she blurted from her
desk to him that he had failed the test. If you could
have seen the humiliation on this student's face, I
would not need to say more.
What has happened to the professionalism, a
students' right to privacy and just the feelings of
students in general at this university?
Does this lady realize she violated the Privacy Act
of 1974 and embarrassed this student in front of
his peers?
This lady may not have been trying to be malicious
but by disclosing the information in the manner
she did, the sensitivity of this student was not
taken into consideration. What this lady did was
stupidity on her part and next time I suggest she
thinks before she speaks.
Michelle Lipps,freshman

,ot:r&
t=IMDi=O=l&IFI
Professional Window Tinting

SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR
RETIREMENT SAVINGS.
Security-so the resources are there
when it is time to retire. Growth-so
you'll have enough income for the
kind ofretirement you want. And
diversity-to help protect you against
market volatility and to let you benefit
from several types of investments.

THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT YOU GET
WITH TIAA-CREF.
TIAA offers you the safety of a
traditional annuity that guarantees
your principal plus a specifie~ ~ate of
interest, and provides for add1t1onal

wishing to pay spring semester
tuition in installments need to apply by Friday.
Students may apply in the Cafeteria Overflow today from 8 a.m.
to 6 p.m. and Friday from 8 a.m. to
noon. A picture ID is required.

''Media Coverage ofthe Middle
East Contlict"will be presentedby
the Honor Society at noon today in
the Liberal Arts Bldg., Room 101.
Dr. George McLemore, Dr. Sam
Freeman and Mike Jones, executive
pmducerforKRGV News, will be
the speakers. A 15-20 minute
question/answer session will follow.
''Education and Civil Rights
Policy'? will be presentedby Robert Wrinkle today at noon in Liberal Arts Building, Room 111.

An Ecumenical Hunger Banquet is set for noon Tuesday at the
Campus Ministry Center located at
1615 W. Kuhn.

Reporter
The Great American Smokeout
begins today, so extinguish that
'smoke!' According to the American Cancer Society, thousands of
Tex.as smokers and millions more
acrosithe couritry will try break

·HERE'S WHY
THE SMART MONEY AT
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF
AS IF THE FUTURE DEPENDED ON IT.

B

Priority registration students

By MARC MORIN

(512) 682-9697
(512) 682-9600
602 N. 10th St.
McAllen, Tx. 78501

ecause it does. Smart investors
know that your future depends on
how well your retirement system
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the
premier retirement system for people
in education and research for over 70
years. We have enabled over 200,000
people like you to enjoy a comfortable
retirement. And over 1,000,000 more
are now planning for the future with
TIAA-CREF.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The meal will be divided among deliver their cans no later than
the participants in proportions that Tuesday. For more information,
represent the actual distribution of contact Richard Trevifio at 381food among different income 2145.
groups.
The Student Art League is ac''Legal Issues in Nursing" will cepting entries for its 2nd Annual
be presented via satellite each Christmas Show and Sale, to be
Monday in November from noon held Dec. 3 - 20 in the CAS Galley.
to 1:30p.m.bytheHouston School On exhibition and sale will be
of Nursing.
original art works submitted by
''Ethical Decision Making"will UTP_A students and faculty. Deadbe presented Monday. "Legal Is- line for entry is Nov 30. For more
sues for In-Patient Settings" is information, call Chuck Ramirez
scheduled for Nov. 26.
at 381-9125.
For more infonnation about - - - - - - - - - - viewinglocations, call Dr. Wayne MEETINGS
Hookerat381-3495.
----------Emergency tuition loans for the Tlie Criminal Justice Club will
spring semester must be applied hold meetings Tuesdays at noon in
for by Nov. 30.
Liberal Arts Building, Room 105.
For more infonnation, call the Students are encouraged to attend.
loan collection office at 381-2723. Juventud Hispana will meet
A High Technology and Mi- Fridays at 12:45 p.m. in the CAS
nority Job Fair will be held Nov. building, Roo~ 186. For more in30 to Dec. 1 in San Antonio. Pref- fonnation, call Americo Martinez
erence will be given to students at 381-3441. New members are
registered with the Placement, welcome.
Testing, and Cooperative EducaUT Enviromental Council
tion Office.
meets every Wednesday at4:15 in
Applications are available in the the University Center, Room 307.
Student Services Building, Room Call Pete Romero at 686-6285 for
147.
more information.
Canned food donations are
Health and Kinesiology has
being accepted by the A-merican rescheduled their meeting set for
HumanicsAssociation fortheFood today to Tuesday. A special guest
Bank and the Salvation Army.
will present "Kinesiology in the
Interested donors should go to Primary Level" in HPE I, Room
the Student Services Building and 112 at noon.

American Cancer Society urges smokers to quit

Transformer
Conversions

and Customizing Center
Auto Alarm Systems

Editor's note-Persons wishing to place announcements in
the final f~ll semester edition of
The Pan American for events occurring during the semester
break or early January need to
submitinformationnolaterthan
tomorrow. The last fall issue of
The Pan American is Nov. 29.

growth through dividends. CRE~~s
variable annuity offers opporturutles
for growth through four different
investment accounts, each managed
with the long-term perspective essential to sound retirement planning:

The CREF Stock Account ·
The CREF Money Market Account
The CREF Bond Market Account*
The CREF Social Choice Account*

CALL 1-800-842-2776
10 FIND OUT MORE
Our experienced retirement couns~lors
will be happy to answer your quesuons
and tell you more about retirement
annuities from TIAA-CREF.

Experience. Performance. Strength.
Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the world.
We have done so well, for so many, for
so long, that we currently manage
some $85 billion in assets.

11••
Ensuring the future

for those who shape it. sm

. Cho" Accounts may not be available under all institutional retirement plans. but are
• The CREF Bond Market and Soc,a1
ice
available for all Supplemental Retirement Annuity plans.

For more complete information, including charges and expenses, ca!l 1 800 842-2733, ext 5509 for a
prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you mvest or send money.

the habit for 24 hours.
What are YOU doing to observe
this event?
"I'm glad you reminded me,"
Dr. Sammie Sides, Biology professor, commented. "It might encourage me to quit from now on."
Aftt.f a lecture on lethal alleles, he
s :iajokingly, "It'saterriblehabit,
maybe it's genetically influenced."
Alice · Carranza, UTPA student
from Edinburg, said she wasn't
going to smoke all day and plans to
carry an unopened pack of cigarettes.
Volunteers will have displays on
campus throughout the day. Their
focus will be smokers and even
tobacco chewers. Non-smokers
are asked to adopt a smoker and
help them quit.
Janice Courtney, speech instructor, and the exhibit volunteers hope
to start a smoking cessation with
their projects.
"We're doing them a favor by said smoking causes cancerin other
making them stop," said Courtney. parts of the body aside from the
"One cigarette does damage." She lungs.
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BOOK BUY BACK
MEANS MONEY IN
YOUR POCKET!
We buy back books
year-round.

Come see US!
SOUTH TEXAS BOOK & SUPPLY
1516 W. University (behind Pizza Hut)
Edinburg 380-0345

She added if people stop smoking the body begins to rejuvenate
immediately.
Other benefits include decreases
in insurance rates lower campus
maintenance costs.
"Some halls ~i_-e trashed with
cigarette' ~~aittt'butts,•~ C6lirttley ,
said, "it'slilc.e walking into a bar."
Non-smokers are encouraged to
participate by picking up an adoption certificate and a button that
says, "Kiss me! I don't smoke."

EXHIBITS

Volunteers

Location

Mary Cantu
Julian Castillo

Presidents office

LRC

HPE2
Ed Fulton
Esmeralda Guerra
AB 116
Don Love
Communications
Joan Ross
CAS 2nd Floor
Scott Williams
Snack Bar
Joe Wilkinson Nursing Building

..
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Valley native shows colorful landscapes
By SOPHIE D. PENA
Reporter
Valley native Homer Guerra is
currently exhibiting his art in the
CAS Gallery. The exhibit will run
until Nov. 28.
Guerra, who grew up in the Valley and attended public school in
McAllen, later studied art at
Chicago's Art Institute and graduated from thePrattlnstituteinNew
York. He currently lives in New
York.
He grew up in an artistic family.
His mother was a music teacher,
his sister attended Juliard, and his
brother attended Pratt with him.
As to people's frequent comments
on the prominent use of blue in his
paintings, Guerra says "I've alA detail of one of Homer Guerra's smaller painted ways thought that perhaps it
sketches, "The Farm/ Series # 16." His work Is being bounced
back
to
the
exhibited in the CAS Gallery until Nov. 26.
(Gainesborough) Blue Boy paint-

ing up on the wall. Everyone had
one in their homes in those days."
Guerra has had five previous exhibits. His current exhibit, titled
"Constable's Lament: The Vanishing Landscape," features works
from a series of landscapes.
He gave several reasons for his
choice of subject matter. "I live
away from the environment I grew
up in," says Guerra, "If I moved
back to the landscape, I probably
would not do landscapes."
He says he does not consciously
pursue an environmental message
in his work, but remarks "I'm
happy to see that people have attached an ecological view to my
work. I am aware that we have a
disappearing landscape."
He also explained that landscapes
provide stability and security for
people. Forexample, "when you're
in a boat, and feel sick, people

The exhibit features common
sized canvases, as well as smaller
"sketches."
Toe smaller pieces are painted on
various types of paper, including
photographic paper, which Guerra
says adds a tranSparent luminosity
to the color and allows greater speed
of gesture.
The fonnat of this exhibit is the
intermingling of the smaller and
larger pieces. Guerra expresses a
concern that the audience will assume that the paintings were created in the linear progression the
fonnat suggests.
"I get worried when people approach art as scientific and linear,"
says Guerra. "Art is not progressive in that manner."
Homer Guerra's exhibit will be
on display until Nov. 26 in the
CAS Gallery. For current Gallery
hours, call 381-3480.

always tell you to look at the landscape," he said.
Aside from his subject matter, the
feature that is most striking about
his paintings is the color.
He says that one of his inspirations for color are the Venetian and
Florentine painters, who are known
for their brilliant colors. "That's
where color comes from," Guerra
says.
On a more modem level, many of
the colors he uses are from the
palette of the Impressionists, but
the manner in which he uses them
is more closely related to the PostImpressionists, who "used any
color that worked for them, that
met their emotional need at that
moment."
"I love blue," he continues, "but
if it's not sitting next to another
color properly, then I don't like the
blue at that particular moment."

Cult leader 'Bob' runs Church of the SubGenius from grave
By PHILLIP LOZANO
Entertainment Editor
A few weeks ago, a peculiar package arrived in the mail. Inside a
plainbrownenvelope(thoughtfully
sent by dolphin-safe, fuel-efficient
third class mail) was a plethora of
information concerning the enigmaticcultfigureJ.R. "Bob"Dobbs,
salesman extrordinaire and High
Epopt of the secretive, Masonslike Church of the SubGenius, an
organization of sarcastic slackers
operating out of Dallas, Texas.
The infonnation was confusing;
"Bob" Dobbs had been assassinated by crazed follower D.
Woodman Atwell (aka "PQzzling
Evidence") in San Francisco in
1984.
However, the current issue of the

Churchmagazine, ''TheStarkFist
Of Removal," proclaimed that he
lives again and has appeared to the
faithful.
This bizarre cult has, in recent
years, made inroads in the Rio
Grande Valley.
Rev. Ivan Stang, the SubGenius'
Sacred Scribe, offered an
explanation...of sorts.
"I've seen him, physically, in
person," Stang said, "but every
time I've seen him he's gotten
shot."
Every time he reappears, Stang
said, he's smellier and shambles
about, with slurred speech and
such.
J. R. "Bob" Dobbs
''The Church of the SubGenius is
the most important organization in worldwide organization ofmutants,
the world," Stang boasted. It is a misfits, class clowns, etc., whose

members follow the teachings of
"Bob" Dobbs, the "Master of

Slack."
According to Dobbs, every
SubGenius is owed "Slack," but it
is being stolen away by a worldwide Conspiracy of "Normals."
Strangely, Dobbs rarely has contact with the Church. Stang said
that although "Bob" founded the
Church, "he doesn't pay any damn
attention to us." However, his
"slack" does shower down upon
his believers, Stang stressed.
What is Slack? "Those who say
don't know and those who know
don't say, as the Hell's Angels
often claim," said Stang, but the
fact that they bring it up in the first
place kind of hurts their credibility.
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will land on Earth to transfigure
the faithful, card-carrying SubGenii
(card is available with a subscription to the "Stark Fist" for $20,
postpaid) into Overmen and
Uberwomen, Stang said.
These "ruptured" souls will have
their "Third Nostril" opened up,
which allows them to be gigantic
receptacles of Slack.
"Unfortunately," said Stang, "everybody ends up looking pretty
much the same, with a big round
head."
These superbeings will not become dictators or mean super
monsters, however. "If you have
Slack, you have no need forpower,"
Stang explains.
'
When queried on whether or not
"Bob" Dobbs had anything to do
with BOB, the "killer" on the TV
show "Twin Peaks," Stang explained that it was actually Dobbs'
arch-rival, the "Anti-Bob," or
"Obo," who "possessed" and killed
Laura Palmer, and is also the dark
spirit in the woods around the town.
"For every 'Bob' particle there is
a particle of 'Anti-Bob,"' he said.
"Bob" wants to make cheerleaders
happy, not beat them up.
The Church publishes many
books, magazines, and videos about
Dobbs, Subgenii and fellow mutants. Information can be obtained
by writing to The SubGenius
Foundation, P.O. Box 140306,
Dallas, TX 75214.

The best summation of Slack is
the idea of Something for Nothing,
he said. ''That's what we all want,
just instant...anything."
It's also philosophical, he said.
Just the Slackful knowledge that
you could have those things if you
wanted is enough.
True Slack is symbolized by the
Perfect Hamburger, "a hamburger
I've nevertasted," Stang said, "but
we've come close·...
And what about this Conspiracy?
''The Conspiracy is composed of
many mini-conspiracies," he said.
Among them are the government
group that's hiding crashed flying
saucers, the mafia/CIA group that
assassinated Kennedy, the Trilateral Commission, and the lliuminati, but these relatively "high profile" groups tend to obscure the
largest and most dangerous conspiracy.
This is the unspoken conspiracy
of confonnist "humans" who want
everything to be bland, homogeneous, and "nonnal," Stang said.
They believe that "the whole universe revolves around their shared
delusion," when the truth is, in
fact, the opposite.
SubGenii, whether dues-paying
members or not, are those who
keepanopenmind, those who crave
diversity in these rather intolerant
times, Stang said.
At 7:00 a.m., July 5, 1998, a race
ofbenevolent aliens called the Xists
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We buy back books
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PAYNE MITSUBISHI USED CARS
1990 MITSUBISHI GALANT 4 Door, 14to choose from - - - - - - - - - --$10,990
1990 MITSUBISHI MIRAGE 4 Door, 1o to choose from - - - - - - - - - - - - $8,990
1988 MAZDA 626 Nice &Clean- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $8,990
1987 HONDA CIVIC 5 Speed Manual, A/C, AM/FM Cass - - - - - - - - - - - $4,990
1986CHEVIROCZ-28 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $6,990
1986 FORD BRONCO II 4X4 XLT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $6,990
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Recycling effort begins
By GILBERT D. MARTINEZ

Managing Editor

pick up campus trash. According to UTEC's
memo, the amount will increase next year to
$90,000.
"My big dream is to recycle paper because it is the
bulk of the trash that goes into land fills," Davis
said.
Manybagsofshreddedcomputerpaperarethrown
away every day, said Hilda Champion, systems
and operations manager at the Computer Center.
"Recycling (this paper) would be beneficial,"
Champion said.
Other members of the community are also concerned about the environment.
Along with the donation of receptacles by the
Student Government Association Senate to UTEC
two weeks ago, the Edinburg Wal-Mart contributed $1,000 to the group.
"Wal-Mart is high on these environmental preservation and protection ideas," Frank De La Garza,
assistant manager of the Wal-Mart in Edinburg,
said.
He hopes the contribution will become a yearly

Following a worldwide trend, recycling has become a serious consideration at UTPA for students
and staff members alike.
One organization, the University of Texas Environmental Council, issued a rriemo to all campus
organizations this week concerning the initiation
of a recycling effort.
The UTECmemo calls for an inter-organizational
effort with all campus groups participating in the
recycling campaign.
There is tremendous potential for waste materials
at UTPA, such as aluminum cans and computer
paper, to be recycled, stated the memo.
Dan Davis, grounds supervisor, sees a direct link
between recycled trash and creating revenues for
campus beautification. Less trash would begin a
favorable chain reaction.
"If we had less trash thrown away, then it would
not be taking up space in the dumpsters. This
reduces the amount of trash that is picked up and
thrown into land fills," Davis said.
Currently, Edinburg charges $35,000 a year to See EFFORT Page 8

Photo by James Hawley

Cynthia Ransom, Jeff Marquis and Melinda Marroquin In the University Theatre's
production of Larry Shue's "The Nerd," performed tonight through Saturday at a
p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m.

'Nerd' provides big laughs
By EVA MAZA
Reporter
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"The Nerd," directed by Jack R.
Stanley; written by Larry Shue;
starring Jeff Marquis, Melinda
Marroquin, Cindy Ransom,
Brian Warren, Diane Salter,
Rebecca Uribe and Todd
Krainin; Nov.15, 16, 17 at8p.m.
and Nov.18 at 2 p.m. at the University Theatre.
Have you ever been at a party
where a certain person annoys you
a great deal? This person either
talks too loud and too much
(mumbling about nothing worth
hearing)oris physically repulsive.
This play revolves around a
yuppie architect, Willem Cubbert

(Jeff Marquis), who has to deal
with such a person at his birthday
dinner party.
The setting is in Cubbert's posh
home, where he is celebrating with
his loosely committed girlfriend, a
cynical scotch-loving friend, and a
client and his family (consisting of
a neurotic wife and an impish child).
Cubbert gets a surprise visit from
an old Vietnam buddy, Rick
Stedman (Todd Krainin), who
saved Cubbert'slife; unfortunately,
Stedman turns out to be a geek who
turns Willem's birthday into an
experience from hell, setting the
stage for laughs.
The play starts off a little slow,
but the pace soon picks up, and the
roaring laughter hardly subsides.

The script's winy dialogue was
best exemplified by Cindy
Ransom's character, Alexis
Hammond. Hammond, a cynic, is
quick with zesty one-liners.
Delightful in her debut performance is eight-year-old Rebecca
Uribe, playing the demon-boy
Thor.
The actors have great on-stage
chemistry and Todd Krainin's
portrayal of "the nerd" is exceptional. Krainin, a lITPA freshman,
will be a performer to watch for
in future productions.
'Toe Nerd" is well-directed, with
solid performances all around; even
Ransom's unplanned fal on
Monday night worked well in
context.

iNllll'K MOnllllTlll)'Or

Olga Angulo, Edinburg senior, Inserts documents Into the paper shredder for
disposal at the Computer Center. The process Is repeated several times a day
resulting in many bags of shredded paper.

UPB PRESENTS FOR THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER
LRC
Media
Theater

THURSDAY
NOV 15TH
7PMT09PM
NO
ADMISSION

COMMANDER EVERETT ALVAREZ, JR.

THE FIRST AMERICAN PILOT SHOT DOWN OVER NORTH VIETNAM AND
THE LONGEST HELD POW IN THE NORTH .... OVER 8 1/2 YEARS I I I
AS THE FIRST RESIDENT OF THE INFAMOUS "HANOI HILTON", EVERETT
FACED SEEMINGLY INSURMOUNTABLE ODDS THAT TESTED HIS FAITH IN
HIMSELF, HIS FAMILY, HIS COUNTRY AND HIS GOD. HIS COURAGE AND
CONSCIENCE WERE PUT TO THE SUPREME TEST AND HE RESISTED HIS
CAPTORS AT EVERY TURN. HIS CONDUCT DURING THE MONTHS THAT HE
WAS THE ONLY AMERICAN PRISONER IN NORTH VIETNAM SET THE
STANDARDS FOR ALL OTHER POWS TO FOLLOW.

I

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1990
SCIENCE QUAD
1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
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Golfers capture own tournament
By ROB NEAGLE

Sports Editor
Bronc golfer Daniel Rebollar
fired a 9-under par 207 over 54
holes to lead UTPA to a four-shot
victory over defending champion
Lamar at the 2nd Annual UT-Pan
American Golf Classic Tuesday at
the Club at Cimarron in Mission.
Rebollar, a sophomore from
Mexico City, put together rounds
of 67, 70 and 70 over the par-72
layout to force a playoff with
Lamar's Jimmy Spurlock, who won
on the second hole with a birdie.
Swedes Joakim Peterson and
Pehr Bergquist fired 8-under par

208 's to tie for third.
Saltillo, Mexico sophomore
Genardo Davila finished tied for
16th (221) while Wellington, Tex.
senior John Cofer fired a 222 to tie
for 18th.
Lamar, who ran away with last
year's title and was heavily favored
to capture this year's title, finished
the tournament at 843, 21-under
par but still four shots behind
UTPA.
Coach Tony Guerrero was impressed with the team's performance.
"The boys played very well,
consistent," he said. ''They played
beautifully during two beautiful

Mayer
•

WIDS

days...on a beautiful golf couse."
Texas-San Antonio took third at
865, followed by Texas Lutheran
(878), Texas Wesleyan (879) and
Mary-Hardin Baylor (903).
The Broncs now travel to the
Rice University Invitational, Nov.
23-25 at Columbia Lakes Country
Club in West' Columbia, a suburb
of Houston.
Colwnbia Lakes is generally regarded as one of the toughest
courses in Texas.
"It's a nice field and a nice golf
course," said "Guerrero. "But the
thing I like about it is that the boys
won't be missing any school, it
will be over the holidays," he said.

LaMantia
Award

Cross country teams take 7th at regionals
Guillen headed to nationals; men get revenge
By DAVID HUNTER

Sports Writer
BothBroncandLady Bronccross
country teams ended their season
on a high note as they both finished
seventh at the NCAA District VI
cross country meets.

1apr1ss

Holiday S~ial Package
$69

Nov-Dec31

State ~ the Art Equipment

TAN EXPRESS, INC,
THE COURTYARD,.

5401 North Tenth, Sulte::b•
McAllen, TX 78504

TELEPHONE (512) 631-1191

The men were led by Rene
Guillen, who placed second all
around and qualified for the NCAA
championship track meet, Monday
in Knoxville, TN. Eric Henry of
Arkansas captured the men's division title.
Arkansas captured the men's
team title, while Texas finished
second. Both teams qualify for the
national meet.
The top three individuals who
are not on a qualifying team qualify
for the NCAA meet. Qualifiers for
the meet were Guillen, Glen Le
Gros ofTexas Christian University
andMattFontaineofthe University
of Houston.
Guillen's closest teammate was
Tomas Ramos, who finished 32nd.
The rest of the Broncs were Hector
Rodriguez (42nd), Manuel Jimenez
(64th).. ¥art_µi Arteaga (72nd) and
Kenneth Brand (84th).
The men's team is expected to be

Hairmasters
15% Discount for PAU
Students and Faculty
Walk-Ina Welcome

Yvonne
Dlans

383-9133

2002 W. University

Marty
Annabele

even better next year with each of
the first five finishers returning.
Some of the men felt as though it
was a new beginning.
"I felt like I was a freshman in
high school again," said freshman
Kenneth Brand. "I don't feel as
though I was prepared and knew
what to expect. Next year I hope to
be able to contribute a little better
to the team."
The men were also able to get a
little revenge.on Louisiana Tech.
Tech had beaten UTPA at the
American South Conference,
championships two weeks ago.
UTPA easily beat Tech in Denton.
In the women's division the Lady
Broncs were led by Sylvia
Rodriguez, who finished 25th.
Rodriguez was followed by Laura
Arteaga (48th), Cathy Tanner
(51st), Dimitri Pierce (53rd) and
Yvette Portales (70th).
The women will also be strong
next year, losing only two runners.
Arkansas captured the women's
title, while Baylor finished second.
· Nathalie Nalepa of Baylor
catpured the individual title.
Other qualifiers were Joanne
Kineard from Texas-San Antonio,
Melissa Weaver of Texas A&M
and Julie Jiskra of Rice.

Edinburg, Texas

Tim PAN AMBtucANITony Mercado

Charise Yoo, sophomore form Vancouver, Brittish
Columbia Canada putts during the UTPA Golf Classic
Monday at the Cimmarron Country Club. The team
beat favored Lamar who won the title last year. The
team will now travel to ,he Rice University Invitational
in West Columbia, T~... .,1c

Barron wins Hassell Award
RobertBarronofCorpusChristi,
an American South Conference
champion in distance races who
sparked the Broncs in track and
cross country, has been elected
1990 winner of the prestigious Lou
Hassell Award.
Barron was named the outstanding men's senior studentathlete for the 1989-90 academi.c

that keeps America working
•
•
•
•
•

protect the wages, health and safety, employment and pension rights of working people;
promote equal employment opportunity;
provide job training, unemployment insurance and workers' compensation;
strengthen free collective bargaining;
collect, analyze and publish labor statistics.

THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

offers career as
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accountants/ Auditors
Attorneys
Computer Specialists
Contract and Procurement Specialists
Economists
Equal Opportunity Specialists
Industrial Hygienists

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Investigators
Manpower Development Specialists
Mathematical Statisticians
Personnel Specialists
Safety and Occupational Health Specialists
Wage and Hour Compliance Specialists
Workers' Compensation Claims Examiners

year. The Bronc coaches voted
runner-up honors to Victor Garza,
baseball; Rodney Kereliuk, golf;
and Brad Melville, tennis.
A high school star in Corpus
Christi, Barron compiled a 2.83
grade-point average (on a4.0 scale)
to join an illustrious list of Broncs
who have won the award. It was
named for the late Lou Hassell, a
Houston businessman and great
sports fan, who wanted to encouraged top athletes in their academic
pursuits.

The spirit of academic and athletic achievement is abundant in
Mary Jane Mayer. This is exactly
why she has been chosen as the
recipient of the 1990 Anna La
Mantia Award.
A fifth year senior majoring in
Business Administration, Mayer
played an important part in the
Lady Broncs 1989 American
South Conference championship.
Along with doubles partner Chris
Reetz of West Germany clinched
the conference championship at
Jonesboro, Arkansas.
Ironically, Reetz captured last
year's title.
In high school Mary Jane won
the Texas 2A state Doubles
Championship at Sabinal, west of
San Antonio, then graduated from
Comfort High in the Texas Hill
Country Northwest of San Antonio.
Mayer is one of only 80 UTPA
students (out of more than 12,000
registered on the Edinburg
Campus) to be nominated by the
university for who's who among
students in colleges and universities. She has also made the National Dean's List and was named
to the U.S. Achievement
Academy's All-American Scholar
list. She sports a 3.52 cwnulative
GPA on a4.0 scale.
After rising to the top in academics and athletics, the daughter
of Jim and Dette Mayer of
Raymondville decided to try a
new field, sports publicity writing
forUTPA.
In September, 1990, she became student assistant for the
Bronc and Lady Bronc sports information office.
She currently covers eight sports
including men's and women's
tennis, cross country, and indoor
and outdoor track. She also assist
in six other sports. She also writes
many of the Bronc Diary items
that are produced seven days per
week. Her stories already have
been printed throughout south
Texas, by the Dallas Morning
News, in Canada, and by other
news media.

WE'LL EWE YOUR
COWGELOAN.
If you're stuck with a student loan that's
not in default, the Army might pay it off.
If you qualify, we'll reduce your debt
by 1h for each year you serve as a
soldier, so after just 3 years you'll
have a clean slate.
You'll also have traiqing in a
choice of skills and enough
self-assurance to last you
the rest of your life.
Get all the details from
your Army Recruiter.

682-6141

Write: Office of Employment and Evaluation
Room N-5470, Dept. H.T.
U.S. Department of Labor
200 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20210
Call: 1-800-366-2753

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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Broncs run-and-gun past New Zealand, 116~102

+...........

When you party
remember to...

Sincerely Yours
1619 South Closner
Edinburg

381-5661

By ROB NEAGLE

Hallmark Cards
Bridal Registry
Gift Items
Helium Balloons

Sports Editor

T.. PM A-.. /Tony Mercado

Sophomore center Chris Jones gets physical with two
New Zealand defenders as they battle for a rebound.
Jones finished the game with a team high nine rebounds and 18 points in the Bronc victory.

OPENING SATURDAY, NOV 17
ALLEN'S
CURRENT AND OLDER

SPORTS CARDS AND COMICS
PROFESSIONAL TEAM

PENNANTS AND BUMPER STICKERS
JJ

';J

STAMPS AND ACCESSORIES
APPLIQUED SWEAT CLOTHES + T-SHIRTS AND HATS, ·
COLLECTIBLE TEAM PENNANTS-BUITQNS-~
1414 W. University Avenue, Edinburg- Highway 107
Across for U.T. Pan American
UNIVERSITY CENTER SHOPPING
Telephone: 381-4841

1/1/C) [~R.A.'s)]

Run-and-gun in 1990-91 appears
to be the new motto for this year's
Broncs.
And for good reason.
The Broncs had six players score
in double figures as they kicked off
the new season with an impressive
116-102 exhibition victory overthe
New Zealand Select team before a
crowd of 1,652 Saturday in the
Fieldhouse.
Center Chris Jones and forward
Jerome Chambers led the way for
the Broncs with 18 points each.
Guard Gabriel Valdez added 17,
centerHenry Thomas had 14, while
forward Derek Wright and guard
Desi Howard popped in a dozen
each.
James Dixon, a former Texas
Christian University standout, led
the New Zealand team with 43
points and six rebounds. Steve
Tierney, a former Sam Houston
State star, added 21 for the Hawks.
Two former Broncs, Eric Montgomery and Harold Anderson,
filled in as alternates for the New
Zealand team when two players
failed to make the trip. Montgomery had 10 points and Anderson
had nine.
The Broncs jumped out early,
going up by as much as 13 points
when a Jones tip-in with 8:30 left
in the first half gave the Broncs a
36-23 lead, their biggest of the
half.
New Zealand stormed back,
grabbing a 61-57 halftime lead.
Dixon scored 27 of his 43 points in
the first half.
The Broncs came back early in
the second half, grabbing the lead
for good when a Thomas layup off
a Howard assist gave U1PA an 8180 lead with l 1:32leftinthegame.
The Broncs continued to build

Jerome Chambers
on their lead, going up by as many
as 15 points (112-97) with :53 left.
In the battle of the boards, Jones
edged Chambers nine to eight.
Howard added seven.
The Broncs outrebounded the
Hawks59-34. UTPAhit54%from
thefield,comparedto48%byNew
Zealand.
TheHawkshadlittletimetoheal
their wounds. Monday they played
Sam Houston State in Huntsville.
Tuesday they played Rice University in Houston. Tonight they play
Baylor in Waco, the fourth stop on
their seven-city Texas tour.
Conversely,theBroncshavetwo
full weeks to prepare for their
season and home opener Nov. 24
against Grambling State (La.).

Edinburg

Weslaco

McAllen

1516 W. University

501 E. Bus.83

2216Nolana

Crossroads

Call
for
Information

Blind
Justice

Sat. & Sun.

NO COVER
before 9 p.m.

NO COVER

OF AMERICA

PARTY•SMART

National Headquarters
150 Paularino Ave., Suite 190
C,osta Mesa, CA 92626
714/557-2337
l-800-441-2337
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Reproductive
Services

Treaeure HIiis
Suhe#35
2220 Haine Drive
Harlingen, Tx 78550

...In Association with Adoption Affiliates
... Providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care
• Pregnancy Testing
• Problem Pregnancy Counseling
. • Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
• Morning After Treatment
• Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
• Speakers for Educational Programs
• Adoption Services

For Information Call:
L

u. (L-::.'

'

428-6242 • 428-6243

Licensed by the Texas Department of Health

l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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prices.

THE STYLING SALON

JCPenney

Evenings: 4-9 p.m., Mon.-Fri. with student I.D.

Free samples of Nexxus, Sebastian & Paul Mitchell
OPEN: Mon.-Sat., 8 a.m.-9 p.m., Sun. 12-6 p.m.
682-0321 • 682-9431 ext. 251 or 252
Appointments not always necessary, but recommended.

Where Trend Begins .•.
Clothing for the Innovative Woman
Middle Eastern and Moroccan Clothing
and Accessories
Original Clothes by Valley Designer, PLAZ.

This Friday through Sunday

BEER DRINKERS

1320 N. CLOSNER
EDINBURG, TEXAS
(512) 383-8611

(your country & rock-n-roll headquarters)

Live Music Weekly

**.,.ii**..,,.*
. *, . ®..,,.*

Allen 1'1lnral
bu icttu. line.

a unique boutique...
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9 Pool Tables * Dart Boards * Continuous Music * Cold Beer

Don't get wrecked. If you're not
sober- orvou·re not surelet someone else do the driving

Turn your spare time
into money! People.Just
likeyourself,aredoingit• making
99
big money working in a
home operated business.
WA\13
This book reveals ~ of
ftfO~
the best money-making
A.T
,. '
ideas around. Amazing
recorded message reveals
details.
Call:512·585-4808 ext. 203

. . . . . . . . . .11111111. . .111111111111111111111111-
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JCPenneY,

Fashim canes to life

1206 E. Harrison • Harlingen, TX • (512) 428-9065
1111 w. Pecan
• McAllen, TX
• (512) 630-9461

Sat. & Sun.

South Dallas

SUNDAY
SERVICE.

NO COVER

Call 381-0624

Et PATO

BLACK AND WHITE NIGHT
ALTERNATIVE MUSIC NIGHT

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO

• Now 18 to 20 year olds Welcome

VALLIY•WIDI

On Tuesdays Only!

NQVEMBEB SPECIAL
CHICKEN TACO PLATE

.
....,.....................
•......•....•.......

HWHITE FLOUR .
H
PATOS
..••L.-------TRY'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

3 chicken & cheese
soft corn tacos
Spanish Rice
Ranchero Beans

only $2.79
IPICIALIIIIII IN NANINIAN PLOUR TNTILLAI
....... on NOMUIADI IICINI AU, POOD
MAN PRIIN DAllf ON NUIIIU

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M.•SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

Get your favorite Subway subs on Sunday too..
Tasty meats piled on fresh baked bread, topped with
free fixin's. Come to Subway for our Sunday best.

,------ -- - - - - -

: ANY
$1.00
OFF
fOOTLONG SOB
I
I
!

*With any purchaser of a medium soft drink
Offcrr good on Sandciys only

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
McALLEN (Pecan)........................................682•3 I 76
McALLEN (Bus. 83)••••••••••••••••••••••••............... .Y-8269
McALLIN (No. I 0th) ....................................682•
383·0
IDIN.URG ••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
·
541-0241
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585 1414
S ,
. . . .ION ...........••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••969

. . .LACO ...........••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 428• 6224
NA■ LINGIN
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102 S. Scicond St.

I

(across from Pop-fi-Top on 107)

L ___ one
_

coupon per customer per vblt

~ r explr~l/30/90
____ _

NO COVER ALL NIGHT!
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.SOC IJ.1R DP.INKS AND DRAFT DEER
8:00 - 10:00 p.m.
CELEBRATING SOMETHING?
Call ahead for reservallon1

10:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
$1.50 BAR DRINKS
We will deoorate
& give you a
Bottle of Champagne
For FREE
• NO COVER AND SPECIAi DRINKS DO NOT APPLY TO 18 ·10 20 YEAR OLDS.
PROPER 1.0. REQUIRED AT ALL TIMES.
500 HACKBERRY - McALLEN, TEXAS
682-4133
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Lack of support leads to volleyball team's demise
Lately, I have hated writing this column.
It's been easy to find bad things to
write about in the UTPA athletic department. I'vetriedtoturntheotherway
and keep a "Say No Evil" attitude about
things this year (New Year's Resolution,
you know.. .it kind of gets to you when
Lady Bronc basketball players start
hissingwhenyouwalkinthefieldhouse).
As a result, I have managed to find
three bright spots in the athletic department.
For example, Reid Harter has guided
the Lady Bronc cross country team to
another American South Conference
championship. He also recruited Rene
Guillen away from UT-San Antonio and
brought him to UTPA, where he has
become only the third runner in Bronc

historytoqualifyfortheNCAANationals
two weeks away in Knoxville, TN.
The Bronc Zoo
The men's basketball team looked like
they were going to bring a new, exciting
Rob Neagle
offense to the Fieldhouse this year, beating New Zealand 116-102.
Even the women's basketball team, long
one of my favorite subjects of criticism, and 6-28 (0-12 in ASC) this year.
seems to be turning around.
Not exactly a record to be proud of.
There are several bright spots within
Now an occasional off-season is underthe athletic program.
standable. Every team has to rebuild.
After six years, the Lady Broncs could
Unfortunately, the Zoo is also cluttered have rebuilt Chernobyl.
with some smelly, dingy cages that need to
In the four years of the American South
be cleaned.
Conference, UTPA is 1-37. Overall, their
Obviously,thevolleyball teamoccupies record is 18-104.
one of these cages.
Percentages? Try .026 in ASC over the
Records? 14-14 in 1985, 8-17 in 1986, past four years. They are .148 overall.
1-28 in 1987 (0-6 in ASC), 7-20 in 1988
Certainly the talent has been there. Some
(0-10 in ASC), 4-28 in 1989 (1-9 in ASC) top players like Sandra Kyle and fanja

Thomas have played valiantly, but have
watched their efforts go for naught.
Unfortunately, the good Lady Broncs
have been few and far between. Quite
often the talent on the team has not been
exactly NCAA Division I caliber.
Point the finger at Coach Becky De Los
Santos. She has consistently failed to get
a decent recruiting class. Even the occasional Lady Bronc with NCAA Division I
talent has not been molded into a highlysuccessful player which will contribute to
a successful team.
Point the finger at the UTPA "higherups", who have given the volleyball team
one ofthe lowest budgets in the department.
Finally, point the finger at the UTPA
students. Although there is no hard e·iidence to support this assumption, I'd bet
no more than 20 people were at each home

Effort

,Bravo!

to DR. VERN VINCENT, DR.
GILBERTO DE LOS SANTOS, AND DR.
DEWAYNE L. HOOOES, faculty members from
the School of Business, who have co-authored
articles published in journals. Vincent and De Los
Santos wrote articles on "Marlceting Faculty Use of
Client-Sponsored Projects: Evaluation and Selection Criteria," in the Fall 1989 issue of Business
Journal. Hodges and Vincent wrote "Judgment
Analysis: A Methodology for Merit-Based Salary
Allocation," in the Spring 1990 volume of Journal
of Business Strategies.
,Bravo! to DR. F.J. BREWERTON, dean of the
School of Business, who was elected president and
programchairmanforthe 1990-91 atthemeetingof
the Texas Council ofCollegiate Education in Busi-

ness Sept 30-0ct. 2 at Midwestern State University in Wichita Falls. Brewerton will be president
ofTCCEB in 1991-92.
,Bravo! to DAYID MIZENER, associate director of the Library, who received his doctor of
science degree in information science from Nova
University in Ft Lauderdale, Fla.. "Creation of a
Model and A Partial Strategic Plan for The UT-PA
library," is the title of his dissertation.
,Bravo! to DR. CARL R. CARLAN, associate
professor in the department of school administration and supervision, who had an article titled
''TTAS 1990 Recertification: A Time for Positive
ATPE Action" which was published in the Association ofTexas Professional Educators magazine,
Sept/Oct. 1990 issue.

volleyball game this season.
Volleyball, because it does not gamer
the media attention that basketball and
baseball does, canrrot rely on advertisers
to support them. No matter how good
the team does, they are not exactly going
to raise tremendous funds, nor are they
going to make the front page of the
Monitor or even the Pan American.
Then why do more students attend
Bronco football games instead of Lady
Bronc volleyball games?
Volleyball can be exciting. The Lady
Broncs went down to the wire in quite a
few games. Dozens of nails were bitten
off.
Although it is too late to support the
1990 team, hopefully the student body
will reassess their attitude and attend a
few games next year.

- - From Page 5 - - -

event.
Pete Romero, presidentoflITEC,
plans to use the donation to get the
recycling effort offthe ground in a
big way.
"We (UTEC) want to put the
money in a bank account to reinvest back into the University at
some future time," Romero said.
"Maybe we can purchase benches
and more receptacles."
"Whatever we decide to do with
the money, it will be for the benefit
of the campus," he added.
Romero said he wants to make it
clear he appreciates the Wal-Mart

donation. However, he wants
campus organizations to realize
theymustcontributethemanpower
and not rely on corporations for
monetary donations.
"I want the clubs to be the ones to
get the effort moving," Romero
said. "I don't want to have to dependonothercorporationsfortheir
donations."
Romero considers this semester
as an awareness one, and he sees
next semester as the one in which
campus organizations will make a
unified commitment to the recycling campaigo.

SGA-FromPagel
Sexually transmitted diseases on the rise
By EVA MAZA
Reporter
The AIDS epidemic has overshadowed other Sexually Transmitted Diseases which have been
on the rise for several years now.
While STDs like gonorrhea and
syphilis are on the decline due to
penicillin treatments, herpes and
genital warts cases have· been· on

the upswing, says Dora Castillo,
coordinator of UTPA Student
Health Services.
Castillo reports that the most
common STD reported at UTPA is
human pampilona virus , known as
genital warts in layman's terms.
"Three years ago there were
maybe five cases of genital warts,
in the following year there were

about I 0. Last year, that figure
doubled to 20cases," says Castillo.
Genital warts is a disease caused
by a virus similar to that which
causes skin warts, albeit genital
warts can, in some cases, cause
cancer if not treated.
Castillo reported a 97 percent increase in the 1989-90 school year
of UTPA gynecological cancer

screening exams from 1988-89.
Many questions students may
pose about STDs are addressed at
the annual UTPA Health Fair (held
in April) where approximately 20
agencies address health issues.
Students should call the Student
Health Service at 381-2511 or go
by ERSH 103 if they have que~tions or want STD literature.

TRENDY JUNIORS!
Don't miss it...

TRUNK SHOW
• STREET LIFE
• WE BE BOP
• FITIGUES
• AND MORE

All day modeling.
Fashion Show at 4:00 p.m.
Saturday, November 17.
Register to win a door prize!

MCAI.LEN

Salazar acknowledged the argument and said he would try to extend
the date the pennit is required for the
parking area-from the beginning
of Spring '91 until the lot is paved.

·!\!\\\1Jil1!ii!l.ll1llllllllil\\ilill\!
TYPING SERVICE: Research
papers reports, etc. Grammar
correction; Proofreading & Editing. Over 10 years experience.
Call 585-2838.

TYPING/LANGUAGEHELP:
Retired English teacher. Near
Campus. Glenn 383-2066.

Writing services, Essays, ResearcQ papers, Resumes, Composition, Mechanics, Grammar
call after 6p.m. 380-1563. Rush
jobs.
Need help with research papers?
Essays? English Lit? Qualified
tutor- B.S., M.A. 630-3492.

The Ultimate
Tuxedo Rental
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The good, the bad
.
and the muddy shine
at Bronc-O-lympics
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By MONICA MARTINEZ
Staff Writer
Thefirstpaymentfortuitionloans andinstallinents for
students who early registered is due by December 12.
Payments and collections will accept payments in the
SS 115 until Dec. 10 and in the cafeterta overflow room
Dec. 10-12.
The rooms will be open Monday through Thursday, 8
am.-4:30 p.m. and Friday, 8 am.-noon.

78539

November 29, 1990

Waiting until the last minute is not suggested said
Melba Saenz, accountantll ofpayments and collections.
"I encourage students to mail in their payments because it will be aloteasier," Saenz said. "Lastyearsome
students stood in line for about two hours."
Students who wish to applyforaninstallinentloancan
do so during arena registration in the gym, Jan. 8 Saenz
said.
They must be enrolledatleastsevenhoursandhaveno
financial aid to qualify.

Eligible students can add/drop early
By LETICIA CAVAZOS
Staff Writer
·
Students who registered early and paid will be allowed
to add/drop courses free of charge before and during
arena registration, Registrar David Zuniga said.
Eligible students can add/drop courses Jan. 8 from 15 p.m. They can also add/drop in the gym during arena
registration Jan. 9 and 10 if they have their class schedule.

.15CJ:llla•r.1c•:•11s1a-H·:•i :❖•i :i ·{v:•1:1·1:i'=·.·:·•:i:i:(:·:•·:·•· 1·:·:·;i:!.i:

SGA Senior Senator George Lopez said the acquisition of four extra hours was bereficial, but he still
expects problems.
"It'll minimire add/drop problems a little bit, but
there's still going to be complete chaos," Lopez said.
Carlos Berlanga, SGA vice president, agrees add/
drops will be better, but the problem is also not enough
classes being offered.
''The situation has not been fully analyzed for a real
solution to be found," he said.

....,.:i:i.i''i"i>',·l·1·.·1:1:·:·:···i,·1·1··1·1·'.···1·1·1··

Fiber Op tiC
cable enables
vidOOlink
A digital video link enabling an
interactive video class will be established between the Edinburg and
Brownsville urPAcampusesofthis
spring.
The graduate course, "Counseling
the Gifted," is one of five courses in
the endorsement program in gifted
education.
''We hope this will be an opportunitytooffertheendorsementingifted
education to teachers across the Valley," said Dr. Mary Kolesinski, associate professor in the department
of school services and counseling.
''The mileage distance of our service area is large," she said, that
now "we can reach larger numbers
of potential ·candidates for the endorsement through this technology."
Students in Brownsville will be
able to see and hear Dr. Kolesinski,
in Edinburg, and she·will be able to
see and hear them, on television
monitors in two classrooms.
"While I'm teaching the class here
on the Edinburg campus, students in
Brownsville will be able to actually
participate in the class," said
Kolesinski.
The two campuses have been connected through a 24-channel fiber
optic cable that canies audio and
video signals.

so

See Link Page 8
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Rodney Vale, sophomore, works on his biceps by doing curls in the weight room .

Chief says no permits needed
to park in the unimproved Int
By DIANA YBANEZ
Reporter
Noparkingpennit will be required
forparkingon the unimproved parking lot, said University Police Chief
Greg Salazar.
After several meetings, the Student Government Association
reached an agreement with Salazar,
culminating in the removal of the
edict requiring students to purchase
a parking pennit for the unimproved
parking lot \llltil it is paved.
About 260 parking spaces will be
available after the unimproved parking lot is paved.

Since the field is university prop- said Langabeer.
''The parlcing lot will be equipped
erty and some students have a parking pennit, the lot is being patrolled with a sidewalk, lights and landby UTPA police, said Carlos scape," Langabeer said.
The unimproved parking lot was
Berlanga, SGA vice president.
fanned
by Robert Luna for about
"SGA saw it (the need for a parking pennit) as.unofficial until it was five years. Luna was fanning the
passed through SOA," said Berlanga. land and keeping it in a tillable conConstruction bids for the dition, he said.
If approv~ by the UT System,
unimproved parking lot have not yet
been approved by the UT System, UTPA will lease half of the field to
said James Langabeer, vice presi- Luna to farm once again.
"It would be more useful and we
dent for Business Affairs.
The finn Meldon and Hunt has would not be quite as subject to
estimated the cost at $306,000. people's parking or unimproved
UTPA's budget limit for the parking lot criticism," Langabeer.
unimprovedparkinglotis$300,000, said.

FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE
Dec. 6
•English 1301 Day classes
•English 1301 Day classes
All evening English 1301 classes

7:45 -9:30 a.m.
9:45 - 11:30 a.m.
5-6:45p.m.

7 :45 - 9:30 a.m.
9:45 - 11:30 am.
12:45 -2:30 p.m.
2:45 - 4:30 p.m.

Dec. 7
T.,. p.., A...,... /David Gonzalez

Jennifer Silva practices the dance of the sonajas
during rehearsals for the UTPA Folkloric Dance
Company's upcoming performance. "Festival Dances
of Mexico" will be held Dec. 15 at 8 p.m. and Dec. 16
at 2 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium. Tickets are
available at the Chamber of Commerce in Edinburg,
Pharr, Donna, McAllen, Mission, Harlingen and
Weslaco; Melharts Music Center-McAllen and the Valley Chamber of Commerce-Weslaco. For more information, call 381-3501.

Math 1300 classes
Math 1334 classes
All Math 1340 classes

8:30 - 10: 15 am.
10:45 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
1 -2:45 p.m.

Dec. 10
7:45 -9:30 a.m.
9:45 - 11 :30 a.m.
12:45 -2:30 p.m.
2:45 - 4:30 p.m.

MWF-1 classes

MWF-5 classes
TR-2 classes
TR-5 classes

(7:45 - 8:35 a.m.)
(11:45 am. - 12:35p.m.)
(9: 10 - 10:25 a.m.)
(2:35 - 3:50 p.m.)

Dec.11
1R-l classes
MWF-2 classes
MW-6 classes
1R-6 classes

(7:45 - 9m a.m.)
(8:45 - 9:35 a.m.)
(12:45 - 2 p.m.)
(4- 5:15 p.m.)

Dec. 12
7:45 - 9:30 a.m.
9:45 - 11 :30 am.
12:45 -2:30 p.m.
2:45 - 4:30 p.m.

1R-3 classes
MW-7 classes
MWF-4 classes
MW-8 classes

(10:35 - 11:50 am.)
(2:10 - 3:25 p.m.)
(10:45 - 11:35 am.)
(3:35 - 4:50 p.m.)

Dec. 13
7:45 - 9:30 a.m.
9:45 - 11 :30 am.
12:45 -2:30 p.m.

MWF-3 classes
MW-9 classes
1R-4 classes

(9:45 - 10:35 a.m.)
(5 - 6:15 p.m.)
(1:10- 2:25 p.m.)

Evening classes: Final exams will be given at regular class time beginning Dec. 6 and ending Dec. 12.
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Trimming bushes turns into a hairy situation

W

hile visiting home a
couple of weekends
ago, I was sitting at
the front porch admiring how nicely the trees were lined
up across the lawn. Well, there are only
three trees, but still, they were almost in
a straight row. And for some reason, an
image of a beautiful lawn with precisely-trimmed varieties of plants
popped into my head.
· So I took a gander at the bush-things
lined up around the edge of the house
and it didn't seem too difficult a taskto trim them into presentable squareshaped bush-things. But I stopped myselfshort ofthe task. I sudden!y realized
what I was doing. I was changing
something's appearance for the sake of
seeming to make it better.
"What's happening to me?" I asked
myself. "Where did this crazy notion of
presentability come from?" And then I
remembered something of my childhood.
As a kid, I had one of those dads who

onanygivenSaturday,butalwaysduring
a Bugs Bunny opera cartoon, would
take me and my brothers outside and
give us a haircut In a sense, it was our
home version of"TheRabbit ofSeville."
It was pure torture, sitting there, hair
clipper buzzing, watching my little
brother get a trim, knowing my other
little brother was next, and then, . of
course, me. Our attempts at escape were
futile. Dad didn't even have to watch
what he was doing, the clipper had a
mind of its own. Meanwhile, he was
reaching out to grab one of us from
running off,·then stopping and turning
to grab the other one.
"What do I want with a haircut," I
would sing in parody of Bugs. No, actually, I was insisting I didn't want a
haircut
"Can't you see it's so much neater,"
my father would sing back. Well, actually, he said, "Yes you do want a
haircut You want to be a clean, presentable, decent kid so when people
look at you, they'll think, 'Hey! what a

bottles didn't take my haircut into consideration at all. I pointed at it, hoping she'd
The Other Side
realize she was yelling at a good kid, but
Andres Esquivel
she thought I was telling her she was
crazy, hence, my bad faith in first impressions.
clean-cut, sharp-looking kid'," Finally, afSo there were these bush-things growter the hair was gone, he would stand back, ing crazy in all directions, and ifl trimmed
smiling, admiring his work. I had a pout.
them I would have presentable square"It was free," he offered with a laugh. I shaped bush-things.
knew I couldn't argue against that and,
But then what? Should Ifeel proud that
besides, thelogicofakid wasn'tgoingtoput people will admire my square-shaped
a guilt-trip on my dad's conscience anyway. bush-things? Pemaps hope to set an exHe'd then rub my bristle-haired head affec- ample and get everybody to make their
tionately and let me go back to watching, 1 own square-shaped bush-things, too?
cartoons.
The truth is I would have to' make the
ut through those years, I never bush-things appear that way, while inside
lived up to the image of the I knew the truth-they were growing in all
clean-cut,decentkidpeoplesaw. directions. And I couldn't take the presThe fact is I was alittle monster. sure of knowing people were walking
The only thing my dad succeeded in cutting around believing square-shaped bushmy hair was making me into a bald little things grew that way! Especially if I had
monster.
played a part in creating their misconcepThe image didn't give me any real advan- tions. Oh, the agony of living a lie!
tages either. That lady who caught me
So, I decided not to trim them. I cer"borrowing" her 16 oz. returnable Coke tainly don't believe bush-things grow in

B

square shapes so why make them look
like squares?
And while I was home for Thanksgiving, I noticed, still, no one had trimmed
them. They resembled that Play-Doh
barbershop doll, the one where you have
to push down a lever and clay hair oozes
through the doll's skull, cascading to it's
shoulders.
t's a good thing I didn't trim
those bush-things. Towards the
outer regions, buds blossomed
into some beautiful flowerthings. Flower-thingsnoone would have
seen had I made them into square-shaped
bush-things.
Ours isn'ta cartoon world where people
or things become what we deem they
should be. Certainly, wecanalterevery- ·
thing to accommodate us, but that's just
an image. When you start believing in
the image, marry it, ascend the spiraling
stairs to the open door leading to your
new world, you get your cake.
Andres Esquivel is afreshman
Psychology major.

I

·
·
·
surveys prove harmful;
'cutting edge' dulled

T

hanks to economic and marketing factors, there are great expectations for college students. According to numerous surveys and
polls, businesses and corporations 'know' more about us than we
would begin to guess. This very premise restricts, and in most
cases, suppresses originality of thought and expression.
In one popular music magazine, Rolling Stone, there are specific and separate
charts reflecting the interests and tastes of some college students. However,
from this information, certain suppositions are applied to the whole college
crowd, as if we all subscribe to the results of their surveys. For all the 'good'
this information supplies, it is only a cross-section of a relatively small number
of college students. Because of this, a tremendous amount of money is poured
into calculated risks designed to entice the average college student. This mere
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abundant dependence on surveys, it is no wonder such trash appears on evening
T.V. The creative, innovative show is often overlooked in favor of the safe,
proven format which supplies prime time rubbish. This serious inference only •
limits quality television and, consequently, provides a major threat to original
thinking and expression.
Situations like these should be considered dangerous and unhealthy for the
development of imaginative thinking. Surveys only serve to classify and deindividualize people. Conformity and similarity of ideas are emphasized over
diverseness and fair exchange of concepts. How can college students begin to
interchange ideas when corporations are trying to classify and determine what
we like, and eventually buy? Just as no other college student speaks for me, no
number of survey participants can even begin to determine the music, T.V.
shows, books or anything else that I like.
Some surveys and polls provide valuable information for certain organizations, but the minute these organizations begin to interpret and classify the
data, they assume too much. As college students, we should be on the cutting
edge of original thoughts and ideas. However, as long as we continue to allow
ourselves to be herded into trends and fads, we will only represent a very dull
blade.

lllii- l t J i i i i iil~:c.

GILBERT D. MARTINEZ
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The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns.
They must be signed and include the writer's hometown, classification at UT-PA and be
typed. An address and phone number should be included for verification. Letters should
be fewer than 250 words and guest columns no more than 600 words. Letters and guest
columns will be edited for length, libel, grammar and punctuation, but writer's meaning or
opinion will not be changed. Guest columns will be run as space pennits. Letters can be
brought to Emilia Schunior Ramirez Hall, Room 100 or mailed to The Pan American at
1201 University Drive, EH 100, Edinburg, TX 78539.

Call to reality expressed
This is in response to the article "Distortion Causes Greatest Harm". In the first
place Mr. Quigley, I find your article extremely biased. You only see things from
your perspective, which I believe is a
Christian standpoint. What about the
people who are not advocates of your
religion? Or for that matter what about
those who are not believers in God? Just
what are the rules God outlined for those
who do not believe in God? See what the
problem is? When someone writes an
article it should be unbiased and neutral. It
should be able to reach everyone, not only
advocates of religion. UTPA is not an
institution founded by a Christian organization. Meaning, we can't assume everyone here is a Christian; therefore, not everyone goes by your set of beliefs.
The reason sex education does not work
is because of the people who don't want to
let go of the past and live in the present.
We live in different times and we can't
hold on to traditional values forever because ifwe do we will be denying ourselves
the education we need to get by in life. The
famous argument that kids should be taught
at home by the parents does not work.
Let's live in reality for a change. How
many parents actually give their children
the proper education when it comes to
sex? Corne on, be honest. Itistheopposers
of sex education who don't want to give it
a chance to work. When you state that
programs implemented in schools have
created more problems than they have

::.~-~:;:j~?F.Ef:E
findings and statistical data to back up
your claim? Did you just make the statement because you heard it from "hearsay" or did you actually do research and
investigate the subject before writing your
article? If so, what were your sources. I

would really like to have known where
you got your information. And another
thing, just because one is an advocate of
sex education does not make one an advocate of abortion. See the fault in reasoning?
Why are you bringing up Ted Bundy?
Ted Bundy was a psychopath; his major.
problem was not pornography, as the
sensationalistic media claims. Ted Bundy
would have killed with or without the
existence of pornography: pornography
provided a scapegoat. I think maybe his
psychosis had something to do with what
Mr. Lozano was addressing in his article
about sexual taboos. The tendency to
suppress our real feelings towards certain
subjects·, be it sex or something else, blocks
our development and the unused freedom
for growth turns inward and festers in
resentment and anger. Sometimes it is this
that leads us to distort our own reality. Did
you ever think about that? I personally
think that the more we know the better we
are in making judgments on what our
behavior should be. We should not try to
hide the fact that sex is in our nature as
human beings.
J.C. Najera, Senior
Psychology major

Biblical morals archaic
Lozano is completely correct; society
has been banned by narrow-minded sexual
taboos like the ones held by Mister Quigley.
Treating sex as dirty has made many cultures neurotic. Sexual expression is necessary for human health. Quigley, you
advocate a harsh form oftorture for people;
not only would you deny them sex outside
your narrow criteria but you would not
even allow them sexually oriented materials for sorne measure of release. You are
obviously very uninfonned.
Wake up, and look about! Your morals
don't work. Having been a Southern Baptist minister and student of biblical Ian-

guages and history, I know that your
morals do not work and never have. I
witnessed many unmarried ministers
"surcome to the devil" and walk about
hating themselves for being human.
Throughout history, sexual standards
have always been double standards.
Women have been expected to remain
chaste while the boys could carry on
sexual exploits. After all, for much of
history (including biblical times) women
havebeenlittlemorethanproperty. Tight
sexual morts for young women insure
unspoiled merchandise upon delivery to
grooms.
Ancient Hebrew sexual standards to
which you ascribe were used to maintain
their social order. Daughters and sons
were married between families to insure
a close-knit tribal structure. By requiring their children to strictly limit sexual
expression, they were able to lessen
intratribal squabbles.
Christianity carried much cultural baggage from Hebrew religion including
sexual taboos.
The Bible is a literature written for its
time. Biblical writers confronted problems within their culture and situation.
To expect them to teach sexual mores
appropriate 2,000 years later in today's
technological society is ludicrous.
To try to lead a completely biblical life
in this present age would be only an
attempt to hide from reality.
I believe, however, the Bible is valuable lesson in human nature and history.
Probably the most significant is what
Jesus gave as his most important teaching: love. Love is valuable for all time.
If you were more loving, Mister
Quigley, you would be less concerned
with slapping people into line with your
version ofsex and calling all others 'sin'.
Be concerned instead with teaching responsible sex.

James Van Tolar
Philosophy
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to be held Dec. 3-20 in the CAS
Gallery.
On exhibition and sale will be
original art works submitted by
UTPA students and faculty.
Deadline for entry is Friday. For
more infonnation, call Chuck
Ramirez at 381-9125.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

"With Our Very Own
Names," a one-woman dramatization of Mexican-American
voices and visions will be presented today during activity period in the Leaming Resources
MEETINGS
Media Theater.
Cannen Tafolla is a noted writer
and keynote speaker. Her work The Honor Society will meet
highlights the interpersonal and at noon today in the Liberal Ans
intercultural dynamics in an artis- Building, Room 125. The Hontic and dramatic manner.
ors Banquet to be held Dec. 7.
"The Tejano Experience" will and a planned trip are to be disbe presented at noon today by the cussed.
History club in the Liberal Ans
The Criminal Justice Club
Building, Room 117 by Dr. meets Tuesdays at noon in LibRodolfo Rocha.
eral Ans Building, Room 105.
English Tutorial will offer rap Students are encouraged to attend.
sessions in Student Service
Alpha Kappa Psi will hold its
Building, Room 409 starting Dec. semiannual formal banquet Dec.
5 at 9:30 a.m.
8 at Meadow Creek. Fourteen
These sessions are designed to recently inducted members will
help the 1301 English student be honored.
generate ideas for the departmenAndres Sanches, district directal final exam.
tor; and Marina Elizondo, alumni,
"Legal Issues in Nursing" will will ~ guest speakers. For more
be presented via satellite each information, call 381-3370.
Monday in November from noon
Juventud Hispana will meet
to 1:30p.m.bytheHoustonSchool Fridays at 12:45 p.m. in the CAS
of Nursing.
Building, Room 186. For more
"Legal Issues for Out-Patient information, call Americo
Settings" will be presented this Martinez at 381-3441. New
Monday. For more infonnation members are welcome.
about viewing locations, call Dr.
UT Enviromental Council
Wayne Hooker at 381-3495.
meets every Wednesday at 4:15
Emergency tuition loans for in the University Center, Room
the spring semester must be ap- 307. Call Pete Romero at 686plied for by Friday.
6285 for more information.
For more infonnation, call the
The Catholic Campus Minisloan collection office at 381-2723. try and the United Methodist
A High Technology and Mi- Campus Ministry (UMCM)
nority Job Fair will be held Fri- will have an ecumenical religious
day to Dec. 1 in San Antonio. service on Sunday, Dec. 2 at 3
Preference will be given to stu- p.m. For more information call
dents registered with the Place- Kathy Salinas at 631-5295.
ment, Testing, and Cooperative
UMCM will also have a benefit
&lucation Offtce. Appli<?ations golf tournament at the Meadow
are available in the Student Ser- Creek Country Club in Mission
vices Building, Room 147.
Saturday. Tee-off time is 8 a.m.
The Student Art League is
The cost is a $40 tax-deductaccepting entries for its secbnd ible gift. For more infonnation,
annual Christmas Show and Sale, call Rev. Diaz at 383-0133.

rJJu66y's g:'as/iUJns
GRAND OPENING
Friday, November 30, 1990

A New Concept in Ladies Fashions
Beautiful Name Brand Clothes,
Jewelry, Accessories, Leather Purses,
Wallets, Belts, Scarves, etc.

All At VenJ Reasonalble Pricesf/1
Will Be Open Monday thru Saturday, 10:00 am to 7:00 pm
Main Place Shopping Center
1800 S. Main St., Suite 470 • Mc.Allen, Texas 78503
* * * 630-5957 * * *

Bring This Ad For A 10-20% Discount!!!

As school draws to a close and
the holiday spirit is in the air, it is
logical for students to look forward to spending time with family
and friends. However, many students become severely depressed
during the holiday season.
Many students may become depressed during the holiday season
for various reasons, says Gloria
Ramirez, counselor at UTPA
Counseling, Guidance and Academic Advising.
"A lot of students get depressed
because they find themselves in a
financial crunch; they are constantly being exposed to commercials for things that they can't afford at this time of year," says

5) One symptom uncommon in 10) Symptoms of penile gonorrhea
AIDS is
are
A. recurring fever, including
A. discharge and burning
"night
sweats"
B
. nausea and red spots
The questionnaire below is deC. diarrhea and cold sweat
signed to test your knowledge of B. shortness of breath
C.
loss
of
hair
certain sexually transmitted disD. swollen lymph glands
11) Vaginal gonorrhea symptoms
eases, also known as STDs.
are as easily recognizable as pe6)
Women
can
pass
on
AIDS
to
nile gonorrhea.
1) What is HIV?
their
babies.
A. True
A.AIDS
A.
True
B. False
B. Human Immunodeficiency
B.False
Virus
12) Vaginal gonorrhea, if exC. Health Immune Virus
7) The approximate number of tremely serious, can
cause
2) AIDS can be spread by sharing people with AIDS in the U.S. is
A.
1-1.5
million
A.
pelvic inflammatory disease
eating utensils.
B.
500,000
B.
cervical cancer
A. True
C.
5
million
C.
sterility
B.False
D. A and C only
8)
Texas
has
one
of
the
highest
E.
all of the above
3) AIDS can be spread by coughAIDS
rate
in
the
U.S.
ing, sneezing, or kissing on the
A. True
13) Gonorrhea can be treated but
cheek.
B. False
can't be cured.
A. True

By EVAMAZA
Repcrter

B.False

9) You can get VD from a toilet
seat.
4) AIDS can be spread by donating
A. True
blood.
B.
False
A. True 'n.
C. Sometimes
B. False

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR
THE MONEY TO GO ON?

Let us help you continue your education beyond the bachelor's level In
Speech-Language Pathology and gain experience in a rehab selling. Full time
position for the candidate who has completed a bachelor's degree in SpeechLanguage Pathology and is eligible for a license as a Speech Pathology
Allodate In Texas. You will be providing therapy in group settings for
neurologically impaired patients, and participate as a member of an interdisci,
plinary team which includes eight speech pathologists.
Due to the $8,000,000 expansion of the Bivins Center for Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation, we are able to otter a special benetit package which includes
tuition and book lees for graduate classes in Speech-Language Pathology.
If you are interested in becoming a part of our progressive, Interdisciplinary
team. please contact: Barbara Holl
Clinical Manager, Speech Pathology
Call Toll Free 1-800-477-4724 or Send resume to:
H!Qh Plains
Personnel Department, High Plains Baptist Hospital
Bapffst
Hospital
Bivins Center for Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation
1600 Wallace Boulevard
AmartJJo, Texas 79106

II

of...
Tri Star Bookkeeping Service

380-2318
• Bookkeeping Services
• Income Tax Returns
(Student Discounts!)
• Federal &: State Returns
• Payroll Services &: Reports
• Monthly Financial Statements
• Qualified Personnel

You'll also have training in a
choice of skills and enough
self-assurance to last you
the rest of your life.
Get all the details from
your Army Recruiter.

682-6141
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15) Syphilis can cause the following except
A. blindness
B. crippling
C. insanity
D. wans
16) Herpes can't be cured but can
be treated.
A. True
B. False

y(91)
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1991 MITSUBISHI MIRAGE
2 DR, HATCHBACK
1.5 liter EFI eng., 5 spd. man. overdrive trans.

--

MSRP $7,952.00
Discount - 262.00

$7,690
1991 MITSUBISHI
MIGHTY MAX PICKUP
2.4 liter EFI eng. , 5 spd man. overdrive trans. w/ cargo lamp,

Stock • MG9111

'wiM1000down pml., 60pmls of$199.68@13.9% APR w/ appovedaedl

double wall construction, fully carpeted, full size spare.

MSRP $8,032.00
Discount -1.141,00
Stock I PUll103
'wi1h $1000 down pml , 60 pmts of $149.87@13.9% APRw1 awroved ad

$6,891
USED CARS

1989 CHEVY SUBURBAN 4X4 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $13,990
1988 OLDS CIERA INTERNATIONAL 2or - - - - $8,990
1987 DODGE RAM 50 PU A/C, Auto,Clean - - - - - $4,995
1989 FORD BRONCO II Nlcaandclaan _ _ _ _ _ _ $9,990
1988 MAZDA 626 4 Dr, Auto, AJC, AM/FM Cass _ _ _ _ _ $7,990
1987 OLDS CALAIS 4Dr,Auto,A/C,AM/FMCass _ _ _ _ $4,990
1986 CHEVY CAMARO IROC 2 Dr, Auto, A/C, AM/FM Cass_ $7,990
1987 PLYMOUTH CARAVELLE SE 4Dr,Clean_ _ _ $5,990
1985 CHRYSLER NEW YORKER 4 Dr, Fully Loaded _ _ $6,990
1986 FORD BRONCO II XLT 4 Wheal Dr- - - $6,990
Prices Do Not Include Tax, Title, License Fee.
All Units Subject To Prior Sale.
Artwork For Illustration Purpose Only.
~~
FRANK VASQUEZ
RENO A LFARO
GILBERT Lvm.,v"'"
00
ROBERT ALDRETE
MORRIS GARZA

liW~Y
MITSUBISHf

UT

W. Highway 107

14) The following is not an STD
A. secondary syphilis
B. clap
C. episiotomy
D. non-gonococcal urethritis

COWGELOAN.

Located on West Highway 107 b etween 10th & 23rd
(Bloom Center)

TRI STAR

A. True

B.False

WE'LL ERASE YOUR
If you qualify, we'll reduce your debt
by 1/3 for each year you serve as a
soldier, so after just 3 years you'll
have a clean slate.

Grand Opening

Ramirez suggests that students
and their families or spouses contact any of the five UTPA counselors if they are experiencing any
emotional problems. Counseling
services are free and students
should call 381-2529 for more infonnation.

Test your sex knowledge; STD quiz given below .

If you're stuck with a student loan that's
not in default, the Army might pay it off.

Announcing the

Whatever the case, some symptoms of depression include:
• profound sadness
• feelings of hopelessness or
worthlessness
• excessive guilt
• sleeping problems, or too
much sleeping
• changes in appetite, energy
levels or sex drive

RIO GRANDEVALLEY

Pan
American

ON THE EXPRESSWAY • WESLACO

ARMY. BE ALL YOU.CAM BE.

Mitsubishi Hotline 969-2828
Out of Town Buyers 423-7328 • 383-4915
T h e word is getting around.
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'Predator 2' hunts for cops, gangs and a plot
action and micro-plot, but there is
only one real difference between
them: "Predator2"is atleastentertaining.
Toe film begins with a typical
Silver set piece: a group of drug
lord terrorists is engaged in a: titanic gun battle with the L.A.P.D.
Detective Mike Harrigan (Danny
Glover) and his team trap the gang
in a building, only to discover that
someone ... or something ... has
beaten them to the kill.
Over the next few weeks, rival
drug gangs are mysteriously
murdered ...but Harrigan is told to
keep his hands off the case by Federal Agent Peter Keyes (Gary
Busey). Harrigandoesn'theedthe
order... and his investigation becomes personal when his teammate Danny Archuleta (Ruben
Blades) is killed.
From then on, it's carnage, carnage,carnage. Colorfulcamageof
the alien-hunter-is-here-on-earth-

By PHILLIP LOZANO
Entertainment Editor

"Predator 2," directed by
Stephen Hopkins; screenplay by
Jim Thomas & John Thomas;
Produced by Lawrence Gordon,
Joel Silver & John Davis; Starring Danny Glover, Gary Busey,
Ruben Blades, Kevin Peter Hall;
Rated R; 20th Century Fox.

e 1990 20th Century Fox

Kevin Peter Hall stars as the deadly extraterrestrial with
taxidermy skills In "Predator 2," the sequel to the 1987 hit,
currently playlng In Valley theatres.

.

, , -,'·, :. 1

Twice this year has the Joel Silver producing team and 20th Century Fox brought us a giant, overblown, overbudgeted action extravaganza aimed at pulverizing
the senses and deadening the high
thought processes. Toe first flick
was this summer's "Die Hard 2,"
which, despite grosses ofover$100
million, has not made a profit due
to the enonnous expenses.
The other is the Schwarzeneggerless holiday release of "Predator
2." Toe two films both have mega-

Auditions to be held
for 'De Donde'

rti:,,,),t. · ,tJ_,1._•-. Poster Art Champions

M USICa evens

SaxophonistHenryCastillowill
present his senior recital this friday.
Toerecitalfillsonerequirement
for a degree in muSic education,
Castillo graduated from
Mercedes High School, where he
won awards for his perfonnance
with the school bands;
Castillo is currently a member
of the University Jazz Ensemble
in which he is principle saxophonist. He is also a member of
Mu Phi Epsilon National Music
Fraternity,
Castillo'sprogramincludeslmprovisationetCapricebyEugene
Bozza, and Piece Concert.ante:
Dans L'Spirit "Jazz" by Pa~l
Bonneau, which are among the
most demanding pieces of saxophone literature,
FacultypianistJohnRaimowill
assist Castillo.
Toe performance will be held

,wt',h

Friday, Nov. 30 at 8 p.m. in the

Fine Arts Recital Hall. The recital

i$

is free of charge and the publid
invited.
•·•,
'' .:: '.'.
French horn sololst Thoma!

Auditions for "De Donde" are
scheduled for today at 7:30 p.m.
Toe first play of the Spring semester, "De Donde" will not begin
rehearsals until after Jan. 15, but
the auditions are being held early
to allow participants time to plan
their Spring schedules.

Bacon willjoiii theVilleY Sytni

phonyOrchestraforaconcertperformance of seasonal music•. : k,
., . A}so perfoiri:iihg'willbe'hiii$(1
from Yalley high schootj;
Who will be 'featured in a Christmas carol sing along. t · .. ) ,
Bacon, who has several albums
in release, will perform worlcs by
Mozart and Saint Saens. . .. /L
The concert will beperfornted
onSunday,Dec.2,attheMcAllen
Civic Center, at 8 p.m.
Door prices are $10 for adults
andseniorcitizensand$5forchildren under 18. Advance ticket
prices for senior citizens are ~~For more infonnation, call ilie
Symphony Association at 6305355.

ciaos

1,:

All roles are open, and no experience is necessary. Toe play contains over 40 characters, but some
roles may be doubled. Roles are
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The Salon
1406 W. University
Mon - Sat, 8-6
380-1750
Lynda Augustin

Auditions may be scheduled beforehand by calling 381-3583, or
participants may stop by the rehears·al at 7:30 and take the first
available time slot.
Auditions will be held tonight in
CAS 107, commencing at 7:30.

Plans set for New
York theater trip

~ The p/~ne IG MAN

d:

available for English and Spanishspeaking performers. Members of
the university community and the
general public are encouraged to
audition.

Four UTPA art students were awarded prizes totaling
$500 by the Texas Department of Human Services for
the design of adoption posters.
Gilbert Lozano was awarded the first place prize of
$200 (not shown); Annabel Guerra won second place
with a cash award of $150 (far left); Robin Bullard was
awarded the third place prize of $100 ( second from
Plans for the annual UTPA UniToe total tour package price,
right); and Raul Martinez won the fourth place prize versityToeatreNewYorktriphave which includes everything except
award of $50 (far right). All are students of Associate been finalized, according to tour meals and souvenirs, is $1,100 for
Professor Frank Manuella (second from left).
director Dr. Marian Monta of the UTPA students, and $1,200 for the

--::-;::::============::::::;-;:===========-----,
lu,.5
Gita.rte re <J. to ~Ke him rr,

advised to wait for the cable release
to catch her few moments of screen
time, and Panamanian renaissance
man Ruben Blades' s short shrift as
Danny brings to mind director
Stephen Hopkins' curt treatment of
the actor when he yanked Blades
off a live interview on "Good
Morning, America" a few months
back.
"Predator 2" has a few inventive
moments, mostly visually. Toe nonstop action should satisfy
undiscriminating action fans, but
they may wonder when the film is
going to end, since there is no real
build up to the climax, only a succession of violent set pieces. There
aresomecleverbitstoward the end.
FansoftheDarkHorsecomicbooks
should
look
for
an
acknowledgementofthePredator's
deadliest enemy in the "trophy
room."
"Predator 2" is currently making
a killing at theaters V alleywide.

with-a-few-days-to-kill variety.
Toe premise would almost seem
original if the film had not been
preceded by other cop-versus-alien
films in the past few years ("Toe
Hidden," '"I' Come In Peace").
What the film does have going for
it is a highly credible presentation
by Glover and cast, clever and creative special effects and skillful
execution by a veteran action film
crew.
Toe direction is straight-forward
enough, but it is the work of production designer LawrenceG. Paull
("Back To Toe Future"), editor
Mark Goldblatt ("The Tenninator"), the stunt crew headed up by
Gary Davis, and the make-up by
Stan Winston ("Aliens") that elevate the film from the level of an
expensive B-movie.
The cast, though convincing,
wasn't given very much to do except run around and shoot guns.
Maria Conchita Alonso fans are

APPY HOL/l>AYSI

$1.49

WEEK-END
SPECIAL

Communications Department.
ThegroupwillleaveMcAllen
Mar. 9 and return Mar. 14, during
Spring Break.
Toe group is scheduled to see
three of the biggest hits currently
running, "PhantomoftheOpera,"
"Les Miserables," and 1990's
Tony Award winner, "City of
Angels."
Tour members will stay at a
luxury hotel at the heart of the
theater district. Special tours, including Lincoln Center, art museums, and the financial and theater districts, are included in the
package.

general public.
Space is limited, so interested
parties should contact Dr. Monta
immediately, at 383-6387 or 3813586. Reservation forms are available at the theater box office in the
CAS building.

PEACE

TONIGHT

South Dallas
NOW ON THURSDAYS
BLACK AND WHITE NIGHT
POST MODERN ALTERNATIVE MUSIC NIGHT

1/1/

0

q:_11!!;~~

[~R.A.'s)] "~

* Now 1B to 20 year olds Welcome
On Tuesdays & Thursdays only!

""'

IN WESLACO
.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-...-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-i

YOUR NEWEST NIGHT CLUB
PRESENTS:
THURSDAY
"Hunks
&
Trunks
Constest"
(for women)

Call for
Information
968-8961
or
381-0624

FRIDAY SUNDAY
Your favorite
live music.
Drink specials
all night.

501 E. Bus. 83 • Weslaco

"NO COVER ALL NIGHT"

Come to Subway anytime during Saturday or Sunday and buy
a Medium Drink at our Regular Price and Receive a 6 inch Cold
Cut Combo, Ham 'N Cheese, Spicy Italian or Meatball foronly
$1.49 Not good in combination with any other offer. Offer good only at
participating locations. Offer expires 12/15/90

50¢ BAR DRINKS

8PM-11PM

CELEBRATING SOMETHING?

Call
ahead for reservations
We will decorate & give you a

r,l.l...i_:,!_l:.·•······

~--~~

Bottle of Champagne For FREE

* NO COVER AND SPECIAL DRINKS DO NOT APPLY TO 18 TO 20 YEAR OLDS.
PROPER 1.0. REQUIRED AT ALL TIMES.

102 S. 2nd• Edinburg
380-2625

618 N. 10th• McAllen
630-4376

500 HACKBERRY • McALLEN, TEXAS
682-4133
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'Phi Sigs' Take Bronc-O-lympics

P

hi Sigma Kappa fraternity wrested first place, scoring 112 in
the Ninth Annual Bronc-O-lympics Nov. 16.
·
Two teams, Girl's Volleyball and the Student Government
Association (SGA) AKA Billy the Kid and the Regulators, tied for
second place with 110 points. Third place went to the American
Marketing Associaton "Marketeers" team with 108.
Three metals were awarded for consolation for enduring defeat and
for good sportsmanship.
The Intercollegiate Knights, who finished lace for last place, earned
a medal of perseverance. Metals also were awarded for the worst
grimace during the jalapefio eating contest and for the worst fall in
the dizzy bat contest.
Approximately 70 competitors on nine teams participated in the
ninth annual Bronc-O-lympics.
Bronc Olympians participated in all kinds of odd games. An obstacle
course, seven- man ski, jalapefio eating, dizzy bat, Simon Says, Jello
pie eating, balloon sitting, blind-folded three-legged contest and the
wagon race were games only the bravest or wackiest dared.
The games were planned and sponsored by the University Program
Board (UPB) and its diversions committee. Albert Garnica, chairperson of diversions, said the event was a bi~ success.

"We had a great time and it was definitely a success,"
Garnica said. "We were hoping to have at least nine teams
participate and we did. It was outstanding to have this many
teams participate."
UPB adviser Sandy Rodriguez explained the purpose of
such an event.
"Part of the reason is to bring members together to get to
know each other," she said. "We would like to eventually
open it up to staff and faculty....to bring the university community in an informal setting."
George A. Lopez, senior SGA senator, thought it was worth
every inch of mud on his body.
"It was awesome ... incredible," Lopez said "I'd encourage
more campus organizations to participate; they will surely
get their sweat's worth."
Despite the sweat, heat, mud, and the disgusting
jello, olympians carried on the tradition. As UPB
and the diversions committee prepare for next
year's tenth annual Bronc-O-lympics, several
groups are vowing revenge in what will undoubtedly be a monumental grudge match.

Rafael Garza
of the 'Phi
Sigs' tries to
reach his
destination
with the

balloon
between his
legs.

:\.

· - Guillermo Martinez, a Regulator from .SGA,
_
~.: gets down and dirty towards the end of the
~:-/11t ... obstacle course.

.

. ..,, "'

~

Phi Sigma Kappa member Victor Aguilar gets a wet seat from the balloon he burst
i c event.
during a Bronc-O-lymp_
Seniors Pete Romero and Sharon Esquivel from the Pan American Marketing
Association earn their couple of points in the blindfolded 3-legged race.

Photos and layout by Tony Mercado

Copy by Monica Martinez

UTPA beats Grambling, loses to UTSA to start season
Broncs rip Tigers, 104-86
Derek Wright scored 24 points
while Gabriel Valdez added 21 as
the Broncs blasted the Grambling
State University Tigers, 104-86
Saturday night to win their season
opener.
Some 3,731 were on hand to
watch the rout, which was the first
game of the season for both teams.
Jerome Chambers had 18 for the
Broncs, Chris Jones had 17 and
David Johnson had 12 as five
Broncs scored in double figures.
Kelvin Broadnax led the Tigers
with 23. Three other Grambling
State players scored in double figures: DaJuane Anderson (20),
Darrell Harris (18) and Felota
Evans (14).
The Broncs fell behind early in
the second half, trailing 22-17 with
10:30 left. UTPA rallied to score
15 unanswered points and grab a
commanding 32-22 lead with 6:55
left. The Broncs led 51-37 at the
half.
Grambling State fought back
again in the second half, cutting the
gap to six when a Felota Evans
jumperwith 13:41 leftinthegame
made the score 62-56.

Roadrunners roll, 96-78

The Broncs again went on a roll,
outscoring Grambling 11-2 over
the four minutes to pull away.
UTPA's biggest lead of the game
was at the buzzer (18 points).
The Broncs outshot the Tigers
55 percent to 44 percent. UTPA
also won the battle of the boards,
outreboundingGrambling 104-86.
Jones led the board attack with
10 for UTPA. Wright and Johnson
added nine each.
Anderson had 14 rebounds to
lead the Tigers.
Grambling now competes in the
Louisiana Oassic Tournament this
weekend in Lafayette, La.
The Tigers have another chance
at UTPA when the two meet again
Jan. 28 in Grambling, La.

connecting on only 12 of 24 shots
(.500). UTSAnailed30oftheir39
shots (.769).
. I
UTPA could have a good case
The Broncs shot almost the same
_ _ ..i for eliminating halftime during
as UTSA (49 percent and 44 per; l college basketball games.
cent respectively).
After falling behind by as many
The Roadrunners beat UTPA on
. 1 as 14 points early in the game, the boards, 50 to 37.
UTPA came back in Monday
A crowd of 3,148 watched in
night's game against UT-San An- stunned silence as the Broncs fell
tonio to tie the game at 43-43 at bettind 62-45 with 15:46 left in the
the half.
game.
The buck stopped there.
The Broncs tried crawling back
UTSA outscored the Broncs 17- again, closing to within 12 when a
2 to start the second half and the Paco Siller jumper with 14:09 left
Roadrunners never looked back, made the score 65-53.
whipping UTPA 96-78.
The Broncs never got closer than
Six Roadrunners scored in that. At one point, UTSA led by 21
double figures, led by Keith points (92-71) near the end of the
Horne's 18 points. Darryl Eaton game.
and Ronnie Ellison had 17 and 16
UTSA improved to 2-0 with a
respectively. Willie Newson had game yesterday against Big Eight
a dozen.
power Colorado and a weekend
Taju Olajuwon, younger brother tournament at the University of
of the Houston Rockets' Akeem, Iowa.
had 14pointsandagamehigh 13
UTPA dropped to 1-1 with uprebounds.
coming road games Saturday at
"We had some good opportuni- Missouri-Kansas City and Monties to stay in the game." said day at Texas Tech.
Bronc coach Kevin Wall, whose
team falls to 1-1 on the season.
T.. p.., A-... /Tony Mercado
"We had five great shots that we
missed,"
he said. "They hit their
Bronc guard Paco Siller maneuvers around UTSA's
shots,
we
looked up and we were
Keith Horne for two of his four points. UTSA won the
10 points behind."
game 96-78.
Derek Wright led the Broncs in
scoring again, pumping in 17
points. Jerome Clambers added
14 and had a team-high eight rebounds.
Hank Thomas had a dozen while
Gabriel Valdez had 11.
U1PA lost the game at the line,

Veterans hoping to turn women's team around
"These are kids who have survived two years in a
program with a less talented team, playing top-notch
opponents," said Tim Hicks, Lady Bronc coach.
Hicks is referring to the five returning lettermen this
year for UTPA.
These veteran survivors will try to break a 19-game
losing streak dating back to last season when they play
theirhomeopener7 p.m. SaturdaynightagainstMcNeese
State in the Fieldhouse.
The Lady Broncs finished 3-24 last year, breaking a
56-game streak in their first game of the season.
The Lady Broncs also have a home game 5 p.m.
Monday against Texas Southern.
"We are trying to ~uild a competitive women's basketball program," Hicks continued. ''The reason why the
returning lettermen arc still in the program is because I
feel that they can contribute in that respect."
1be Lady Broncs have two 5-10 senior forwards,
Anna Muniz of Brownsville and Shelli Ingram of
Oiildress.
Muniz has lettered three years for the Lady Broncs,

See Veterans Page 8 - - - - - - -

-

Lady Broncs lose opener
Five Sam Houston State players
scored in double figures as the Lady
Kats spoiled UTPA's season
opener, 81-49.
Sirena Autman led SHSU with
21 points and 15 rebounds. Shawn
Davis added 14 points and 13 rebounds.

Returning veterans Veronica Guerra, Shelli Ingram, Anna Muniz,
Julie Sanders and Iris Garza hope to make the team successful .

• •►
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Only two Lady Broncs managed
to score in double figures. Ana
Carroll had 13 points and seven
rebounds to lead UTPA in both

categories. Alyya Abdur-Rahmar
added 10 points for the Lad)
Broncs.
UTPA hung close throughout th<
first half, trailing by only a dozer
(37-25) at the half. SHSU outsconx:
the Lady Broncs by 20 in the sec•
ond half to pull away.
SHSU improves their record tc
2-1.
UTPA is 0-1, waiting for thei1
home opener Saturday agains
McNeese State.
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PAYING BIG
BUCKS
FOR YOUR USED
TEXTBOOKS!!!
NOW!!!

.

. -

~SOUTH TEXA
BOOK & SUPPLY
1516 W. University
(behind Pizza Hut)
Edinburg 380-034

i
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Guillen takes 41st at NCAA championships
Rene Guillen ran the fastest
10,000 meters of his life last week
in Knoxville, Tenn. but finished
41st, two places out of AllAmerican at the NCAA Division I
Cross Country Championships.
"I'm a bit disappointed," said the
juniorfrom Brownsville who came
close to being UTPA's first AllAmerican in cross country.
"I was going to pace myself the
first mile but I saw a big pack of
about 50 go out in front. I wound
up running 4:26 the first mile, which
was very fast. I went with them
thinking we were running slower."
''There were the most hills I've
had this season," he said. "In a
sense the traffic (there were 181
finishers) bothered me. I'm disappointed watching athletes I had
beaten at (NCAA District VI) make
All-American."
Jonah Koech of Kenya won the
national crown in 29:05 for Iowa
State.
Arkansas took the team title with
68 points, followed by Iowa State
(96), Notre Dame (185), Texas
(192) and Oregon (201).
Eric Henry of Arkansas, who
edged Guillen by three seconds at
the district meet, finished fifth at
29:31.

Golfers take 16th
at Rice tournament

Cross country coach Reid Harter with national qualifier Rene Guillen.
Steve Sisson of Texas, who finished third behind Guillen at district, took 19th at the NCAA's.
"Finishing 39th was the cutoff
for All-American," explained Head
Cross Country Coach Reid Harter.
''The top 25 native Americans are
namedAll-Americans. Therewere
14 foreign runners in the top 39."
"Rene missed All-American by

about three seconds," Harter said.
"But he finished 41st of the 184
best cross country runners and
that's really excellent. He was
23rd with a mile to go but he was
beginning to get tired. The hills are
steeper here and they went out so
hard in the early pace."
"Guillen is a junior and he will
improve," Harter said. ''The main

thing is, he stood up pretty well
under the pressure and learned
some things for next year and the
track season. He was up at the
front the whole race."

The UTPA golf team struggled
to a 16th place finish at last week's
Rice University Invitational Tournament at the par-72 Columbia
Lakes Country Club in West Columbia.
Daniel Rebollar led the Broncs,
firing rounds of 76, 78 and 76 for a
14-over par 230 total. He tied for
42nd.
Other Bronc finishers included
Genaro Davila (171 st), Pehr Berg-

The 10,000 meter is 6.2 miles.
Guillen 's personal bestforthemile
is4:22, but Coach Hartersaid "Rene
is in better shape that that now."

Baseball victorious in·fall scrimmages
MikeEiffenslammedalatehome
run that beat the Dominacan Republic, 6-5, in Mexico last weekend
to climax fall baseball workouts
for UTPA.
" I thought we did well," said
Coach Al Ogletree of the Broncs.
''The things we learned made it a
goodexpiriencetoplayinMexico.
I don't think we '11 see any pitching

all year, or any other ball clubs,
man-for-man."
The Broncs fought from behind
to grab the lead in four of their six
international games, They rallied
twice to beat Mexico, 6-2, before
losingthesecondgameofadouble
header here, 6-3.
In Monterrey last weekend, the
team upset the Dominican Repub-

lie, ranked second in the world
behind Cuba in amateur baseball.
The Broncs managed just five hits,
but all of them came in the sixth
inning. Ray De Leon, Lance
Sardelich, George Williams and
Victor Vela all singled, then Eiffen
ripped a two-run homer to right
field.
Ross Gonzales considered the

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

pitching opportunity one ofthe best
of his life.
"For me it was one of the bigger
wins of my life," Gonzales said. "I
think everybody felt the same as I
did."
The Broncs lost three tough
games to Mexico, 5-4, 4-0, 6~5.
CatcherTommy Ayala threw out
both Dominican Republic runners
who tried to steal on the Broncs.
UTPA also managed seven double
plays.

The Ultimate
Tuxedo Rental
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Sincerely Yours
1619 South Closner
Edinburg

Hallmark Cards
Bridal Registry
Gift Items
Helium Balloons

PARTIES
aoctAU

P•r-nallaed Attention

!

Host Rice captured the team title,
firing an 885. Ball State and
Stephen F. Austin tied for second
at 891.
Abilene Christian's Clint Johnson nailed down medalist honors,
firing an even par 216 over the 54
holes. Four men tied for second at
219.

381-5661

WEDDING•
PROMa

~ U1

quist (174th), Charles Yoo (177th)
and Joakim Peterson (T83rd).
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ALMA'S

His -n- Hers

t=IMDFO=lffli:=I
Transformer
Conversions

422 1/2 E. University
(512) 682-9697
(512) 682-9600
602 N. 10th St.
McAllen, Tx. 78501

Professional Window Tinting
and Customizing Center
Auto Alarm Systems

Styling Salon

383-9035

Edinburg

GRAND OPENING
DECEMBER 1, 1990

10am to 5pm
ALLEN 'S SPORT CARDS/COMICS 'N THINGS
NFL - NBA - BASEBALL - HOCKEY - RACE CARS
Beckett & Overstreet Price Guides

THE MOST EXCITING FEW. HOURS
YOU'LL SPEND ALL WEEK.

CONTEST• DRAWINGS •DISCOUNTS
CHRISTMAS IDEAS & GIFT CERTIFICATES
Shirts • Stamps • Buttons • Pins • Pennants

Special NO~N RYAN AUTOGRAPHED BASEBALLS ON SALE
1414 W. University Drive - Edinburg
(Hiway 107 - Across from UT Pan American)

Sonia s
Beauty
Boutique
Regular H/C $6
Students H/C $4
1603 W. University, Suite F,
Edinburg
•

380-2239

Et PATO

MS 1201-MARKMANSHIP & FIRST AID
MS 1202 - SURVIVAL & LAND NAVIGATION

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
YALLIY■WIDI

SECTION
1201.01
1202.01
1201.02
1202.02
1202.03

CREDITS
2
2
2
2
2

ROOM/BUILDING
CAS 185
CAS 184
CAS 184
CAS 184
CAS 185

HOURS/DAYS
MW 10:45-11 :35
MW 9:45-10:35
TT 9:10-10:35
MW 10:45-11 :35
TT 9:10-10:35

MS 1201/1202 Safisfy UT-PA Physical Education Requirements

Build your self-confidence in these exciting Army ROTC electives.
We'll get you out of the classroom and into adventure.

DECEMBER SPECIAL
.................... .
•••••••••••••• • • ••• •

••••

HWHITE FLOUR .
~iPATOS
..

··--------TRY'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

2 Enchiladas,
1 Pato (beef or
chicken), Spanish
Rice, Ranchero Beans

ONLY $2.95
INCIAUIINt •• IIANINIADI FLOUR ,omLLAS

1111. I'S on NOIWlAH RICIHI ALL FOOD
MADI HHN DAIL f ON PRIUUIIS

NOW OPEN DAILY Al 7:00 A,M,•SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALLI
ARMYROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

McALLIN (Pecan)........................................682■3 I 76
McALLIN (Bus. 83)......................................687■8269
Mc.ALLIN (No. IOth) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 682•15'16
IDIN■URG ...................................................383■0725
■ROWNS VILLI ..................................·.......... 541-0241
MISSION .....................................................585-4545
WISLACO •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1414
NARLINGIN ................................................428•6224

What
it takes
It takes caring, com·
munication, creativity to
do a good job. Many
have found the Christian
Science Reading Room
a source of help and
good ideas in accomplishing this.
You're invited to explore
this community resource.
911 N. Main St
McAllen, Tx.

Open Mon. - Fri.

11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Information

686-4241
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Soda company helps promote Bronc basketball Veterans-------Cola and Dr. Pepper people, the other Coca-Cola products to a
UTPA Broncs have started a spe- Bronc home game can participate
cial promotion. Anyone who brings in a contest for big prizes.
six empty can of Dr. Pepper or The recycling project continues
for the Broncs' next two home

One million cans of Dr. Pepper
throughout South Texas now carry
the UTP A Bronc basketball
schedule.
To return this favor to the Coca-

games against Colorado State (Dec.
15) and Tulane (Dec. 22).
Athletic director Sam Odstrcil
arranged the recycling program in
cooperation with Dan Fairley, sales
center manager ofthe Valley CocaCola Bottling Co., and Dan Davis,
grounds supervisor of UTPA who
is working on campus recycling
effons.
For every six empty cans of Dr.
Pepper or other Coca-Cola products delivered to one ofthe Broncs'
first four home games, the person
bringing them will receive a numbered coupon, good for a drawing
for three big prizes at the Tulane
game Dec. 22. There is no limit to
how many cans one individual can
bring. Anyone bringing 60 cans to
recycle would receive 10 tickets
for-the drawing.
These coupons given for the
empty cans do not apply for admission to the Broncs games. The
coupons are justgood fortheTulane
game Dec. 22.

and will be looked upon to assume
a leadership role.
"Almost two-thirds of our team
is new faces, and we're looking to
Anna to provide leadership," Hicks
said.
. Ingram played for the Lady
Broncs two years ago, but didn't
finish last year. She has returned
for her last year of eligibility.
"Shelli .was our leading scorer
and rebounder two years ago,"
Hicks said. "She has proved to
peopleshecanbeafront-lineplayer
in this league. If she can focus on
basketball she can again be a tremendous asset to the program."
Like Muniz, 5- 7 senior guard
Veronica Guerra of Harlingen is
the only other Lady Bronc to letter
three years for UTPA. Hicks calls
Guerra a tremendous athlete.
"Shehasbeenatleastapart-time

starter each year," he said. "So she
has played a lotof basketball against
quality people."
Junior guard Iris Garza has lettered two years.
"Iris is one of the best athletes in
the program," he said. "(She has)
quickness, speed, strength."
Sophomore Julie Sanders ofKaty
is inherthird year at UTPA. The 5- •
7
g guard lettered one year before a
serious knee injury kept her out all
last year.
"Julie came in with a game that
skills-wise was more advanced than
most of the girls," Hicks said.
"Which means she's a smart player
who can shoot the ball. She needs
to get in shape this year after being
injured."
"Hopefully these girls will finally see the results of all their
work," Hicks said.

LEAVE

t

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY•

THE PACK
BEHIND

Coach Kevin Wall; Dr. Miguel Nevarez, UTPA President; Dan Fairley sales center manager
of the Valley Coca-Cola bottling company and Athletic Director Sam Odstrcll

Reproductive
Services

I Link
Treasure HIiis
Suite #35
2220 Haine Drive
Harlingen, Tx 78550

...In Association with Adoption Affiliates
... Providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care
• Pregnancy Testing
. • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
• Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
• Morning After Treatment
• Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
• Speakers for Educational Programs
• Adoption Services

For Information Call:

428-6242 - 428-6243
licensed by the Texas Department of Health

TYPING SERVICE: Research Need help with research pa-

The Edinburg room, the "Interactive Video Classroom," is located
in the Leaming Resource Center.
The lighting has been doubled and
audio tiles line the walls to facilitate transmission of the signals.
Only one class at a time can be
· transmitted, because all24 channels
are need to run the system.
When the cable is not in use for
classroom teaching, the lines will
be available for data and voice
transmissions, including computer
access and teleconferences.
Both sites are equipped with a
telephoneline so students can speak
privately to their professors.
The class will have no more than
25 students at each location. The
class roll for the Edinburg section

papers reports, etc. Grammar pers? Essays? English Lit?
correction; Proofreading & Edit- Qualified tutor-B.S., M.A. 630ing. Over 10 years experience. 3492.
Call 585-2838.
WANTED: Foreign student to
TYPING/LANGUAGE HELP: share house in Weslaco. Will
Retired English teacher. Near have use of master bedroom and
bath. All utilities paid. Free
Campus. Glenn 383-2066.
cable TV with VCR. Use of library
and gameroom. Full use
Writing services, Essays, Reof
kitchen
and laundry room.
search papers, Resumes, ComTransportation
and telephone is
position, Mechanics, Grammar
call after 6p.m. 380-1563. Rush your problem. Prefer student
proficient in French, Russian,
jobs.
Chinese or Japanese with a major
in engineering, math, music
LOST: A NASHUA FLOPPY
art.
Straight or gay, male or
or
diskette. Labeled "Dungeon
female
no problem. $450 per
Disk". Lost in vicinity ofthe CAS.
month.Interviews
will begin
Any information call 585-3031
18.
C~ot
be
allergic
to cats
Jan.
after 5 pm, ask for Gil. $5 reor
have
any
dietary
restrictions.
ward.
Call Jack at 1-512-968-4104.

of the class, EDPS 6333.0, is already filled. The corresponding
Brownsville course number is
EDPS 6333.60.
Interactive video access between
the Valley and the rest of the UT
System is only a matter of time,
according to officials with the
Office of Telecommunica.t ion
Services (OTS).
According to Allison Thompson,
communications analyst with OTS,
the office will install a link between
San Antonio and Edinburg before
the end of 1991.
''The schedule for that is really
predicated upon the instructional
uses of the link that are being developed at this time," said Bill Bard,
director of OTS.
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